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OVERSIGHT HEARING ON TESTING/ASSESS-
MENT/EVALUATION TO IMPROVE LEARNING
IN OUR SCHOOLS

THURSDAY, JUNE 7, 1990

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY,

AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:50 a.m., in Room

2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Augustus F. Hawkins
[Chairman] presiding.

Members present: Representatives Hawkins, Martinez, Hayes,
Sawyer, Payne, Poshard, Good ling, Smith, Gunderson, and Petri.

Staff present: John Jennings, counsel; Dr. June L. Harris, legisla-
tive specialist; and Jo-Marie St. Martin, education counsel.

Chairman HAWKINS. The Subcommitte..! on Elementary, Second-
ary, and Vocational Education is called to order. The hearing this
morning is an oversight hearing on testing assessment evaluation
to improve learning in our schools.

In order to conserve time, the Chair will not make an opening
statement at this time other than to indicate that the importance
of this hearing should be, viewed in terms of the importance of as-
sessment itself. There is no way that we can achieve any of the
goals in education without some form of measurement to assess
where we are today or where we will be by the year 2000, or any
other time.

We have invited a numbeL of witnesses who are highly qualified
in their fields. We are deeply appreciative of their participation in
the hearing this morning. If other members wish to make any
statement at this time, the Chair will yield to any member who de-
sires to make a statement.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Mr. Chairman, I have a written statement that I
would like submitted for the record, but I won't make statement.

Chairman HAWKINS. Without objection, the statement will be en-
tered into the record at this point. Other statements that may be
made by the members will also be included in the record.

[The prepared statement of Hon. Matthew G. Martinez followsd
(1)
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MR. CHAIRMAN, I WOULD LIKE TO SUBMIT A
WRITTEN STATEMENT FOR THE RECORD.

MR. CHAIRMAN, WE ARE HERE TODAY
BECAUSE SERIOUS CONCERNS HAVE BEEN
RAISED ABOUT THE ADEQUACY OF TODAY'S
STANDAauIZED TESTS AND ABOUT HOW THEY
ARE BEING USED. // FOR EXAMPLE, IN ONE
SCHOOL DISTRICT IN NEW IORK, 61% OF
THE CHILDREN HOPING TO ENTER
KINDERGARTEN FLUNKED A STANDARD TEST
FOR READINESS./ AFTER THEY WERE
ASSIGNED TO A SPECIAL TWO YEAR
KINDERGARTEN, A STUDY SHOWED THAT THE
TES1 HAD A 50% MARGIN OF ERROR. / /
THAT IS, IT WAS NO BETTER THAN
FLIPPING A COIN. / IN GEURGIA THERE
WERE SIMILAR RESULTS WHEN A PEN AND
PAPER TEST WAS MANDATED FOR PROMOTION
FROM KINDERGARTEN. / FLUNKING
KINDERGARTEN IS NOT A JOKE--AND
EDUCATIONAL POLICY SHOULD BE BASED ON
SOMETHING MORE SOLID THAN THE FLIP OF
A COIN.

THESE TESTS ARE BEING MISUSED. I IS

LIKE THE BODY-COUNTS IN THE VIET NAM
WAR--WE GET HARD NUMBERS ON A
WALL-CHART THAT MAKE GREAT HEADLINES
BUT THEY ARE MISUSED. LIKE THE BODY
COUNTS, THEY CAN TELL US WE ARE
WINNING A BATTLE, WHEN WE MAY BE
LOSING A WAR TO IMPROVE EDUCATION.

DEPENDING ON THE CRITIC, THESE
STANDARDIZED TESTS: (A) MEASURE THE
WRONG SKILLS, tB) DISTORT CLASSROOM
PRACTICE, (C) FALSELY ASSURE PARENTS,
OR (D) DISCIMINATE AGAINST THE
UNDERPRIVILEDGED. / THE CORRECT ANSWER
IS PROBABABLY "ALL OF THE ABOVE".

WE NEED TO USE TESTS WISELY TO
IMPROVE EDUCATION. EVEN MORE
SERIOUSLY WE NEED TO ELIMINATE THE
MISUSE OF TESTS IF WE ARE NOT GOING
TO SHORT-CIRCUIT EDUCATION REFORM TO
PIGEONHOLD KIDS AND SEAL OFF
OPPORTUNITIES FOR ALL AMERICANS.

I LOOK FORWARD TO HEARING THE
TESTIMONY, AND TO FUTURE CONSIDERATION
OF THIS IMPORTANT ISSUE.

THANK YOU.
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Chairman HAWKINS. The hearirg will consist of a panel of ex-
perts in their particular fields. May I ask these witnesses to sit at
the witness table.

Dr. Walter Haney is Senior Research Associate Director for the
Study of Testing Evaluation and Educational Policy, Boston Col-
lege. He's representing the National Commission on Testing and
Public Policy.

Dr. Burton Faldet, President, Test Consultants, Ltd., Illinois, rep-
resenting the Association of American Publishers, Inc.

Dr. Faithorn, Jr., retired business executive, volunteer teacher at
th,.! University of the District of Columbia, representing the
Friends of Education, New Mexico.

Mr. Ramsay Selden, Director of the State Education kssessment
Center, Council of Chief State School Officers.

Gentlemen, we will recognize you in the order in which your
names have been called. May we request that your prepared state-
ments in their entirety be entered in the record, and we hope that
you will summarize or highlight your testimony so as to leave time
for questioning at the end of your statements and give us an oppor-
tunity, in a very informal sense, to try to develop the subject
matter which will be most productive for the committee.

We are in the process of drafting a title to an omnibus education
bill, and we believe that .vithout this title the omribus approach to
education in a more comprehensive approach would be obviously a
failure if we do not, in terms of a title on assessment, develop at
least the beginning of the subject.

We obviously are not gping to conclude this hearing today as the
only hearIng on this particular subjec matter. We will continue
our communication with you and hope that we can call on you
from tin--,2 to time to help us in refining the title so that it is mean-
ingful terms of approaching the problem. Dr. Haney, you may
procer.d.

STAT11MENTS OF DR. WALTER HANEY, BOSTON COLLEGE; DR.
BURTON W. FALDET, TEST CONSULTANTS, LTD.; WALTER E.
FAITHORN, JR., BUSINESS EXFUUTIVE AND VOLUNTEER
TE ACHER AT THE UNIVERSITY OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUM-
BIA; AND RAMSAY SELDEN, STATE EDUCATION ASSESSMENT
CENTER COUNCIL OF CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICERS
Dr. HANEY. Yes, sir. Thank you. My name is Dr. Walter Haney,

and I'm a senior research associate at Boston College. I am here
this morning representing the National Commission on Testing
and Public Policy.

I'm substituting for Dr. Bernard Gifford who had hoped to be
here this morning but unavoidably could not come this morning. So
I wanted to first pass along Dr. Gifford's apologies for his not being
here today.

What I would like to do briefly is to summarize the recent report
of the National Commission on Testing and Public Policy. I have
provided copies of the Executive Summary of the National Commis-
sion's report to the members of the committee, If you would desire
full copies of the Commission Report, I would most certainly be
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pleased to provide them. I simply could not carry copies in my lug-
gage this morning.

Chairman HAWKINS. Doctor, we would probably need about 35
copies. Every member of the committee should be supplied with a
COpy.

Dr. HANEY. Thirty-five copies?
Chairman HAWKINS. Yes. If you have those available, we would

appreciate it.
Dr. HANEY. I will get those sent to you as soon as I return to

Boston.
The National Commission has worked for three years investigat-

ing the role of testing in the United States in both the realms of
education and the realms of employment. The Commission's work
was motivated by a fundamental concern that America must
revamp the way it develops and utilizes human talent.

To do that in the future, as human talerAt is increasingly becom-
ing the life-blood of our nation's future, we must restructure test-
ing so that talent is promoted rather than merely screened or clas-
sified. This will rPquire that we rethink incentives legarding edu-
cational testing and assessment.

The Commission was concerned that currently there is over-reli-
ance on testing that is predominantly multiple choice in format
and that sometimes leads to unfairness in allocation of opportuni-
ties and too often undermines vital social policies. Nevertheless, at
the outset, I want to make clear that the Commissionall the
members of the Commissionstrongly felt that there is a vital
place for testing in both our education and employment systems.

Specifically, the Commission concluded that well-designed and re-
sponsibly used assessment can L2. an important source of informa-
tion about how our organizations ar.d institutions are doing, what
our children are learning and how well, and who among us is
likely to make the most of opportunities that cannot be provided to
all.

Since you have a summary of the Commission's recently released
report, let me only very briefly summarize the main findings and
recommendations of the Commission.

First, the Commission concluded that tests are imperfect meas-
ures with regard to both individual's learning and their employ-
ment potential.

Second, testing can result in unfairness. Some uses of testing do,
in fact, result in unfairness not only for individuals but for identifi-
able groups of our society.

Third, in the education realm the Commission concluded that
there is simply too much testing. There has been a vast increase in
testing in the Nation's school.., over the last 20 to 30 years, and the
Commission concluded that students in our nation s schools are
simply subjected to too much testing. It was estimated that stu-
dents spent the equivalent of 20 million school days each year
simply taking standardized tests.

If I may divert from the text findings of the Commission, let me
simply illustrate some of the evidence that we accumulated to sup-
port that finding.

Chairman HAWKINS. We'll get somc staff to assist you, volun-
teers to help out. Do you need some assistance?

1 ( i
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Dr. HANEY. I only have a couple of charts.
Chairman HAWKINS. Okay. Well, I want to keep my staff busy.

You've taken that job away.
Dr. HANEY. We had a stand for the charts, but inadvertently

someone r:moved it just before we started. So we will substitute.
But as an experienced teacher, I am quite familiar with having to
im_provise as I speak.

This chart simply represents the growtn in state testing pro-
grams form 1950 to 1990, as summarized in an Office of Technology
Assessment Report from the U.S. Congress in 1987.

It only goes to 1987. There has been an increase in state testing
programs since 1987 so that now virtually every state in the
Nation has a stite testing program. In addition, districts have their
own testing programs. Additional testing may be mandated as a
result of other special programs.

Because of this repetitive testing and unclear evidence that it
was providing instructional useful information, the Commission
concluded that there is simply too much testing in the Nation's
schools. Also, it seems clear that in addition to there being simply
too great a volume of testing, that some forms of testing may in
fact be undermining educational efforts in the schools. We found
evidence that in many places instructional practices had been
transformed simply into test preparation practices, for example.

More broadly, in the fourth finding of the Commission, the Com-
mission concluded that testing is undermining important social
policies, not just in education, but in the employment realm as
well. There are several examples that the Commission cited of this
general finding to illustrate this problem.

The fifth major finding of the Commission was that there's
simply insufficient public accountability regarding standardized
testing programs. That while tests have become instruments of
public policy for maintaining accountability, there is insufficient
public accountability with regard to the tests themselves.

Rarely are important tests subject to formal systematic profes-
sional scrutiny or examination in public. As a result of these gener-
al findings, the Commission corHuded in its fundamental recom-
mendation that current testing policies arid practices need to be
substantially restructured to help promote the develop and talents
of people tl become constructive citizens and to help institutions
become more productive, accountable and just.

To help promote a vision of how this might be accomplished, the
Commission made eight general recommendations which are sum-
marized in materials I h we provided so let me only briefly men-
tion them here.

First, testing policies and practices must be reoriented to pro-
mote the development of all human talent, not just to select among
people or to classify people to promote the development of all
human talent.

Second, testing programs should be redirected from reliance on
multiply choice tests toward alternative forms of assessment. But I
wish to make clear that the Commission did not think there is any
one quick fix regarding a better test or a better assessment. These
sources of information about students' learning must be used flexi-
bly and in different ways for different purposes with avoidance of
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over-reliance on any one form of assessment, be it a multiple choice
test or some alternative.

Third, test scores should be used only when they differentiate on
the basis of characteristics relevant to opportunities bring allocat-
ed. Too often a test is used scmply because it is available when in
fact it is not relevant to the opportunities being allocated.

li ourth, the more test scores disproportionately deny opportuni-
ties to minorities, the greater is the need to show that test measure
characteristics relevant to the opportunities being allocated, be-
cause they found clear evidence that some uses of tests were in fact
promoting unfairness with regard to allocation of opportunities to
minorities.

The final three findings of the Commission I win summarize as
follows. Test scores are imperfect measures and should not be used
alone to make important decisions about individuals, groups or in-
stitutions. In the allocation of opportunities, individuals past per-
formance and relevant experience must be considered. We can no
longer tolerate bureaucratic decision-making about individuals on
the basis of single test scores because of the fallibility of all test
results.

Sixth, more efficient and effective assessment strategies are
needed to hold institutions accountable. Right now we have consid-
erable evidence that testing programs are providing us with mis-
leading information about the performance of some of our vital
social institutions.

Seventh, the enterprise of testing must be subjected to greater
public accountability, and we must view testing for the purposes of
accountability separately from testing for the purposes of promot-
ing individual student learning.

Eighth, research and development programs must be expended
to create assessments that promote the development of the talents
of all of our people. While must research and development has
gone on in the past concerning testing and assessment, the Com-
mission felt strongly that future research regarding testing and as-
sessment needs to be motivated by the primary goal of testing and
assessment to promote the development of human talent rather
than simply testing and assessment to classify or measure people.

That's a summary of the Commission's report. I will be glad to
answer questions and provide you with the full copies of the Com-
mission's report as you requested. Thank you very much.

Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you, Doctor. We'll get back to you
I'm sure during the questioning period.

At this point, I should like to announce that there's a vote pend-
ing in the House. Some of the members may care to go and respond
to the voting or to alternate. Those who do go, I request that you
return and perhaps bring another member of the subcommittee
back with you.

The Chair is not desirous of going over to waste time on a useless
vote such as this one.

Mr. GOODLING. I don't have an opponent this fall so I'm not wor-
ried.

[Laughter.]
Chairman HAWKINS. Well, at least we have a formal quorum and

we'll continue.

1 2
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Dr. Burton FaldetI hope I'm correct in pronouncing your
namePresident, Test Consultants, Ltd. of Illinois representing the
Association of American Publishers.

D. FALDET. Well Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, my
name is Burt Faldet. I appreciate this opportunity to appear before
you today on behalf of the Association of American Publishers.

AAP is the principal trade organization representing more than
235 member firms that publish hardcover, paperback books, profes-
sional, technical and scientific journals, computer software and
classroom and education materials, including indeed tests and eval-
uation and scoring services.

I am President of Test Consultants, Ltd., which provides services
in evaluation, design and implementation strategies to education
and business. From 1965 to 1987 I was with Science Research Asso-
ciates, a commercial test publisher, where I was involved in a vari-
ety of positions, mi.nagement and staff, in the development, publi-
cation and use of standardhed tests for schools and industry.

I've also taught some courses in measurement. I was a school
psychologist, a science teacher, and director of Pupil Personnel
Services.

There are several roints that I would like to discuss today about
the development and use of standardized tests in elementary and
secondary schools from the perspective of the publisher of such
tests. My statement does not address higher education, employ-
ment cr military testing.

The first, and what I hope will be the most important message
I'll leave with you today is that the developers and publishers of
standardized tests should be seta as part of the solution for im-
proving the quality at educational instruction, not as part of the
problem.

The second message is that test diversity and cumpetitic should
be encouraged to assure improved education and improved assess-
ment instruments. Different needs for information are served by
different kinds of tests. No one test can accomplish all of the di-
verse objectives of our educational system.

It is a serious mistake, of course, to try to make tests do what
they are not designed to accomplish or to use tests as the sole
means for assessment in most situations. Finally, I want to assure
the committee that the test publishers working with the education-
al community are and will continue to expand and improve their
testing produces to meet continually emerging educational de-
mands.

In the interest of time, I will leave your reading the material
submitted for the record. In them, I've summarized some of our
thoughts on why testing occurs from our perspective, the limits of
tests, the different kinds of tests and their uses, and the role of the
test developer and publisher.

Publishers are not simply printers, bookbinders and marketers.
They are an integral part of the educational system, providing an
essential delivery system, as well as taking the initiative for and
bearing the risk of developing new and innovative materials.

What recommendat'ons do we have for Congress? The first is
that you continue to hold hearings such as this on education issues,
particularly testing, as a prelude to any possiblr further action.
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Second, Congress should continue to assure diversity of testing. No
single test, no single curriculum, no single textbook can or should
meet our nation's diverse educational needs.

Competition among test developers, including a vigorous private
sector, should be encouraged. Publishers have a very vital role in
making whatever test program may be adopted by a school work.
They provide an economical and efficient delivery system for as-
sessments of many kinds. Publishers have traditionally served as
an important bridge between sound theory and sound practice.

Indeed, they have been the vehicle for getting local school accept-
ance of new concepts and the resulting products. They have been
the primary link between those who create and those who must im-
plement. We do not see a change in this role nor do we believe that
a change is desirable. For this reason it is important to involve
publishers in the early conceptualization of products resulting from
sound research.

One of the crucial concerns is the proper interpretation of test
results. One suggestion we would have for you might be to provide
funding for targeted in-service training to teachers and administra-
tora in interpreting test results to enable them to use tests better
to improve instruction and to convey information to students, par-
ents and the public.

State and local education agencies might be encouraged, if not
required, to develop a comprehensive assessment plan which would
identify instructional and accountability goals and objec ,ives and
those assessment instruments that would be used to achieve them
and measure progress. The plan could include specific programs for
in-service training, public inforrlation and for assuring that tests
are selected, used and interpreted appropriately.

We do not believe that the Federal Government should get inti-
mately involved in state and local testing business. Continued fi-
nancial and technical support for research and development on in-
novative assessments, as now provided by the Department of Edu-
cation and the National Science Foundation, would enable contin-
ued progress toward improving educational assessments.

Thank you for your attention. I would be pleased to respond to
any questions the committee may have.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Burton W Faldet follows:]

i 4
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STATEMENT BY BURTON W. FALDET
ON BEHALF OF THE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN PUBLISHERS
BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY,

AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR

JUNE 7, 1990

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, by h e is Burt

Faldet. I appreciate this opportunity to appear before you
today on behalf of the Association of American Publishers. Th

Association of American Publishers ("AAP') is the principal
trade organization representing more than 235 member firms that
publish hardcover and paperback books; professional, technical,
and scientific journals; computer software; and classroom and
educational materials, including tests and evaluation and
scoring materials.

I am President of Test Consultants, Ltd, which provides
evluation, design, and implementation sflategles to education

and business. Our clients have included 1 1,r4rt..ial test
publishers, the American Institutes for Rpsearr:a, IBM, as well
as individual school districts. From r,65 tu 1987. I was with
Science Research Associates, a commercial test publisher, where
I was involved in a variety of positions in the development,
publication, and use of standardized tests for schools and
industry. I also have taught undergraduate courses in
Measurement and Evaluation and secondary school science, and
served as a School Psychologist and Director of Pupil Personnel
Services.

There are several points that I would like to discuss today
about the development and use of standardized tests in
elementarY and secondarr schools, from the perspective of the
publishers of such tests. My statement does nor address higher
education, employment, or military testing.

The firrt, and what I hope will be the most Important
message I leave with you today, is that developers and
publishers of standardized tests should be seen as part of the
solution for improving the quality of educational instruction,
not as part of the problem
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The second message is that test diversity and competition
should be encouraged to assure improved education and improved
assessment instruments. Different ob]ectives are served by
different kinds of tests -- no one test can accomplish all of
the diverse ob]ectives of our diverse educational system It is

a serious mistake to try to make tests do what they are not
designed to accomplish. or to use tests as the 5,1e means for
assessment in most situations.

Finally. I want to assure the Committee that ''est
publishers -- working with the educational community -- are
expanding and improving their testing products to meet
continually emerging educational demands.

WHY TEST?

Measurement can be reYatively exact -- but a numbor has no
meaning until someone makes a pidgment about it. lhat is the
difference between measurement and evaluation. There are many
ways to determine health; a number on a thermometer is one
indicator, but it takes someone to exercise ]udgment as to the
significance of the temperature shown, and to take the
appropriate action as indicated by the reading on the
thermometer. It would be imprudent, however, to rely entirely
on temperature to make a diagnosis of the patient.

Why educational testing? Testing is of value to the
student. It serves to pro7ide some information that can be used
by educators and parents to identify and respond to the
initructionai needs of individual pupils and to improve
instruction of individual pupils. Testing is a means to assess
progress toward specific educational ob]ectives, as evidenced by
what pupils can do in terms of skills exhibited.

Testing also serves broader, institutional goals. It
assists in assessment of long-range effects of changes in the
educational program, enabling comparison of (1) performance over
time and to changes in the instructional program or to changes
in population characteristics and (2) performance across
different sub7ect areas, such as mathematics and reading, to
determine strengths and weaknesses, needs for program
modification, Cr changes of emphasis. Testing is one means to
evaluate performance for accountability purposes.

The methods of evaluating whether children are learning what
is being taught have changed over the years, )ust as many
techniques and ob]ectives cf teaching have changed. For
example, standardized achievement tests and numerous other types
of tests have supplemented teacher-made tests administered on a
class-by-class basis.

-2-
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LIMITS TO TESTING

It must be emphasized, howevet, that there are limits to
testing. When testing is used in "high-stakes" situations and
results are used as a sanple "pass/fail" barrier to students, or
to reward or punish teachers and administrators, when the
pressure becomes so intense that there Is "teaching the test"
rather than teaching the skills 3nd concepts that are being
evaluated, when test scores become the sole ccteria for
evaluating student petformance or potential or the effectiveness
of Instruction, then testing has gotten out of hand and is being
misused and abused.

Tests are a necessary hut nct sufficient me,ns to assess
achievement and growth in skills and abilities. What may be
tested is not, and cannot te, inclusive of all of the desired
outcomes of instruction

Tests may h: used as a partial basis for evaluation. Tests
are concerned Inly with certain basic skills and abilities and
are not intervmd to measure total achievement in any given
subject or rade; they are not inclusive of all the desired
outcomes of education. Standardized tests are concerned with
only those areas of instruction that are amenable to objective
measurement.

It should also be recognized that local performance is
conditioned by many Influences. The instructional effectiveness
of the teachir staff is only one of tnese factors. Among other

factors are t-e pupils school and home environment, their past
educational history, and the quality and adequacy of the
instructional materials with which the staff has to work.

As stated in the Manual for School Administrators for one
standardized test,

At all times, the tests must be considered a means to
an end and not ends in themselves. These tests have
their principal value in drawing attention of the
teaching staff and the pupil to those specific aspects
of the pupil's development most in need of individual
attention; in facilitating remedial and individualized
1..struction; in identifying those aspects of the whole
program of instruction most in need of increased
emphasis and attention; and in providing the basis for
more adequate educational guidance of the individual
pupil. If properly used, the results should motivate
both teachers and pupils to increased, better-directed
efforts in both teaching and learning.

-3-
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When intelligently used in combination with cther
important types of information, the results obtained
from these tests should prove very valuable in the
appraisal of the total program of instruction. Unless
they are used in conjunction with other information,
however, they may do serious injustice to many teachers
and to many well conceived instructional programs.

KINDS OF TESTS

Different tests have been developed to meet a variety of
purposes. Some tests are subjective, Inth as to tht matter
tested and the interpretation of the results. A standardized
test is an ,thjective test that uses the same standards to
measure student performance across the country; everyone takes
the same test according to the same rules.

A normed-reference test (NRT) is a standardized test used to
compare students' performance in terms of a carefully selected,
nationally representative group, or norm, on the same test;
performance is based on total test or subtest scores. (In

contrast, for some tests, such as the SATs and ACT, the norm is
based on the others taking the test, rather than to a
standardized national norm.)

A criterion-referenced test (CRT) differs from a
normed-reference test Primarily in how test scores are
interpreted and used. A criterion-referenced test is used to
evalus'e and report performance in terms of specific
insti .tional objectives or skills, stated in measurable terms.

These labels are not mutually exclusive. Many
criterion-referenced tests are normed, and many norm-referenced
tests may be subject to criterion-referenced, content-based
interpretations.

Teacher-made tests generally are intended to provide
information about individual student's performance on specific,
classroom-oriented, curricula or specific needs for information
about students. These tests are frequently supplemented by
extbuok tests, which are developed by textbook publishers and
may appear in textbooks or be Provided to teachers as
supplementary instructional materials. Both of these tests ate
associated frequently with grades on report cards and help
measure a student's progress in class, as well as facilitate
individualized instruction.

Tests can also be in a variety of tormats. Multiple-choice
tests offer the advantages of objectivity and uniformity or

-4-
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scoring, ease of administration scoring, and low cost.
There are disadvantages to such tests, particularly if they are
utilized as the ,mclusive method of assessment.
"Performance-based tests," "authentic assessments," or
'alternative assessments" generally are open-ended tests that
are not multiple-choice. They include essays, writing samples
and portfolios of work, practicums, or oral or visual
demonstrations. They generally are more expensive,
labor-intensive, and require more training and preparation to
administer and evaluate -- factors which also can make them
affirmative educational tools. The same concerns for validity
and reliability, standardization if used for comparisons, and
abuse if used in high-stakes situations that are raised with
multiple-choice tests are applicable to performance test*,

PerformanCe testing and standardized testing are not
mutually exclusive. It is important to point out that for
several years writing and listening assessments -- performance
tests -- have been offered by test developers as part of their
standardized test batteries. Publishers are now offering
portfolio tests to supplement their current test batteries.

What are the particular advantages of a norm-referenced,
standardized test? It ensures reliability and validity in data
collection, analysis, and interpretation. It enables evaluation
of student achievement in various grades and subjects for the
pu,pose of aggregating and reporting achievement gains in terms
of a common reporting scale (e.g., normal curve equivalent or
grade equivalent), with nationally representative norms. It
provides an objective, rather t an a subjective, assessment.

Norm-referenced, standardized tests also enable
identification of problems in specific skill or subject area
deficiencies for teacher attention and remediation. This may be
particularly important in the early grades.

Norm-referenced, standardized tests use the same or parallel
test items for all students, which makes scores for all students
comparable; use of one level per grade facilitates
criterion-referenced interpretation of results for classes,
buildings, and systems. Individual scores can be related to
comparable national norms. One skill can be compared to another
on a pupil, class, building, or system basis.

A classroom ma- have such a wide range of skills that no
simple test can be equally suited to the entire range of
achievement; NRTs for different levels of achievement can be
administered so that each pupil takes the level that corresponds
most closely to the individual instructional objectives and
levels of skill development

-1
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ROLE OF THE TEST DEVELORER AND PUBLISHER

Test developers adhere tc strict standards, as developed by

the American Psychological
Association, the American Educational

Research Asstciation, and the National Council for Measurement

ir Education in the Code of Fair Testing Practices in Education,

a copy of which is submitted for inclusion in the record.

Demon3tration of reliability and validity also must be provided

to test users, showiny :hat the test meets its intended purpose

and its appropriaLenrss for groups of different racial, ethnic,

or linguistic backgrounds
who are likely to be tested. Several

books give in-depth, candid reviews of available tests, include

the Mental Measurement
Yearbook, published by the Buros

Institute of Mental Measurements,
while guides and evaluations

are published by the ERIC Clearinghouse on Tests, Measurement,

and Evaluation and by other orr'sizations.

Standardized tests generally are professionally developed

tests distributed by commercial test publishers; development may

be by the publisher, educators or other non-profit organizations

(,nder royalty or other forms of compensation), or by

governments' entities alone or in cooperation with publishers

(such as under the National Science Foundation's "Publisher

Initiative).

The role of the commercial test publisher in test

development is very extensive. Based on information from a

variety of sources, including the
educational community, the

test publisher determines if there is a need for a test ane

whether it will In financially viable. If the answers are in

the affirmative, a decision is made as to the type of test to be

developed, i.e., a norm-referenced or criterion-referenced test,

or a combination of the two. In addition to the type of test,

the format also 7ust be determined. Publishers also respond to

test requirements of state and local education agencies.

Extensive rese±Tch is required for "building a new test or

revising an existing test. Test items are ritten by educators

and professional test item writers. They are selected after

extensive research on educational objectives; curriculum; goals,

objectives, and standards; textbook and instructional material

content; and what is to be measured and how. Error-free items

must be developed that will withstand the scrutiny of hundreds

of thousands of teachers and students over a long-period of

time. Vocabulary and readability levels must be appropriate for

the students to be tested.
Items must also be free from ethnic,

gender, or cultural bias.

At least one tryout to obtain data for standard item

analysis and summary test statistics is needed This data is

-6-
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used to select items with desirable characteristics. Typically,

an experimental edition will ccritain at least twice the number
of items required for the final test, to enable the publisher to

reject undesirable items and still retain a sufficient number of

items for a final test of suitable length. Items for a
norm-referenced test will be rejected if too many examinees
select the answer. In a criterion-referenced test students are
classified in terms of mastery/non-trastery, so items will be

selected that will have a large number of correctly-selected

answers.

Experimental test items are reviewed by educators and

curriculum specialists and are then field tested with large

numbers of student to check their responses. The comments of

the reviewers and the data generated by the field test are used

to select the items for the final edition of the test.

The final, or standardized, version of the test is
administered to carefully selected groups of students whose
characteristics are similar to those of students throughout the

nation. The information obtained is then aggregated into norms

30 that individuals tested in the future may be compared to the

original national sample. This is the process of
standardization, and the normative information obtained from the

proceas is crucial to educators, parents, and students. With')ut

it, there would be no way of knowing how a single score on a

specific test compared to the scores of other students in the

nation.

Publishers develop guidance materials to assure that 'he

final test is administered in accordance with the
standardization, and to provide instruction on how the test is

to be interpreted. Information is also developed and provided

on the technical characteristics of the test to support ,ts

reliability and validity

Scores can be reported and evaluated in a multitude of ways,

for different uses. Rather than trying to describe scoring and
interpretation in my testimony, I am submitting for the record

an excerpt from Understanding Achievement Tests: A Guide for
School Administrators, published by the ERIC Clearinghouse on

Tests, Measurement, and Evaluation, on "What Types of Test

Scores Are There."

Much controversy has been generated recen,ly over
norm-referenced testing. To address these concerns, I am

attaching to this statement sev.ral articles fron commercial

test publishers that were included in the Summer 1988
Educational Measurement: Issues and PractIce that provide an

extensive review of these issues.

("1
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wHAT SKILLS ARE TESTED?

Higher order skills, not just basic skills, can be measured,
even in a multiple-choice format, in a standardized test
(remembering that it was only a very few years ago that
publishers had to respond to demands for assessment instruments
for the "back to basics" movement). We recognize that there are
more direct ways of measuring higher order skills.

As previously stated, the multiple-choice format used in
assessment instrunents has some attractive features. It is an
efficient and effective way of measuring many educational
objectives. While we recognize that it has limitations as well,
it I.; important to recognize that most measures, including
criterion-referenced and performance tests, are samples of
behavior from which inferences can be drawn. For example, a
multiple-choice mathematics test, which includes five exercises
in addition of two-digit numbers with carrying, is a -ample of
all the possible two-digit numbers that we want a student to be
able to add. For efficiency, we chose five exercises, and based
on the student's performance on those, we infer what the student
could do if presented with many more. Similarly, we may present
a situation with several complex problem-solving exercises in a
multiple-choice format. Based on performance, we can make some
Inferences about the student's performance in some of the higher
order skills in the mathematics area.

Similarly, we can infer some Important aspects Jf
performance in writing from items commonly presented in
multiple-choice language arts tests.

Neither th- problem-solving nor language arts tests are
substitutes for direct observation of student performance over
time and in eafferent situations in solving problems and in
producing written material.

ReiteratAng a constant theoe of this statement, that tests
need not be mutually exclusive, I again want to point out that
publishers of standardized tests currently also offer tests of
listening skills and writing in addition to multiple choice
tests, as well as portfolio tests.

whether multiple-choice or performance tests, the keywords
for the future, as they are today, are validity and
reliability. Publishers cannot and should not market a test
unless it has been demonstrated to be valid and reliable. This
requires time and money, extensive research and developme-",
testing and reworking to assure that the test works.

-8-
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND SUGGESTION. FOR FEDERAL POLICY

On behalf of the publishers of standardized tests, I welcome
tnis opportunity to meet with the Committee and discuss
standardized tests and our role in the educational process As
I said at the beginn'ng of my statement, publishers want to be
part of the solution, not part of the problem. Publishers are
not simply printers, booktinders, and marketers. They are
integral part of the educational system. providing an essential
delivery system as well as taking the initiative for and bearing
the risk of developing new and innovative materials. Just as
Congress would not think ot addressing the future of the
automobile without consulting with automobile manufacturers,
publishers should continue to be consulted and included in your
continued deliberations over the quality of education.

What recommend.tions do we have for Congress? The first is
that you contiaue to hold hearings such as this on education
issues, particulari; testing, as a prelude to any possible
future action.

Second, Congress should continue to assure diversity of
testing. No single test, no single curriculum, no single
textbook, can or should meet our nation's diverse educational
needs. Competition among test developers, including a vigorous
private sectc,r, lhould be encouraged.

rublishers have a role in making whatever testing program
that may be adopted by a school work. They provide an
economical and efficient delivery system for assessments
Publishers have traditionally served as an important bridge
between sound theory and sound practice. Indeed, they have been
the vehicle for getting local school acceptance of new concepts
and the resulting products, and for enhancing and modifying
those products as needed. They have been the primary link
between those who create and those who must Implement. We do
not see a change in this role, nor do we believe that a change
is desirable. For this reason, it is important to involve the
publishers early in the conceptualization of products resulting
from sound research.

One of the crucial concerns is the proper interpretation of
test results. One suggestion mi,ht be to provide funding for
targeted, in-service training to teachers and administrators in
interpreting test results to enable them to uSe tests better to
improve instruction, and to convey information to students,
parents, and the pub'ic

State and local education education agencies might be
required to develop a comprehensive assessment plan, which wpuld

-9-
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,dentify instructional and accountability goals and ob)ectives
and the assessment Instruments that would be used to achieve
them and aleasure progress. The plan could include specific
programs for in-service training, public information, and for
assuring that tests are selected, used, and interpreted
appropriately.

We do not believe that the federal government should get
into the state and local testing business. Continued financial
and technical support for research and development on innovative
assessments, as provided by the Department of Education and the
National Science Foundation, would enable continued progress
toward improving educationa_ assessments.

I would be remiss if I did not point out that while
publishers are teying to respond to the need to develop
challenging and innovative tests (parallel efforts are being
undertaken by publishers of textbooks and other instiactional
mater,als), federal tax policy is frustrating its achievement

The Department of the Treasury is insisting that publishers
of tests and instructional materials capitalize research and
development and other pre-publication costs, a position that
falls 1..ith special weight on preparation of new tests and
instructional materials, with their high development costs, high
risks, and long lead times. This approach is shortsighted as a
matter of educational policy because it discourages the
development of the innovative quality tests and textbooks our
schools need. It is also discriminatory and un)ustified tax
policy because it requires capitalization of product development
and research costs that, for any other Industry, could be
deducted in the year incurred. We have requested the
tax-writing committees (and the Administration) to provide
appropriate relief, but the outcome remains very uncertain.
This Committee's assistance in assuring that tax policy does not
frustrate education policy would be most welcome

Thank you for your attention. I would be pleased to
respond to any questions the Committee may have.

1779h
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EDucimorim, MrAsuReemr
Issurs AND PRACIICE

Volume 7, Number 2
Summer 1988

Riverside Comments on the
Friends for Education Report
Edward C. Drahozal
Riverside Publishing Company
and
David A. rrisbk
The University of Iowa

The authors, both
affiliated with Riverside
Pablishing Company,
discuss the factors they
think explain the Lake
Wobegon phenomenon
and call for more
appropriate use of nor-
mative comparisons and
more complete reporting
of test .esults.

12
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stmplistic objective of being above
the national average and the extent
to which schools are successful in
maneang Imam to appear above
the nabonal avenge when faced
?nth presort:sand even ultmatume
from politicians, press, the courts.
and even watchdog group.

Despite the shortcomings that
can be cited regarding the nature of
the data that FFE analyzed and re-
ported, there is ample evidence to
warrant close examination of the
group's fundamental question Why
are so many pupils or schools or
states appearing to perform above
the natonal average' The question
seems as simple and straight-
forward ea the one posed several
years ago Why are test scores
declining from year to year' We
believe that the question raised by
F FE rivals the score-declane clues-
ton in significance and, as was true
of the score-decline inquiry, this
search for resolution is likely to
yield mutt*. conoomatent explana-
tions There is no single best
&newer A closer examination of the
issues by FFE, the publahers, and
the state and district test coor
dinatore might enhance our ability
to use test data to further our
primary goalto improve the quality
of instruction provided in our
schools With this purpose in mind.
the remainder of this paper is de-
voted to identifyirg what we believe
are the most crucial issues and to
presenting a scheme that we would
use to compare the performance of
state or district groups with na-
tional oupd or school norm groups

Some Mayor Issan

Accuracy of Norms

National norms for standardized
achievement tests are based on a
sample of pupils and schools (atten-
dance centers) obtained through a
complex, multistage sampling
scheme Each publisher strives to
ensure that the national population
of pupds and schools is property
represented in its norms sample
For example, in the standardization
of the Iowa Testa of Basic Skills
(ITBS) in 1984-85, districts were
chosen on the basis of geographic
rrtgion, enrollment sac and soca.
economic characteristic" of the corn-
maybes served The standarazabon
is &pint revocability of the authors,
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publishers, and school personnel
Riad conditions tor Mune par-
ticspabon included the p-wlSbOn for
sampling attendance cent II of the
district by the publisher rather than
by the school administration An
adequate sampling plan is neceastry
but not sufficient to guarantee adc
quate norms Only if the plan is
realized, only if the ample obtained
reflects the sample Lamed, will the
norms represent national NO or
school achievement accurately

To the ertent that any publisher's
norms misrepresent the national
distribution of pupil and school
achievement, comparisons with
either of these norm groups will dis-
tort the emanated achievement level
of the group in question An under-
representation of high-achieving
schools or high-achieving pupils will
cause the national norms to be
"softer" than they ought to be
That is, an average-achieving pupil
will appear to be above average
when referenced to a group waft
average is below their theoretical or
"true" average

The samplag plan. nature of the
obtained sample, and weighting
schemes used in the standardization
of each achievement battery in quec
ton should be examlned to deter-
mine the representativeness of the
published norm. This should be
done separatetj for pupil and school
norms

RICER( of Norms

It ta a well-documented :tic thnt
achievement in grades 3-8 has been
rising steadily since the late 1910s
Though the yeacto;nr differences
rrught he regarded as minor ( 3 of
a grade-equivalent month, on the
average), the cumulatve effect over
10 years us mauficant (approximate-
ly 3 months, on the average) Ob.
musty, those who compare die 1987
performance of their pupils with
that of other pupil' who were tested
in 1918 (atonsl standardisation)
will he using "softer" norms and
will have more pupils appearing to
be above the national average than
really are

We have published tnformabon on
changes in student performance for
the past 30 years Data for 1955 to
1984 are summarized on pages
148-153 of the new ITBS Mamma
for SeAool Administrators 1H-lerony

mus & Hoover, 1986, Differences
in performance vary by test, grade
and score level The 1977-85 corn
poste score differences are eight to
nine percentile ranks (PR.') at the
median in me grades, but dd
ferences in language exceed 10 PRa
in several grades at several scare
levels

In periods of fluctuating achieve-
ment levels, the recency of the
norms is a critical issue When
achievement levels are relatively
stable over time, as they have tended
to be at the grade K-2 levels, "old"
norms do not interfere with score
interpretations, assumIng that we
have curriculum stability as well

Macre of Tested Population
If we have good reason to believe

that pupils in a given state should
have scores, on the average, below
the national average, we must be
certain to define the population for
which we expect the prediction to
hold There are several related
issues regarding this point with
respect to the FFE data. If State X
reports a mean normal curve equiva
lent (NC E) for 45,000 four' .r.rad
ers, we should ask these quet
How many fourth graders were
tested but not acluded in the corn
pUtabon of the mean, and what is
the nature of the scores of those
who were excluded from reporting'
How many fourth graders are there
in State X who were not tested and,
carequently, who were not included
in the reported scores' And what
are the achievement levels like for
these students who were not tested'

Based on the Department of
Education's Center for Education
Statistics fall 1986 enrollments pro
meted to 1986, the percentage of
students for whom scores are re
ported in the F FE report vanes
from a low of about 85% to more
than 96% of total grade enrollments
for most states for which full grade
testing wax reportedly done (For
one state with public school enroll-
ments of about 48,000 students per
grade, averages and PRI are re-
ported for approximately 37,500
students. whi a is about 80% of the
total enrollment 1 The discrepancy
between the reported state scores
and the expectations in the FFE re
port may be in part due to such dif
ferences between tested and total
enrolled populations of students and
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specifically to the nature of the por
non of the student population not
tested.

Adequacy of Expectations

Educaton have developed some
expectations about how pupils and
groups of pupils ought perform on
achievement tests based on their
study of the relationship of school
achievement to other social, politi-
cal, and ec000rnic variables This is
why we use such variables as en
roll ment size and socioeconomic
status for stratified sampling in
standardizations FFE has used
some of these relationships in at-
tempting to develop expectations
for state level and school-district-
level performance Per-capita in-
come. graduation rate ind college
entrance score averages are among
the "standard barometers of excel-
lence" employed by FFE Though
we do not deny the value of these
indicators as part of the pretheton
equation, we realign t'st it is not
possible to predict atnievement in
this way with high swung For ex-
ample, the achievement test parlor-
mance of Iowa pupils is among the
very highest in the nation, yet these
fact. about educational conditions
in lows seem inconsistent with that
high level Item ranks 27th among
states in per-pupil expenditure,
39th in average teacher salary, and
44th in spending increase from
FY86 to FY87

In view of the lese-thamperfect
relationships between achievement
and these other variables, the preci-
sion of whatever expectations anst
achievement we may formulate
should be tempered That is, what
we are able to say with reasonoble
asmrance about bow =ay pup& or
schools should mew above a specific
point (the mean in the national
norms distribution) is not very
useful Consequently, we rught in-
stead settle for statement,' like
these for State X "About 40% of
the fifth graders tested should more
between the 25th and the 75th per-
centiles on national pupil norms,"
or "About 49-55% of the third
graders tested should score above
the national pupil median (50th
percentile) " Of course, the ability
to make such statements depends
on a far greater understanding of
the statistical relationship between
those variables than most states
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probably have been able to
determine

Terasittag the Test

Pupils and their teachers who
participate in the standardization of
an achievement battery have not
had an opportunity to see or study
the specific test questions used
Thus. having no practice on the spe-
cific test questions ts one of the
stringent preconditions of the sun
dardization process Subsequently,
when these norms are used to inter
pret the scores of pupils who have
been drilled with the exact test
questions, the result ts an over-
representation of the amount of
knowledge and skill possessed by
such pupils Likewise, when the
scope of the curriculum Ls narriwed
to encompass primarily the ob)m-
byes measured by the exact test
questions, the relative standings of
the pupils who expeneroal the re-
strictive program of study rill be
overestimated.

No publisher condones this i.ae of
testa, and few teachers probably
follow such abominable practices
Those who do are nearly always
motivated by mgruficant negative
consequences associated with
scores that might turn out to be
below expectation (not *Isar
synonymous with nation.' average).
Unfortunately, for scene educators.
Job retenson and salary increases
are tied directly to the test scores
of their pupils The authors of the
ITRS have always decried the use
of achievement ewes for such pur-
poses and instead have campaigned
for the use of these scone to im-
prove instructpon directly

If certain taste are to be used
strictly for accountability purposes,
their security must be ensured so
that the scores that result enll be
valid for that purpose The dollars
required to wire states and dis-
tricts that the test forms they will
use are secure would be far greater
than the value of the information
derived from using the secure
forms Those dollars would likely
have greater and more visible un
pacts on learning if devoted to
direct instruction instead

Score killer's and haerpretation
With which norm group, pupils or

schools (attendance centers), should
averages from State X be compared

to interpret the scores of pupils
from that state' With which norm
group, pupils or schools, should
averages from Ehiltriet A be corn
pared? There are only two choices
pupils and schools, because no pub-
lisher prondes norms for school dis
tncts or for states TM, i a funda
mental issue currently facing the
Council of Chief State School Of
Seers as they contemplate options
for providing for state-by state
achievement comparisons in the
future The choice to be made is not
a matter of personal preference but
a matter of the logical correspon-
dence between the units to be corn
pared That al, averages of school
buildings should not be referenced
to a distribution of individual pupil
scores. district averages should not
be referenced to the distributions of
either school building averages or
pupil scores, and state averages
should not be referenced to any of
ther) three distnbutions In view of
the differences between these sep-
arate distributions, it is most logical
to reference a score or average
score to its own kind When the
most logical referencing is not
pomade, appropriate aution should
be exercised

The national pupil norm group in
dudes pupils whose scores on a test
are as high as perfect 1PR - 991 to
these whcee scone am as low as zero
or chance average (PR 11 No
school (building ye attendance
center) is likely to nave an average
score that is perfect or zero In fact.
on the ITBS and any oth, test with
recent school norms it is reasonable
to expect that no school will have a
raw or scale score average higher
than PR 88 or lower than PR 12
compared to the pupil distribution
Because many school districts are
single-grade-within-singlebudding
entities, the distribution of school
district averages probably would
encompeas the same range as the
distnbution of school building aver
ages The school district chstnbu
non, however, is likely to be mar
kedly more leptolturtic and less
vanable than the school average
distribution In terms of the pupil
distribution, the distribution of
district averages might range, effee
lively between PR 75 and PR 25
Finally, most of the state averages
on a test for a given grade might
well have actual be,. rids that corre
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spond to PR 63 and PR 40 on the
pit i:craltutribution

norms for district aver
ages or for cat. averages are not
available, districts and states often
use the pupil and school norms that
do exist. Whe i a distnct average is
referred to the pup/ norms. it
should be thought of as the sr ob.
tamed by the average pupa the
district We might find, for exam-
ple that the average pupil in Dia
tnct A sc"red higher than 63% of
pupils nationally L'ung the same
rationale and the estimate given
above the average pupil in most
states is not likely to exceed PR 60
or fall below PR 40 The value of
vuch information is highly ques
tionable

A matter related to thts general
Issue of analysis concerns the
methods of computationsl preasson
used to aggregate and convert
scores As an example of the prob-
lem a grade 4 school aversge GE
composite score of 42 0 (obtained in
the (sa) on the ITBS has PR of 46,
and a score of 43 0 has PR of 53
By interpolation and rounding, an
average GE of 42 5 corresponds to
a PR of 49 5 or SO If GEs are
rounded before converting to P Rs,
a 42 5 could be treated as a PR of
46 or 53. depending on the rounding
convention adopted Of course, this
illustration underplays the magni-
tude of the distortion that could
result unth distributions of either

ol district or state aversges

Aer User Reepottetbuittes

vugh it is in the best interest
h publishers and test users to

..or tests and scores used properly,
neither can ensure that the other
voll do its part willingly and tn-
selfishly Publishers must be
counted on to standardise and
analyze results in protesmonslly ac-
cepable msnners They must guard
against potential misuse by inform-
ing educators of the intended uses
of the tests they publish and warn
against the possible misuses that
might be antinpated Publishers
must do their utmost to provide test
materials only to those who are at
least minimally qualified to handle
the tests and scores in profes-
sional way State directors. super-
intendents. teachers, school bards.
and the public, generally, do not
have the resources to monitor the
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TABLE 1

Percentages of State X Pupils Performing
Within Selected fYational Pupil Percentile Intervals

National
percent.le National
rank percentage

90-99 10
'5-89 15

50-74 25

25-49 25

10-24 15

1-9 10

Percentage above
national meckin

Percentage beimi
national median

Grade Average
It_. 1 2 3 4 5 6 i K-8

20 21 24 20 21 20 20 21 19 20 7
22 24 23 24 23 25 24 24 21 23 5
26 29 25 27 28 28 29 28 28 27 4
19 18 18 17 16 17 17 17 19 17 n

8 6 7 7 8 6 7 6 7 6 9
5 2 1 4 3 3 3 4 4 3 4

64 74 72 71 72 73 73 73 70 72

32 26 28 29 28 27 27 27 JO 28

effectiveness of publishers in at
tending to these obligaboas

Publishers, on the other hand,
cannot monitor the use of their in
strumenta effectively to curtail
misapplication, TIMM, or misinter-
pretation Often after the fact, a
publisher can recognise inappro-
priate usewhether intentional or
unintentionsland attempt to per-
suade the user to modfy proposal
or report Some school owlets per-
form extentrve audits to ensure that

students who were to be tested
in each attendsnce =tar ware set*
ally tinted Some districts also wait
results sad retest maspect groups.
But for the most part, publishers
are not aware of and have no con-
trol over school districts' test sd-
nu:mambos cow:Mons, the elk
dents included in sunimary data
sported to the pubbc, or methods

used to synthesise data to make test
results more palatable for less

consumers
stastUrst dauthors and publishers
go well out of their way to comply
with the standards for educanonsl
and psychological tests adopted by
lttemcrifsi. soon Test score users

admmutrators,
tors, and other public groupstend
to know far less than they should
about the nature of tetra or the pet*
mples with which test makers in-
tend for NOM to be used We
should not denounce teat because

state committee MOS the wrong
norms or incorrect atatistica/
analysis procedures in reporting

Likewise, we should not blame
users for results based on shoddy
standanksanon procedures or on in
adequate or deceptive descriptions
of such procedures

Finally, publishers are obligated
to clients to maantain the confiden-
tiality of test data. It has been and
should continue to be each client's
decision to release test data and to
determine the nature of any data to
be released Reporters, citizens
citizens' groups, and others who
wish to obtain test date should re-
spect this publisher-client relation-
ship and seek release from the school
district or state, depending on their
level of interest and tbe dictates of
state law

A Sample Repertrag Method
We recommend an approach like

the one described below for states
that wish to describe the achieve-
meat levels of their pupils in rela-
tion to pupils in nationally repre-
sentative norm group Exactly the
ssme procedures couid be toad with
school building (attend's:, center)
data. Table 1 shows national PR
ranges in the first column and the
corresponding percentages in the
second column. The body of the
table shows, separately for each
grade, toe percentage of pupils in
State X that obtained naboaal PRs
in each range The last column
shows the row averages of the per-
centage values (Note that these are
percentages and not percentile ranks
and. consequently, it is acceptable
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to averege them The bottom two
rows indicate, again by grade, the
porainew of pupal above and below
the national median. A hilltop=
web one distribution superimposed
on the other or
would provide a vessel dis-
play of the same

The main athuntege of the method
of reports* compared wsth report-
ing simply the percentage scoring
above the 11111101111i =din isobvmm
Between-grade differences and am
dermas cm be examined, but most
Important. therepanoes from the
nattonal distrthution can be ar
counted for in each of several set
men% of the chatribubon. If all we
know is that 72% are above the no-
bonal median. we do not know if the
"extra" 22% are mostly located
very near the median. mostly
spread through the upper half, or
mostly mncentrated in the tail.
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Also, we do not know if the extra
2144 are shifted from the lower tad,
from theoughaut the lower half, or
from just below the median.

Many detects use a :yearlong
procedure sumer to the merlons
scheme deserbed above. We recom-
mend that such tabular data be
supplemented with at least the
following sorts of information
testa* date, test form and levees)
used, type and date of the norm
used, and percentage of elsgbie
students tested.

Rwanda Publishing Company
and its representabess do not
believe that the average pup] in
every state Ma seem above the na-
tions' maim on the ITBS We are
confident in our standantisaten
procedures and have objected those
procedures to pubbc scrutiny in
dead in the Mame for School Ad-
inceurrotort We have updated our

norms at lesat every 7 years and,
when achsevement showed pat.
tern of incream in the early 1900s,
new norms were obtained even
though new est tonna were not in-
endued. We are maiang plans to
provide anneal national norms up-
dates for next year. Our ninuals
caution users about appropriate use
of norm groups for varying pur-
poses. Our hope is that e issues
resod above will cause FFE and
state and distrsct test coordinators
to mere ther analyse and report
ing procedures to ensure that con-
clusions reached are based on a
valid foundation rather than data of
quemonetie men and meopuletson

Reforests.
Hieronymus. A N . & Hoover, H

(1966) Vassal for school ad
numerators lona Tau of Bone
Shills Chicago Riverside

A Response to John J. Cannell
Joanne M. Lenke and John M. Keene
The Psychological Corporation

Two representatives of
The Psychological Cor-
poration present their
reactions to the Canneli
report and call for etter
explanations (or the
public of the meaning
and limits of norm-
referenced scores.

I b

In recent years, public attention hes
focused on standardised achieve-
ment test result& These results,
which are intended to describe the
performance of indmduels in rela-
tion to one another. are now often
wed to descruse the perfonnenoe of
gris of Cadent' in a report en-
titled "Nationally Horsed Elemen-
tary Aosevernent Twee( in Amer-
ica's Public Meek How All 50
States Are Above the Helene Aver-
age," John Jacob Cannell attempts
to nit doubt on the velidi* of the
information being reported to dr
scribe the achsevement of students
as aggregated at the stare andior
diserset level. The repolt stales.
"These tests allow all the states to
claim to be above the national aver-
age! The tests allow 50% of the
school districts in the United States
to claim to be above avenge More
than 70% of the students tested no.
tionwide are told they are perform.

irtr above the national average
In response to Connell. it IS fair

to say that many states and school
districts report above-average per
formance in reading, mathematics,
andlor longues* in the elementary
grades. We do not believe that this
is an attempt to misrepresent stu-
dents' achievement in the nation's
schools Let us examine three very

!oasis. rif Leeks le Viol President
Meanament, at Da Psychological Cor
privation. 555 Aredosor Court Sall A II
WNW /7( 711104-1011 She menalum is
test develonarit and nonemy scahnq .
and agnstmg tests

John N Kme is Dwydor Agawam'
Crodomaissig Colmar Montreirmat.
and Russareh. at The Psychological Cor
privation. 555 Acatirmic Court Sae A II
tom rx 75104 WS He sporioluies i-
olacational manivenent
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roportant -isues related to the in
serpretatam of this information
la) group performance re, a' fie to
national norm tO local perfor
mance relatwe to national per r
mance and f cl the stability of
ii me, ement test norms over lime

Interpreting Group Performance
Relative to National %one

IA hen a test is standardmed or
normed the test ,s typif ally admm
ostered to hundred:, of thousands of
students nationwide This northing
sample is drawn to reflect speed
demographic characteristic. of chil
dren attcndmg school in the I. fitted
',dates Such demographic char
aitenstits dalude socioeconomic
itatus ethna its region of the f oun
trs and ite of selool district
Percentile ranks are tnen derwed
t tom frequency distnhutions of in
do-dual tuelents score at each
grade \ orrns proy ide a mechanism
for describing a study nt s perfor
man, e relatise to that or other stu
lents m the aanie grade fsim ar toss
the iiiuntrs at a particular ,of 'Int in
time

Pa, use of these norms to descnbe
group perfrmance must be inter
preted caref fay For exanyte f a
state ay e rage score ,n reading is
at the -sith percentile the proper in
,erpretatior of this S/ ore is that the
vierage or topical student In the
state performed better than 544, if
'hi forming sample It is not ap
roprate to conclude that all stu

dents in the state are aboy e average
in reading that the state r..s a v hole
s abut e ay erage in reading relative
to other states or that the gate as

A h.,le is above average m reading
relatiy e to the national norm

The approach used by some states
mil school districts in the reporting

er fop performance is to report
the pen entages of students scoring,
'as at or above the 50th percen
tile or in the merage and aboye
ay e rage range Although his
method of reporting is apprhpriate
becauae it maintains the relation
ship between midi, ;dual perfor
aance and the national norms the
reported percentages shculd be ac
ornpanied by corresponding per

yentages ff., the national norming
sample although it is obviousls the
ase that ;04,s of the national sam

pie of students scored at i r aboy e
Ole national median at the time t!,e

inirner 1,094
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test was standantzed it rim not be
the case that ad% of the "notional
sample scored at or abose the na
tional mean raw score or national
mean scaled score If the reporting
metric a something other than the
percentage of students scoring at or
abfwe the national median the ap
propnate national comparison should
he proyided so that proper infer
ences about the data can be made

Interpreting Local Performance
Relative to National Performance

It is unlikely that the demographic
characteristics of the audents in
any state or school tifstrct mirror
those of the nation as a whole it is
equally anlikely that the curriculum
of ans state or local district is as
do. erse as that of the nation as a
%dole Furthermore, it isnot neces-
sarily the case that the guidelines
act forth bv the test publisher with
regard to the testing of handl
capped or limited English proficient
students in a norrning program are
the same as those used in actual
practice If there were a state or
listrict w hose demographic charac

tenstics matched those of the na
lion whose curriculum was as
diyerse as that of the nation as a
a hole, and whose administration
guidelines and procedures were
consistent with those used Mr the
publisher for the norming sample
me would expect the ay erage stu
dent in the group to score at about
the 50th percentile To the extent
that differences exist we must re
mind oursely es that when local
group summary scores are inter
preted In reference to a national
norm the interpretation has to be
placed in the proper con text, simply
that of the group's average student
relatiy e to the national norm
Because it is unlikels that the
students tested in any gnen state
or district v'e typical of the nation
in all respects a would be unreason
able to expect any group to be at the
national average

Test purchasers, distncts as well
as state agencies often select tests
through a process that examines the
match between the test content and
the local curriculum In many cases
the selected test is the one that best
reflects the local curriculum Test
users aelecting tests on this basis
may hay e an ads artage user the
norm group because the test is likely

to be more salid for assessing per
formance in the local currculum
than it is for assessing the pertor
mance of a national sample of stu
dents being exposed to different
curriculums, presurnably haying
somewhat different emphases

The Stability of Achievement
Teat Norma Over Time

Carmen s report suggests that the
use of 'old norms is partially
responsible for high achievement
test scores Presently test publish
ers produce new editions of their
tests m to-9 year cycle and cur
rent norms are proyided with each
new edition Because test adoption
males do not necessards coincide
with test res ision cycles it is con
cewable that the norms for a newly
adopted test may be 2, or more years
old Therefore, It is enticalls iMpor
tant that empirical norming dates
accompany the reporting of achieve-
ment test resuhs

It is s cry encouraging to note that
today s students are pertorming
better than their counterparts did
in the late 1970s and earls 198Us
Evidence of this improYement in
performance can be found not only
from research that test tublishers
hay e conducted in equating newly
published tests to previous editions
but also from a recent research
study conducted by The Pssy holog
ical t orporation with the current
edition of the Stantord afri linemen/
Test Series First standardized in
the 1981-82 school year the Stan
ford Series was administered to a
nationally representathe sample of
350 000 students in spring and fall
1986 The sample was further strati
fied according to user and 'non
user groups where users were
defined as school districts that hat
been using the Stanford La one or
more grades for at least one sear in
their chstrictwide or statewsoe assess
ments The results of this study re
yealed that "users" outperformed
nonusers,' and, more unportanth

that nonusers" performed better
than the onginal norming sample in
mathematics. reading and the Ian
guage arts in the elementary grades
Two important generalizations can
he made from this research First
test scores do tend to increase when
the same test series in used iear
after sear Howeser this should ni
necearanly be attnbuted to teach



utg to the test", rather, the test
results provide a needed focus on
areu in need of improvement Sec-
ond. educations' sclueument did
improve front UNE to 1966 in same
subject areas in the elementary
school grebe. Therefore, more cur-
rent norms for the Stanford Senes
have been developed and are avail-
able to users of the battery

During this time of educatIonal
improvement It is important not to
lose sight of the fact that use of the
same norms over a period of years
enables the test user to demonstrate
improvement relative to a constant
reference group E ven if at were
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economically feasible for test pub-
lishers to produce representative
nationsl norms more often, fre-
quently updated norms represent a
"moving target" where sibmatsonal
gains (or lasses) would be masked
by the relative nature of the infor-
mation The level of achievement of
students in the United States has in-
creaaed in recent years, and educa-
tors must have the opportunity to
demorenate these gains in order to
ensue the necessary support of the
local community in improving the
quality of educanon The education
of young people must continue to
improve, and norm-referenced

achievement tests are useful tools
in this endeavor

Coecleatee
Because the public is expecting

norm-referenced scores to repre-
sent standards of performance we
as educators. must SUM tne public
in becoming better informed about
the interpretation of test results
National normative oats provide es
tremely important information for
malang sound edurattonal decisions
The degree to whuh these decistons
are defensible depends on a clear
understanding of the strengths and
limitations of the data

The Time-Bound Nature of
Norms: Understandings and
Misunderstandings

Paul L. Williams
CM/ fICOraw-HIll

Presenting a view from
CM/McGraw-Hilt the
author discusses the
time-bound nature of test
norms and argues that
the phenomenon of nioat
elementary students'
scoring above averages
from previous gears'
norms Is a result of
generally Increasing
levels of achievement.
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Recent Interest in the topic of the
time-bound nature of normed scores
has resulted, in pert, from allega-
tions made in a report issued by the
Friends for Education The key ele-
ment of the argument put forth in
the Fnends for Education report is
that too many students appose to
exceed the national average Data
have been presented in the report
which are said to show that more
states and school distncts are scor-
ing above average than one might
initially expect

It is an interesting phenomenon
that It is through the vehicle of the
Friends for Echteanon report that
the Pme-bound nature of norms has
received some mesure of public at-
tention. The fact that norms have
always been referenced to the year
of test standsaination is something
that has been so uzuversolly known
and understood by tesisng profes-
sionals that it has not hid a large
measure of attention focused on it

Perhaps that will prove to be an i rn
portant singular contribunon of this
IssUf of Educational Measurement
Imes and Practice

The Cyclical Natare of Test and
Norms Developseat

The evolutton of norm referenced
tests (NRTs) as valuable assessment
instalments has been charactenzed
by the expansion of the purposes for
testing In the earlier versions of
NRTs (in the mx1-1960s to the
mid 1970s), the pnmary purpose
WAB to provide accurate normative
scores so that group and individual
comparisons could be made to a na
natal profile of achievement Csing
this Information, school adminis-
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trators could evaluate program
mate and individual strengths and
v.eaknesses so that appropriate in
structional intervention and re-
source allocation could be applied
Additionally using multiple-year
testing longitudinal trends in
ichtevement could be monitored

An expansion of these purposes
took place with the publication of
the California -lestroement Test
(CAI) F C and ICTB1
McGraw Hill 1977) This test bat
terv for the first time allowed
wores for instructional objects es to
he reported from an NRT for in
dividual examinees Although
earlier NRT test versions did allow
test administrators to use item
analyses for minimal diagnostic pur
poses CAT C and I) provided spe
cific instructional objective scores
for the purpose of more individual
zed instructional planning

The schedule for the publication
of norm referenced tests has fol-
lowea a basic. industrywide cycle of
between 5 and 8 years for the same
test series In the instance where a
test company has more than one
NRT senes, such as CAT and the
Oonpreltenstiv Test of Basic Skills
;CTRS) publication is staggered so
that one test of the series is pub-

about every 3 or 4 years
This cycle has been dictated by

seseral factors The first factor has
been the speed with which curric-
ular changes take place in the na
tion's schools NRTs are designed to
reflect tin predominant achieve-
ment ou..comes and curricular
trends in the nation's schools When
a new form of an NRT is developed,
iontent considerations are of para-
mount importance Although cur-
ricular trends have meior unpile
on the content of NRTs. these
trends do not change so fast in the
schools that more frequent revi-
sions of a test series would be
justified based solely on them

At the time an NRT is revised,
the collection of data for the genera
tion of new national norms takes
place Using a national probability
sample, data are collected for
several hundred carefully selected
school districts and hundreds of
thousands of students Bisect on
this carefully selected stratified

normatis e scores are devel
oped

Each of the dern ed scores that
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emerge from the standardization
process. including percentile ranks
grade equivalents, and normal
curve equivalents INCEs), has a
predefined relationsh,p to the
characteristics of the norm group
Thus at the tune the test is normed
50% of the examinees will exceed
the 50th percentile and the same
percentage will fall below the 50th
percentile Derived score tables for
the test battery are produced. and
all scoring of student tests is refer
enced to these tables until the bat
tery is either revised or in rare
instances when it is renormed with
no change in the content of the test

Data from national probability
samples are not usually collected for
a to st more often than every 5 to 8
years because it is impractical and
economically infeasible to do It
would not be reasonable L ask or
expect schools to administer tests to
large numbers of students every
school year in order to develop year
ly norms based on national prob-
abdity sample The cost of such
testing would have to be passed on
by the publisher to the schools and
would add substantially to the cost
of school testing programs

In summary most large test
publishers follow the common and
decades-old industry practice of
revising and standardizing their
achievement te's about every 8
years The content is updated to
reflect current curricula and in
structional practices, and new
non - are developed so that the test
reflects levels of achievement that
prevail during the school year in
which the test is standardised The
dates of standardization ate given
wide publicity, and all purchasers of
the test are aware of these dates

Proper Interpretations of
Natiosal Norms

Because mem referenced tests
are not norrned yearly on a national
probability sample, changes in na-
tional achievement between the
nornung years will be reflected in
the norm scores for groups of
students For example. if national
achievement levels decrease be-
tween forming- as they did from
the late 1960s to the mid-1970s.
students' norm referenced scores
will decrease and more students
will fall below the median i'.0th

percentile) score established when
the test was normed On the other
hand, when national achievement
levels increase between normings
more students will exceed the me-
dian established when the test was
originally normed Regardless of
the direction of national &Mese
ment trends, when a test is re-
normed exactly half of the students
will fall above and half will fall
below the newly established
median

At this time, national achieve
ment indicators all point to the fact
that student achievement is gen
erally on the increase This increase
is documented by the National
Assessment of Educational Prog
ress (NAEP), the Scholastic Ap-
titude Test (SAT) results. two
Congressional Budget Office
reports 11986. 19871, and data col
tected during recent test normings
by CTB/M.Graw-Hdl 11985, 1987
19881

Thus, during a ttme of increasing
national achievement, the students'
norrned test scores will rise be
tween norrrung periods More stu
oents will score above the median
score established during forming
than will fall below it This confirms
the sensitivity of the test norms to
changes in achievement one of the
tests' primary functions These
normed test scores are +Ltd
measures of student growth
Although the reference year for the
scores will be prior to the year in
which the test scores are reported
the test scores provide accurate
program and student information
The fact that the norm scores
themselves refer to norming that
took place during an earlier year in
no way cornpronuses the major pur-
poses for adnumstering an NRT or
the usefulness of the scores for pro-
gram evaluation, student instruc
tonal planning, or the monitoring
of longitudinal trends When inter
pretng the scores, the test user
must simply be aware of the year
that the tests were normed and the
general direction of national
achievement trends Interpretive
guidelines are found in relevant
test related materials produced by
most publishers

The Friends for Educator, report
has received attention pm writ) as
a result of its improper interprets
tons of score distributions for



norm referenced tests between
renorming years The sensational,
and apparently illogical, phenome-
non of having too many students
above the national average is the
basis for the cnuclsm leveled at the
testing community by the report
This is a point that should be
elaborated upon. because It may be
misunderstood by others as well

A narse nterpretatior of what an
average (mean) represents is that
half of the scores in a distnbution
will fall above and half mil fall
below the average Although this is
a common interpretation. It is not
statistically correct The report suf-
fers from this nusunderstanding, as
illustrated by the followmg quote
"Standard pnnmples of mathemat-
ics make It difficult for more than
one half of any group to be above
average" (Canned. 1987) There is
no mathematical pnnmple that
would cause this to be so Depend-
ing upon the shape of the distnbu-
than of scores and the measure of
central tendency that is selected to
descnbe ihe scores, more or fewer
than half the scores may be above or
below the measure of eentral
tendency For example. the mean.
or arithmetic average, does not
necessarily split a distnbution of
scores into equal halves An aver
age that splits the d.stribution even-
ly will occur only in a symmetncal
distribution If the distribution is
skewed, there may be many more
scores above or below the average
depending upon whether the chs-
tnbution is negatively or positively
skewed The median (the 50th per-
centile). on the other hand, does
separate a score distribution into
equal halves Thus, there is no a
pnon reason o believe that norm-
referenced scores should separate
the examinees into two equal
hakes, particularly during times of
changes in national achievement
trends

E xtended E xtrapolations
The tune-bound nature of nor

mauve interpretations is relatively
straightforward to descnbe and
understand What becomes more
difficult to evaluate are the social
and educational implications that
might he drawn from acknowledh
ing thai 'ctual score chstnbutions
may difter increasingly from the
published norms as a result of
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changes in achievement over tune
One way to determine the amount

of change in achievement over tune
might be to survey states and school
districts and, based on the aggrega
tion of scores, determine the
number of states and districts
reporting above "average" (50th
percentile) scores Additionally. it
might be possible to determine the
proportion of students above the
50th percentile and the average na-
tional student score Finally, to
illustrate the rapidity %%nth which
standardization score distnbution.,
change data could be collected the
first year after norrmng and then an
average of state and distnct scores
could be calculated

This task would be very difficult
to do correctly Different states and
distncts use different that are
not on a common scale The scores
from all states and dist las would
have to be colleted. placed on a
common scale, and analyzed appro
pnately There is no evidence that
this has ever bcen done correctly

This brute-force approach need
not be the only mechanism to deter
mine achievement trends over tune.
nor is it the best way Achievement
changes between normings are
documented by the major pub-
lishers, and this information could
be directly examined

A third approach intended to
monitor national achievement
trends might be NAEP But NAEP
is also an imperfect panacea for
determining achievement growth
There will always be quality-control
issues, as evidenced by questions
about recent NAEP survey results
NAEP is a valuable indicator of
&chic/einem trends, but like any
method it is not absolutely perfect

The fact is that various sources of
information must be synthes zed so
that a complete picture of neaonal
trends can be obtained Eac type
of assessment, via NRTs, CRTs,
NAEP, or others, attempts to
answer different questions in cid
ferent ways Each is valuable in pre-
siding a piece of the picture on the
status of student learning It is
when we learn how to make artful
syntheses that all of us will be closer
to determining the status of
achievement in Amenca's schools

It is unfortunate that during a
rie when national achievement

trends are moving upward some

might use t at fact to suggest that
one of the easons for the upward
movement is Inadequate norming
by test pu'ilishers and mappropnate
teachir of test content by users for
self serving purposes These are
senous charges that should no, be
made without supporting evidence

It must be stated that there is no
logical reason why test publishers
would wish to engage in inadequate
nornung Test publishers hase
every incentive to make sure that
their tests are completely objective
and are administered properly and
that their integrity as valid
measures of performance stands
ummpeached Without such quality
test publishers would quickly find
themselves wIth no customers

Conclusions
To be sure some of the concerns

raised by Dr Canned are shared by
all in the educational community
The tune-bound nature of norms
may not be well understcod by some
school personnel and the public
There may be abuses of tests and
breaches of security Some teachers
and administrators may indeed
disclose too much test content to
the students But the overe helming
majonty of the educational com
munity is doing its very best to
administer tests and report test
scores in a responsible fashion

At least two examples of this
come prominently to mind The first
is the way in which test publishers
equate alternate forms %whin the
same test battery over time Thus
CAT Forms C and D 119771 were
equated tu CAT E and F 119851
Similarly equating is done between
different test battenes developed
by the sarne test publisher as was
the case for CTBS Forms 1' and V
(1981) and CAT E and F (19851
These equarangs allow the test user
to move from one version of a test
to another and preserve longitu
dinal comparisons The recent trend
that has been observed in these
equatings is that the denved scores
from the molt recently normed test
are lower than for the earlier
norme i test This is predictable in
times of increasing national per
formance The opposite would be
true if national achievement trends
were on the decrease E x ilanators
matenal that helps the practitioner
understand this phenomenon is

Educational Measurement issues and Practice



always provided
The second example relates to the

Annual Nahonal Normative Trend
Data (NTD) published by CT13/
McGraw-Hill Research on this proj-
ect began in 1984, when an emerg-
ing customer need was identified by
the company Customer comments
about the desirability of obtaining
more recent normative data were
noted in market research efforts
Such data could be used to amplify
the standardisation norms and pro-
vide more complete ricture on the
progress local school districts were
making in their instructional ef
forts After 3 years of research the
NTD service was offered to CTB
customers Score reports have been
made available on an annual basis,
for the standarduation year as well
as for the most recent forming
This service is a response to those
educators who have been concerned
about the tune-bound nature of
norm -eferenced scores

The test companies do their best
through many vehicles, to assist the
test consumer in being a responsi-
ble user of test results Indeed,
reasonable testing programs, effec-
tively implemented, are one of the
reasons that achievement is increas
ing and that we are not currently in
the decline phase that manifested
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itself in the late 1960s to the
mid-1970s

The assertion that scores are on
the increase does have merit
Perhaps the positive side of this
phenomenon should be stressed
more States and local school
districts have committed con-
siderablz resources to improving
the achievement levels of their
students All indicators of student
achievement appear to con ierge on
this fact, particularly for the
elementary grades The Amertcan
public should be gratified that
achievement is increasing

'2annell (1987) charges that "mac
curate initial norms and teaching
the test." rather than imiproved
achievement are reasons for im-
proving scores on nationally
normed tests The problem with
these allegations is that there is lit
tie, tf any, endence to support
them To the contrary, the body of
independent evtdence suggests that
test norms provide a valid and
useful reference in both the non-r-
mg year and in subsequent years
and that achievement at the
elementary level has been increas-
ing If indeed there exist mstances
of abuse of test norms and of
nusunderstanding of their meaning
by educators or the public in

general then the proper remedy
should be to correct those Instances
rather than to make rash allega
tions about the adequacy of test
norms or questionable teaching hy
educators
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Chairman HAWKINS. Well, thank you, Doctor.
The next witness is Dr. Walter Faithorn, Jr., retired business ex-

ecutive and volunteer teacher at the University of the District of
Columbia.

Mr. FAITHORN. Yes, sir. Thank you, on behalf of Friends for Edu-
cation which is the organization that I'm speaking for today. I'm
not a doctor, Congressman Hawkins. I'm hopelessly outclassed in
terms of professional lingo here today.

I'm from the Chicago manufacturing sector and my experience
with the problem of the education of our children most recently in
my career comes from the difficulty we've had in hiring people for
ma factories in Chicago who can read and write, and I mean
people who have high school diplomas.

We went through many years of endeavoring to recruit factory
employees in Chicago from those sections of town that had ex-
tremely high unemployment and poor economic conditions. We
found lots of people who were willing to work and, as I se'd a
moment ago, had high school diplomasmany of thembut they
couldn't read the buses and the el-trains and the subways in orde:
to get from where they live in south side of Chicago up to the near
north side.

We started classes at my company to teach people how to read.
But I didn't expect that was going to lead me to this room today.
I've been retired for a few years, and I'm a volunteer teacher of
English at the University of the District of Columbia.

I was asked by John Cannell, who is the President of Friends for
Education, if I would substitute for him today. I'm sorry that he
isn't here. I'm sorry for your sakes, as well as for my own. So I pre-
pared a written statement which I submitted in many copies yes-
terday, and I was told, by the way, by one of your staff that I
shouldn't read that today, I should be much more informal.

So let me begin by just quickly roviewing how the Friends for
Education organization got started. John Cannell, who's just a
youngster ir. my opinionhe's in his middle forties--and a kid I
helped raise when he was just a youngster, is a physicianan
M.D.and was practicing in West Virginia. He opened a clinic up
in the mountain woods territory for people who had never been
able to get to doctors before. He lived in Beck ly, West Virginia
where his kids were going to public school.

He obser.ed that they didn't seem to know from shynola what
was going on in the world and they weren't learning anything.
They didn't know whether France was the capital of Paris or Paris
was the capital of France and all sorts of horror stories like that
that I'm sure you've heard and read about from lots of other
sources.

But at any rate, he went to see the school principal to talk about
it. The principal and his staff were stunned that Dr. Cannell was
unhappy because, as they pointed out to him, their school tested
way above the National average. He was upset by this. The impli-
cations being that the National average was so terrible that he
started writilig school boards in Kentucky and West Virginia and
then expanded his effort to include all 50 states over a period of
several months, and found that virtually every school was report-
ing their who° ls and the students being above the National aver-
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age. So he decided it was really a big fraud and that's what started
his organization.

As I pointed out in what I submitted to you, he brought all this
to the attention of the Departmeni of Education and talked with
the then Secretary Bennett who was quite skeptical of his findings
at that time and authorized an investigation within the Depart-
ment as to whether or not Cannell's claims were true, and found
that they were. And lots of other sources have corroborated what
Friends for Education discovered about these so-called national
averages.

Cannell went on to pursue the matter and decided that not only
were these norm-referenced tests misleading in terms of where stu-
dents and schools stood, but that there was actually a sort of a con-
spiracy between the publishers and the school authorities, particu-
larly superintendents, to continue these kinds of tests which made
everybody so happythe parents and everyonebecause it made
the schools look so good. Then the kids who were all testing above
the National average when they came to take SATs or the Army
tests, just were doing miserably and there was understandabiy a lot
of confusion that resulted from that.

We li, all of these are well-known facts, I am sure, particularly
among the professionals who are here today, but I thought it worth
mentioning because that's what has made our organization as rank
amateurs so upset with the present scene.

We believe very much in the points that were made by Dr.
Haney. Nothing that he said about the need for much better test-
ingall of that is what Friends for Education stand for and are en-
deavoring to help expedite.

We also are very impressed with the work that's being done by
the National Assessment of Educational Progress, which is within
tne Department of Education but has an outside governing board
which seems to be giving it excellent impetus toivard progressing
this question of more intelligent testing.

We feel that the publishers who Dr. Faldet represents are ex-
tremely good businessmen. They've developed, as typical of good
businessmenand I can speak from personal experience on this
pointa cozy relationship with their customers who are the school
boards and superintendents, and they've promoted their product
extremely effectively to the point where there are some 50 million
tests a year of this sort given and the burden on children, as Dr.
Haney has pointed out, is simply enormous. We'd like to see thit
greatly reduced.

Really, I don't have anything much more to say that will be of
much value to your committee, but I'll be glad to answer what
questions I can.

[The prepared statement of Walter E. Faithorn, Jr., follows:]
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Friends for Education, Inc.
600 Girard, N.E.

Albuquerque, NM 87106
(05) 260-1745

5 June 1990

Walter E. Faithorn, Jr.
3800 Underwood Street
Chevy Chase, MD 20815

Augustus F. Hawkins, Chairman (California)
Committee on Education and Labor
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

My dear Congressman Hawkins,

Thank you for inviting us to testify at the hearing on
"Testing/Assessment/Evaluation, etc." of the Subcommittee on
Elementary, Secondary and Vocational Education on 7 June 1990.

The 1...ews of Friends for Education on the subject of testing
are, I believe, pretty well known. That was my inference, at any
rate, from the comments of your administrative assistant,
Dr. Dandridge, in a brief telephone exchange we had about
arrangements for this meeting. I will summarize our position as
follows:

We believe that well-conceived, properly designed and
securely administered tests of students at a few crucial levels
during their elementary and upper school years is absolutely
essential in order for all to know what our children are leMhing,
whether it is as much as we believe they should learn, and what
schools are doing a superior, an average, or a poor job of
teaching. We bfaieve this kind of testing is necessary to the
development aad improvement of curriculum -- that good testing
drives good curriculum.

We are sorely disenchanted with what is going on by way of
testing, today, particularly the prolific use of commercially
prepared and distributed °standardised achievement tests."

In 1988 we reported to educators, generally, and to William
Bennett, then the Secretary of the U.S. Department of Education,
in particular that the results of these tests were routinely
compared to the scores of a °norm group" previously tested by the
commercial publishers. The "norm group" had taken the test cold.
Current scores of students now practiced in the same test are,
quite naturally, higher, so Johnnie comes home with a computer
printout that tells his parents that he is testing "above the
national average," that by implication his school, his teachers,

t1L4)
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his principal, the district superintendent, even the school board

itself, are all °above the national average." Everybody is very
happy. And even better, everybody in every other school district
in all fifty states is equally happy because every kid in every

school is testing "above the national average." We contacted
more than 3,500 school districts in all fifty states and what
they reported to us said, in effect, that 70% of our school
children were testing above the publisher's "national norm" on
commercial norm-referenced achievement tests.

Secretary Bennett called this the "Lake Woebegone" effect;
he vas at first skeptical of our report; he authorized an $80,000
study by his department to check out our story; his study
confirmed our findings.

Because it became immediately apparent that the widespread
use of these commercial, norm-referenced, achievement tests so
profoundly affect the feelings of the public at large toward

their schools and all the personnel connected vith them, these

tests became known as "high stakes" tests. When scores are high,
everyone's job is secure; if scores are low, heads might roll.

It also did not take a high order of perception on our part to

realize that "high stakes" testing requires high security in

handling them. Many and all manner of unsolicited letters began

to arrive, mostly from teachers, about how they were required to

"teach the test," to cheat by giving out answers before the

tests, by changing answers after the test, by keeping predictably

poor pupils from taking the test (invariably children from
minorities and/or other disadvantaged groups), all such
manipulations to better insure better results to be better than

the "national average."

We investigated these allegations, at least as many as we

could, thanks to a small grant from the Kettering Foundation, and

to our satisfaction found them generally true -- if anything,

understated -- just the proverbial tip of the iceberg. We think
all kinds of cheating is going on in respect to these tests and

we think the big, commercial publishers of these tests knov it

and at best look the other wi.y. I do net use the term,
"bureaucracy," pejoratively. Our whole society is a bureaucracy

-- big business, government, professions, nonprofit
organizations, public education; none of it could function
without bureaucracy. And the public school bureaucracy quite
naturally takes great comfort in being able to report "above

national average" test results.

The principal victims of this scam are, of course, the
children, and the most vulnerable of these victims are minority
chi .lren and those otherwise disadvantaged by poverty or other

calamity. And when Johnnie doss really poorly on college
entrance and SAT exams and on Armed Services Vocational Aptitude
Battery scores -- when the emperor comes by without any clothes

on -- we all look at each other in puzzlement, and parents wring

their hands in confusion.

2
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W. think we should all be wringing our hands -- but sore
because of imminent peril than confusion. Our kids compare
miserably with their opposite numbers in the world's other
leading industrial nations. Just to name a couple, how far
behind our two former mortal enemies is all this going to leave
us in a few short years?

The U.S. Department of Education will not carry its
investigation of our work beyond confirming, as it did, our "Lake
Woebegone" expose of performance "above the national average."
In an effort to better prepare myself for this hearing, I met
with a group of senior officials in the office of the Assistant
Secretary for Educational Research and Improvement, and I was
told that our allegations of cheati nq, fraud, and deceit were of
an "anecdotal" nature and did not lend themselves to rigorous and
objective verification. These gentlemen went on to say -- and to
me this was the more important part of their answer -- that not
the Congress, nor the States, nor the local school boards (all
15,000 plus of them) want the U.S. Department of Education
messing around in matters of this sort -- telling them what they
are doing wrong, how this State compares to that State, or this
school district compares to that, etc. They didn't talk about
money, but I suspect that it is also quite acceptable to the
White House Chief of Staff, among others, that the Department of
Education not be making plans or noises about things that cost
serious money. We really wonder if President Bush believes that
the federal contribution of 6O for every dollar spent on public
education is enough.

Nonetheless, we are impressed by the work being done by the
National Ass eeeee nt of Educational Progress (NAEP) and its
governing board, the National Assessment Governing Board (NAGB)
towards setting achievement levels defining what students ought
to know at different grades. Because it seems to us that our
kids are operating under an unreasonably onerous load of testing
in their schools, today, we applaud the NAGB approach of limiting
the testing they propose to the fourth, eighth and twelfth
grades. We very much approve of the way in which they are going
about developing a broad national consensus for defining
standards to be used in accomplishing improvement. We are
concerned, however, about a possible reduction in the rigor with
which test security will be practiced.

As many of you may know, Friends for Education is a small
group of rank amateurs founded and energized by a young
physician, John J. Cannell, in general practice in the back woods
of West Virginia where he didn't think his kids were learning
very much in the public school. When t-e talked to the principal
about his concern, he was told that he should De happy, just as
all the other parents were, because his school teated "way above
the national average." That's how it all stared. A fel parents
joined him, and because he could not afford the time or 'money fo
come to this hearing, I was pressed into service (as an old, old

3
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friend who helped his out a bit when he was a youngster). H. is

now living in New Mexico, is on the faculty of that Univers) y's
medical school, and is also carrying on demanding post-graduAe
studies.

an even ranker amateur, retired business executive
from the manufacturing sector in Chicago, now a volunteer teaCher
at the University of the District of Columbia, and a volunteer
representative, today, for Friends for Education. (Pereit se
please, to note, parenthetically, that the amount of work I have

Lad to do in order to do any justice at all to this opportunity
to meet and speak to this Comm,ttee has filled me with wonder at

how Congress ever gets anybody to testify at hearings who is not

well supported by staff, facilities, money and highly paid

professional spokesmen.

I wish my classmate, Francis Keppel, were still on the

scene. (One should not infer from that that we were close
friends; actually we were mere acquaintances, but I admired him

greatly.) I fee/ certain that there would be a much more
aggressive attitude in the Department of Education today.
Outrage and fury over the ridiculously heavy load of endless

testing, and so much of it deceitful at that, would drive his, I

think, to the doors of Congress for money and authority to do st

least as much to protect children from fraud as a Department of

Agriculture neat inspector does in his field.

I think he would invite the Congress's attention to the

recent T.V. edition of CBS's 60 Minutes whict locumented
widespread cheating by school authorities in L'uth Carolina and

hnv the blame and punishment was put on teachers. Francis might

well say to you, "If you won't let my department do anything

about this, if you won't let me protect the first line of
victims, our children, and the second line, our teaChers, then

you do it. It won't be the first time Congress has been goaded

into action by a television program. When you want to, Congress,

you can do some pretty heavy-duty investigating.

Thank you very much.

Respectfully,

r--

Walter H. Faithorn, Jr.
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Siam lest September s national
education i ammo in Cherlottainil. f tommotte of cover
bon and Vhite Home nal
members ha. been meeting in

Wu/Invitee to &fn. t se nation s educe
'ions] goals Thw pentl hop...to desh out ita
at this month oat in time t /r Prnutent

&vitt t 1 ir :lade it in his Mate ot the I. rum
Adm.. to Congress That s the east 0an
e prime !atom redu, mg the dropout rate
and en005ragIna lOtal crmtivit, But tor
AIM erteount also magnum thou pun
tub I won t be adtquate to the task The
hard part *ill come later hen t heuorioni t
loe ,,, eapected to ProPme hatintn."'
auk . hat will enable forenoons ,0 anws
how their studenta and whoots are tat rut
Th bit quntvaa vim committee

ihsirman t enroll Campbell the gmerru
ot South( arolina is how do you Measure
uurceseogainst what test '

F o educators part u uteri, those oe ,
co ion 'hat is the tiantion for thelodho It

uune , Arlail iron, rhai a cm.ein
on qed w testing an, , hod uol coitus, 0
' qui now stands accused Lit are/ 'Al ,n,

3 nu Dependmg oh the Ct., 'he no
lion s isunted standardised exams s
measure the rong at aa b, distort stam
room nstruction , taint, manure per
eras 0 discriminate agartst no under
priniend The posh nor better tests,omes
'rem aneral sources Elested officials are
dernanairk room trnm the education man
Oar no and need a wa, to hold them a,
,ountatne Parents. from Mums .0 t him
in .re Petra ,avited to sham m the
thanagement of neighborhood schools
the, .a3 are unwilling to ml, on the
t, ram, of anecdote or true false quisme
knd molt, en eat then no monger cant
omelet/no ham mastered oust tht Maas
although some dars !net VLSI, 170, rua
more at thembut hen need people who
, an trims In short the consumer mote
mert ^AA nnail, entered the stnonhouie

it pets rano e haul. and eat net. In
the r rect worn ma.mtate gents use tnt
worn , dent i, tr. test h ol pi ,I.

uperintendents,or rred 'or ou
and 'ea,hers an -nr e merit pa, t, mar
aortic rats urn. hirepard ar ed.., Atm.,
urtessi r it he I. r.i.roitt I ( .orads

ir, to, stales 5,e ranaaiu,i
whanement est. ...ore kr eo it
ard La mo-ma deiemop their non m
(When ase nt tour insdung tommeni,
orrouls In seldtion man, ira Ott, I
art nen ndi, dual hood ',n,m,n.ad
raizedemmoon tel,an %not, leder,

eon-orient 3 \ at ono. koenernen it to-

We need to produce students who know how
to think. And we need new tests to help us.

fat.. PtOratlt, kEP npianit
small random sampleol Jett eighth and

hired* studento nationwide % recent
stud, bv Fooled s Boston Posed ad, woo
smut, 'ound that 1 S pubiu schoo.s so
t inarered tui m o on standardized est.

4(15 j1114,101-1 it adenu in the lfeeee,
w hail ,ear aione--an av Image of more t han

5 standardised lags par ft Latent Mr tear
But for wl Elm many choices, son Ernest
Bovn pressdent of The Carrier. Founda
non for the Advanctment of Teething
Mot of nor oarrent efforts at annorneet

Met peen sotto, inadequate ,rocernent
Sand even destru3.m

o der ic ate IA N., err.
,trint re or Onal
'00 atter. he umen are truna hr
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ano,e 1,erate ,Ier set, rtal
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,rne, at ar-n it
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'rade Or it',
*tat olp %Alf, n Tmt p r

mhers n ..pdat in, r - ,rna ate/ lne,
rant, a tat t or 3 er ee-,
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sorrao met nor. l J. .3 dr toe

e r emornt s -nor
Pe norre,a, ite , Str ,

do er u

a rit t
VI.] "IP 1- ,,lr A ree, Nt

heating on sleet Teacher \ ono. earl,
.onsatered tr, umealunton. one r°
hest .n the whim admitted roc.
sne had distributed the questions and so
seers two davs before otandardized tsar
to two In. ability pograph, "sem She
as hred And protetuted under South
t aroona 4. that makes breaching test
motto, s inme 1earonnoided spend ng
ett da,s n.m tz, pleading v. t, sa, Sel

Wham and prorted &OOP fon atter od
mmistrators mean t go the. °P3 Instead
some simply smouragt slower pupits to be
&Went on the day of an ens

it team Of education profamon from
ICLS ond ths Unlearnt, of Colorado re-
cently completed s mom sinenufic version
ut Cannel. s Kant that compared student
est oven from venous states Thn tound
Cannel: a nentaall, correct But the,
don harem zonal* sOlotios Th. problem
a that too much a being twatected of Mims
nu savs Robert Loin s penance ofedu
allor at the lino mat. ot Colorado
The Vann/ ahmatataction with most

stendorditec MY has led to search for
attroatnes For (argeamit aaaalarnatit
somaelperts(avoreapano.ra the ft/derail)
tinded NAEP Over 3s :Peter honor,
\ SEP hea earned an enviable regulates,
arnone adu,ator. It s um that =Mines

-n 1.1 pie how* neat and problem-wily ng
uurstions lt s goen on random basis to
onl, a fee kids in an. :tar
room teaches, then tin t
teed" the Wet - And its norm

art deeeloped le carefully that
they ro tweed However antol
recently federal law prolubdad
Ow um of `MEP moor to
:ompere auto or charism
Sower finally permit:el art
ear/en/nem.. nata.beetate
nonpenson of worm for the
eighth-grade math meg in 1.90
So tar a" stain have open to
ParlCipate

The %SEP board would like
to esplad th cc:indenter,a
urns dm board but tone nu
sato,' tear that will inenmbl,
rum ow Mat If %AEI, worn
Olson., so important to educators and pou
n mann that Plaaaroom instruction is ta,
iored to it its slue as an induator of
achie,ementlelibethreatenerl nest:Pm
r. how/ an analna at the Rand Coryors
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Critics Dress for alternatives to standardized tests
Bo Munei Cohen

Loer searr

t ornputinu about tho atom of
dudent testing procedures and
-core. are prompting educators and
est Puhers to take steps to re.
lure thrown/ and to ..too the me tf
ed newts a, 'mourn of achool
Lund,.

Tat-Mated problem has toe
tome to amine, ad hoe goner
tad such trper. mocroany and
Tontitown thst a moonsl caring-
house to find better way to tat arel
moon molts la hem atabhelved ai
the Lamm of vima Grano 41-
art Shenker Natant of the
ameran Faint= of Tarnow
recently cooed o onmediate doo
'o dandardued rd.% at the ...own
%In and wcondan whool into

kit increase in calla tor account
andito have led to the use of :este to
win. the diet-Merano of trachea
act adminutratort Scores or ...ate
&Own ernent texts and national testa
Linn an de ...etiologic 1rtitude
oe wed as a measure of high .

iehege thscnct jaiio.
Fr exampor one condition twit

Joe renewal ot Boehm wham ions,
Incident Local Wilson Pontract

eticience that test ways ha,. Fixer
dnder nu tenure &won u Jane
eve that were 'veined" sta ceam
ago *cording to Mary Ellen Eh la
nue of the imam, a tenure Ake

\ omit," is a prom. soot
pun ..net. to oeterrnine in

'nee sone wou.d he
,atle tori

re convenes do tt,
....I a worm men Oar hecausa

t would Se too ....pen., 'nt
lumina' pent,. done eters ,t

ell of 'wont ar. a 0 0, 11

Arn hart -tn Jo. 'pct. and ew
tt tt, Won ,

rosageltse re sib della{
Priem" to produce Irtemlugher

storm In reeding. ennui and mash
has led to a good dal of channi
among school teacher., amain
at apenntendents, ateadtng to
Dr John Jacob Cannel a resident
p.othistrist at the I. niyertit, of
soy Memo

TM nt pubishers art Winn-
nog to rupond to educators mew
(aunts McGraw Hai 'omen pro-
duces the terlet) used Canto.= Ba-
p, t.tidus tests, a netnews" 1 p war
ritc and wring tx, !Ind a thorttut (or
mishimenne nornw so them wit he a
new sewer each yaw

'Industry standard for yenning
.s seven to eight )ears. owl John
hteweart. of Melanie tasune
r t wised no Monterey Capf

he now print on ad score re-
ports the date of dr nornung so that
.clopts met hule tehmel okl date.
he no longer put answer kfN n

'est peckers to whew.. but .end
ooern to the tutnct coonfirator to
cep a, old cheaune streart taut

e are Winne nto denelepine
a new test on an anal 'WO 'too

.an antrum the cost mer ar
runt on, period ten f we h., to
produce one snnuall it will .end the
price

It was Connell who faral that
most ...:hom gsterns in the iountn
am hat their quotients perform
1ton. e moored meets, toch s mat,
criaucallo ,rnpottouble

"Stores on htcel nw =formed
ernent 'rib hate 1,1,,f0,

...wall, that ni eat *Q4a 'so
:ateu were texttna alloie die por-
cher national nor, ts- we Pan

-tt I ti newext book "How Nhin
Etticatort Cheat on Nano raked
1,n es moot Teets

previous "elk," *kJ
.ed how 70 Percent kmrt'r

erre-tan chutirer perte
tow nun school chstricte and a, to
surto were teettng atone he pub.
'utter s national nOrIn ttkarl .1

he expected "n) percent."

6-4

Canned mad tart w anent
Odt of seamy m the Meow arel
Panama al tau natehere and
prmeipale hew Ln. to mama the
au and cah tam students woh
vale: lands ol mamma on caw
rale tame awake.' he aid

'MN NW*, getting amountatal-
ay n usurer Canal tad In a tots
phone interview 'Teutten will
chew to get seam up when the
stake* am halt Supenntendente
and watt adrownetraten me the
nven benefit-lane of teacher Meet-
ing and rnany twain don t think
thee are cheating

'Mame dose 0 NM. Cahforom
ha a creatable pd and Mamma,
arts dnan t do too lath when com-
pared to others ' Cannell aut

In a date.byetate analysot he
round that 'the Maine Educational
Aoae000nenta reported with sealed
+tome and no longer equated with
venortady maned tem Teethe,'
nuo, not obi= the tot booklets m-
t.] the der Wore mune. the hosk
eu me shrink atepped when Who-
ertel rot a whoa and team m
andorro by state tamale '

Mame edueetton commomoner
Ete Bober smd tat mentreusee oP
Maur arias devetoped the tea
oer o moweer twat The maw
art to gmen to all Rath. mghtli
And derma rade manta

'We art ogre meta woh the
'n a cam of 12 in fourth grade

wience for mance a ts poembie
at each child hart a Afferent
et if question*" Hither said

Bother concured with Connell on
he standardized tent

"Wken the Mont Educational
tames/Tient came mit for the Int
one we found that the nationally
,:andardssed teso punted a far no.
wer picture that e.en horn here
wa anote a, emelt than what doe
MEt mai' mud Hither

P. atter Hone, of the Batton Col
awe Ted Center saki that emelt
'tT .ion. a 'ea: me we Ito brineing
parental attenton to .eot meats
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THE WALL STREET JOURNAL.
Vamp &owe

Classroom Scandal

Cheaters in Schools

May Not Be Students,

But Their Teachers

Pressure to Bolster Test Scores

Drove Beloved Instructor.

Nancy Yeargm, to Cnme

Is She a Martyr or Villain/

By GMT PUTIL4
01.11 Riven, ef Tim was livammee J./Yu.

(WENT= I S.0 - Cathryn Rice
could hardly balk Mr eyes While Wing
the Compreheosive of Basic Skills to
ninth graders A Greenville High School
last March IL she spotted a nude* MO
ins at crib sheets

She had seen cheating before but thew
notes were uncanny A stockbroker a an
rumple of a prnfeSSIon In trade ond I
laure At the end of World War II
oermany surrendered *fore Japan
Thp Senate-licnse conference commute< a
used alien a All is pissed by the House
old .uettale is rhifrmat Mins

I rtually word for word, the notes
matched questions and answers oo the So
Is] studies ordain

of the lest the Stu
Jest was tilting In
'act 'he student had
'he anners to al
most all of the
menions In that
*ChM TM student
sureendered the
'htes bul not nth-

protest Mv
h.,. her said it was
Oh ha. me to use the
0.tcs 'he 4,1
he ,tul %ant I ear,'

The 'earner in

woo Nancy Yearrn considered
to n- ins liodents and parents to be ore of
Ao hest at 'he school Confronted Mrs
1eargm admitted she had given the ques
'ems Ind answers tam day, before the ex
unination to two low ability rograpir,
t,i,bes She had gone so far as lit disphp.
ihe .11.11.5b1/115 an All 0%erhead projector and
oderaile the answers

Mrs Year!sn was fired and prnsecuted
under an mums, South Carolina 1,00 that
iraltes it a rime In breach lest serum,
hit septeirrer she pleaded guilty and paid

I tk, fine Her aiternatake was SD days tn

THURSDAY NOVEMBER e, sR

Her won is partly me al personal
downfall She was aa inntlagsg teacher
who wen bliebied Wend sludelna. Mt
sbe wig probably mem Mantle. la Mr
wake ant led tke Norm and ewer at a
principal who Was ber Mead Dad sow call
her a betrayer, ca collsellem wan aan shr
Nougat Men siSame cg stwiests sod par-
lots who defended Mr lad WIN Me was
bested harshly; and cd selisoklArlet dB-
Beg stalmed thas despne de haltgated
Mre cd INi011U V. Mame some**
of a load rmrtyr

POSnibie Mahan=
Mrs. Turps I ewe aio casts some

tiret tal the dash Ade Cd st reforin.
Mere premises an tauten ire rearing
ad where highwtaltas Wake Ma en
Bowed the nenpladon to cheat no 1117
sande gm Tierra *AWN woo de
dried to mforce peptise= cd South Caro
gale whool-imprommeat laws. Name
my alleged that V. was trying to Water
students MOW tOlrin a bowl under tne
Nate s 111M Mirada Improvement Act
The boom depended os Mr ability In pro
Bite MOM Awing-is* scores.

Tam is inimailble Preellore on School
syliterns and teachers to raise test womb
says Walt Haney an education professor
Aid testing specialist at Bona, Coliege
lo efforts tO MA the tests are also on the
dae Mid mon disturbing. It IS educators.
0101 students, who are blamed for much of
,Zit mem:loots

A *state study released in September
tlY Friends for Educatson an Albuquerque,
e SI school research rot* concluded
that outright cneanng by American ectu
Lanes ts common The group says
stasdardlseu Arnie oment test scores are
%Math inflated !wattle teachers often
Mach the ten as Mrs. Yeargin het 31
tboUgh ralit me nee.. caught

Ens:Wore of lelenspread cheating has
surfaced in Avers! Stain in the last Year

SO Califilenta s education department
newts adult espsetsibilitv for erasures
JA 40 schools that Changed wrong answers
laright ones on a statewide test After nu
meows orrurrentes of questionable
teailyer help to students Texas is re,IsIng
in secloaty practices

AdVance Notice
And sales ot test-coaciong booklets hor

lassrnorn instruction are booming These
materials including MacmIllan McGraw
11111 School Publishing CA, s Scoring High
and Learning Materials -are nothing short

spplusttc ated crib sheets according to
some recent ocadernk research Hy asmg
'hem teachers with admuustratite bless
Lag- teiegraph to students beforehand Me
precise area on which a test wall rotten
trate and sometimes gyve awas a few en
lit questions and answers 'Set gPlatrd or
ode el page A ft t w of Sconng High

widespread in South larollna and orn
non In Greenyille I ounty Mrs Yearrn
reboot distmt

°Nem Coma-

Eggier13 say there m t another stair in
the country where teat? Mean as much as
they do le Scull Carolina

Cinder the state s Education linprom-
Ment Act. low test scores an Mock Au
dents pornotiorn or force entire districts
tillawrenchlag state-supervised Linemen
Mins that can mean Mints High leg

scores a the other hand bring recogni-
tion and extra money -a new computer lab
tori Whoa gra1113 for special projects, a
bonus for the superintendent

CrIttcs Say South Carolina Is paying a
once by stressing traproved test scores so
mach Pt-lends of Education rat.. South
Carolina one of the worst seven Sates hi
its study on academic cheating Says the
organization s !minder, John Canna Pm
erutang Mrs Yemeni is a way for admin
istrators to protect themselves aad look
like they take cheating seriously, wben in
fact they doa t take it seriously at all

Paul Sandifer, director of testing tor the
South Carolina department of edinatko.
sass Mr Canned s allegations of cheatlng
are purely without foundation and

based on unfam inferenceS Partly because
aornes about mcential abuse however

he niss the state wall begin keeping closer
'rock A achweement test PreParallon
bookletS next spring
%twins Yersmectise

At tareenellle HIgh School meanwhile
sortie students especialla et the beer
riding squad- wet e rushed It chard

erthain itt Itear old ohs 50111fOne Nies
like had to En caio Mrs Ward Soon

oniets irawsred in the nrndorN that r
.ne !al, ind-white

GltS To on the !met ou tuck he
,orts read Ue h.OP ill the answers

Mani raleagues are tnen it Mrs
1 carer She did I ot .1 ,11n71 1Jr3
atimop e aho had twittered the rtli

rk damn lard it %tat io
damn WY pat irld aS it she did isr

_rho. istrirsions it IS 115

Hut sei,, 'e 015, Ca, the MCI
ISIN HIM the 050100g el iluat

Nt's .P1 .1, IN itre ntando-I
No s , q vho

o. , nn ',le p1111

' t') ' "Ser.. 'I it, alto' oh, int
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Rocky Mountain News
Vincent Carroll

The great testing He
A prediction: When

grade-school students take
chlevement test. this
spring, most of their scores
will rtse front year ago

Now the bad newt Thom
feOrell will be virtually Mean-
ingless

From coast to coast mhos)/
districts conspire in The
Great Testing Lle They per-
mit the same standardised
tests to be administered year
atter year Whether deliber-
ately or not. teachers appar-
ently adjust curriculums to
emphasize test materiI
There is no other way to ex-
plain why so many districts
consistently report riling
scores

Achievement tests tor
younger students especially
generate laughably implausi-
ble results year after year,
and no one seems to mind

well, almost no one A
doctor in West Virginia cared
so much IM spent $11,000 of
hli own money to compile
and assess achievement test
results from every Mats and
hundreds of districts. So far,
no one disputes John Jacob
Canned's remarkable conclu-
sions, not even the testing
companiet themselves
Among his findings

About 90 percent of U S
school districts claim to be
above aaaaa ge in student
achievement, and most an-
nounce year-to-year Uri -
movement.

Every Southern state
test, above the national aver-
age except Mississippi, and
even It is at the mythical na-
tional "norm `

More than TO percent of
American children are told

they test above the national

Twenty-six states test
on a statewide MAL and all
report above- aa Ilenret
MX others, which have devel-
oped their own WU and glve
them statewide, test above

ge, too
The problem isn't merely

that the tame Letts are re-
nted Most elementary etu-
dente eCOre better thn
average even on brand-new
achievement tests, raising
doubts about the accuracy of
the norms themselves

Georgia, for exempt*,
should have everything going
against it in the testing derby

large numbers of Mild-
vantaged children, high
dropout rates, low college-
entrance scores among
high-school mentors and
yet Georgia's second-graders
scored abase the NUT percen-
tile nationally In every cate-
gory the Mat year a revised
IOwa Test appeared

Not ever? distriet reports
above- scores, of
COWIN Achievement it so
bad In earn* big cities that
even artificially low norms
only partly disguise the fact

But give those districts
time If they stick with the
same tests for the next de
cede or so, they toc May
eventually a, Tounce that
their students have bolted
Into the ranks of high
achievers

See how easy it Is to dis-
prove America's schools?

Vincnt Carroll Is deputy
editorial page editor of The
Rocky ilountein News In
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aexdu pork auto
THE WEEK IN REVIEW

Sunday, October 23, 1988
AISO dietnistr md decnle to shange Irons one tee so another I

he new test o easier student wore, will like, go upespesians

wE awn does, report the roe In somparoon to the wore, on the old hard.
led and Jon I bother to WI sou abo hut the sange Or if the tic
lest gel, the same or worse results districts rns stern that tht

ay Anted Shenker Pressgont new test was much Welt( than the old One or so different that 'I,
Ansocan EtIOratiOn of Teachers kids needed time to adiust

nd
to it Shourdn t we have a way of known.

*len a new test is used a whirls lest is tougher or easier and in leis
Ithn to what,

Getting a Fair Measure of Learning

Testing Needs Regulation

Furthermore the tee scores rue don tell us terse much If sou
1014 that '0 percent ollhe kids in a school or district are abosre aserage
what can sou esped them to be able to do Write a &sent letter
Understand an editorial` Figure out the weekl, cost of shopping iron
the superman, r ads in the newspaper' The fact is that you son I te
from the was led scores are reported what students can or cannoi J5

W:r!,;;;,r::ant;::rfintreTtr huh, aI7,a5r,asary'il."°n One was to 'mesh this svuld he to sate a Nation., Surearr o
Edusato al Weights and Measures What would such an ripens, do

It was not sery long ago the people were routinels cheated ot could
their hard earned mcome wlseneser they went 10 Ow market Scales
were often teed to gore sort *vele and Lontainern ddlo doeann eon, Pprthe arrous ces befOre the, sould se sold .1ft,r
tam w hat they claimed to Most 0. us now shop with :confidence because ...ff.. sccutsc"sW""tc
there are got ernment reguladon and inspects, The problem hasnt publish a critical directors of tests that would describe alr
disappearedsome scales or last meters are sell riggedbut those who ealuate the matur strengths and weaknesses sio 'ash erodible tee
tr, to gore us shoe measure risk being caught and punished do the necessars research to that scores different fell,

We in education " need Internment "lluletion a weights snd equated with each other to allow people to w whether the
nuarurei except that our weights and measures are not pounds of percentile on the Iowa Test is the same as the Jarn on the Stant ord IL
tomatoer or tad tare metcrsthes re dandardieed tests and lest scores and the eist on the Mutat,. Hill Test et,
What r the prohlem find better was, of assessing knowledge and skills than er1 good "ample corner from a sumer done Ns Dr John Cannell torrent], inadequate multiple choice paper and pencil testsof Friends for Education I discussed in this column on Dec b IOC
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Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you. I think you've presented your
views very well. We hay" had an opportunity to read your full
statement and I think you've done a great job in alerting us to cer-
tainly some of the specific things that need to be corrected. So we'll
look forward to asking you one or two questions.

The final witness is Mr. Ramsay Selden, Director of the State
Education Assessment Center representing the Council of Chief
State School Officers.

Mr. SELDEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the opportu-
nity to speak to you on this important topic.

The Council of Chief State School Officers is a private, non-profit
educational organization representing the 50 states and other
extra-state krisdictions on matters having to do with education.

The Assessment Center, which I direct, is committed or aimed at
enhancing the information we have for evaluating the quality and
the dimension of education in this country and for executing the
states' responsibilities to contribute better information.

We feel that the need for assessment information is critical. We
have to have a systematic basis in this country for knowing how
we're doing. I don't think it's any secret but the Council has been
committed to providing valid reliable state-by-state information on
education since 1984. We have been at the front line of efforts to
expand the National assessment of educational progress, to provide
state-by-state data, and we have been working on other areas in
educational statistics to develop a sound useful information base in
education so we can gauge our progress.

We are seeing that as the stakes for education increase, it's be-
coming all the more imperative to base important decision on
better educational tests. There are large serious problems with past
testing practices. Tests that are widely used in the United States
are aimed at low-level skills which send the wrong message to
teachers and students.

There is an over-reliance on multiple choice-type items because
they are convenient to use and efficient, but which are not effective
in measuring important educational skills. In the report, there are
testing practices, including the way tests are used in accountability
systems that may result in unfortunate consequences for the educa-
tion system. We need to avoid those. We need to head those off.

But it is our belief that the solution to this problem is better test-
ing practice and that better testing practice is within our grasp.
It's not beyond our grasp several years down the road. There are
examples right now of several states and local school systems who
have developed and are using tests which are much better than
previously availaule.

The States of California, Connecticut, Vermont and the State of
New York are administcing performance tests in education and
serving as a model to other states and school systems around the
country. Vermont has committed itself to building educational ac-
countability entirely on a portfolio concept of educational measure-
ment.

The City of Pittsburgh and the City of Portland, Oregon are ex-
amples of local school districts who have e-L, /eloped good testing
programs where the quality of instruction is not distorted or com-
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promised to fit a test. On the contrary, the tests are developed to
emphasize and support desirable ends in instruction.

We believe that the efforts that we have completed with Nation-
al Assessment of Educations: Progress in order to make it a suita-
ble instrument for state-by-state comparisons are also transforming
NAEP into a test representing good assessment practice. The task
of deciding on the conten t. to be assessed in NAEP as it became
state-by-state was assigned to the Council of Chief State School Of-
ficers in concert with other organizations including local school
groups, teachers' organizations, principals, and so on.

This spring and February and March of 1990 in approximately 37
states data were collected in eighth grade mathematics using
NAEP. The content measured represented a substantial improve-
ment in the testing of mathematics.

Specifically, just to give one example, the emphasis on problem-
solving skills in math instruction and the extent to which math
tests address problem-solving skills had been minimal in the past.
In setting the content for this assessment, we felt it was important
to emphasize higher order skills in mathematics, and, therefore, it
was stipulated that even at the fourth grade level approximately 30
percent of the exercises be dedicated to measuring kids' problem-
solving abilities. Essentially, new exercises had to be written by the
National Assessment of Educational Progress to do that, and they
were.

For the 1992 assessment in reading, which will be done on a
state-by-state basis at the fourtti grade level, we have incorporated
a number of features to make the assessment technology more ap-
propriate to guiding instruction. In the first place, the items and
exercises that we have specified tap higher order cognitive abilities
in reading than typical assessments in the past have tapped.

The students read longer authentic reading passages so that the
test is more demanding and more representative of real world and
academic reading tasks. Perf,,rmance from the assessment will be
reported in multiple scales or multiple forms reflecting the differ-
ent purposes and kinds of reading that students do and providing
information to educators that's more sophisticated and relevant to
their planning purposes than a single scale would be.

In this assessment, over 40 percent of the students response time
will be dedicated to open-ended responses. The reason for this is
that we set objectives or had goals and ambitions for this assess-
ment that simply were not amenable to multiple choice testing.

The kinds of skills that are being measured here are tapping the
students' global understanding of a passage which is best done in
their words and tapping students' ability to evaluate and judge and
express their opinion about a reading passage such as an editorial
which is necessary to capture the extent to which you're training
people who can be critical readers for citizenship and intellectual
development. That, too, has to be done through an open-ended
format because giving an argument to somebody in somebody else's
words just won't do it.

We're also trying out new methods in this assessment that are
truly innovative and not widespread in other assessment programs
and using, therefore, NAEP as a test bed for innovation in educa-
tional assessment. This 1992 reading assessment will use a portfolio
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method to capture kids' reading activities and classroom reading
activities and it will also include an oral reading task allowing us
to look at the relationship between oral language development and
reading for the first timean important aspect for reading educa-
tors.

It is our belief that we have to have accountability information
in education. To head off its ills and misuses, we have to base ac-
countability decisions on better tests. We feel that such tests are
within our grasp, but we have to invest in the near future in devel-
oping and using these tests to avoid a continuing over-reliance on
outdated and flawed testing technology.

I might add that we might also work toward coordineming and
knitting together local, str te, national and international assess-
ment programs so that the Aest testing technology is shared among
them and so that the least amount of student time results in the
most amount of useful information for educational decision-makers
at every level.

Than) you.
[The prepared statement of Ramsay Selden follows]
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STATEMENT BY RAMSAY W. SELDEN
COUNCIL OF CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICERS

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ONELEMENTARY. SECONDARY,
AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR
ILINE3-12%)

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, I am pleased to be here to address
this important topic of assessment. I am Ramsay Selden. I direct the State Education
Assessment Center at the Council of Chief State School Officers.

The Council of Chief State School Officers is a professional organization representing
the commissioners and superintendents of instruction la the states and other jurisdictions.
The Council also serves as a forum for states to work together on issues in education of
mutual concern The State Education Assessment Center spearheads Council efforts to
improve the information base in education

Immnaare-sitAssounsauldfamauun

It is absolutely crucial that our society have sound, useful information on the
performance of the education system. It is necessary for us to know how we are doing, and
systematic collection of performance data is a major piece of the informanon needed

The Council has been at the foref-ont of efforts to provide better achievement data
since 1984, when we adopted a dramatic new policy underscoring the responsibility of states
to contribute to a better information base and confirrmng the value of valid and constructive
achievement Information. The Council has been heavily responsible for the expansion of
the National Assessment of Educational Progress, having identified NAEP as the
appropriate mechanism for collecting comparative data on the states, having developed the
objectives for the assessment in mathematics and reading as NAEP goes state by state, and
supporting the 1988 reauthorization for the expansion of NAEP

Problems with Assessment Methods

As the stakes for states, local school systems, students and teachers Increase as a
result of our interest in performance information and accountability, It is all the more
important to base educational decision .. on sound tests Past testing practice has been
plagued by major problems:

o overdependence on limited item formats, especially multiple choice:

o overemphasis on lower-level instructional skills, and

I
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o poor testiag practices, including inappropriate preparation for tests, over
interpretation of test results, and basing too many important judgements and
decisions on too little information or the wrong information from tests.

Better tests are part of the solution to these problems, and better testing practice is
within our grasp. It is not just a vague, unattainable ideal Better tests would:

o use a bruader array of more creative exercise formats to do a better jou of tapping
student performance,

o emphasize deeper subject-matter content and more sophisticated reasoning in those
subject areas; and

o be used in ways that avoid inappropriate teaching to tests and inappropnate decisions
or judgements based on tests.

That better testing is within our grasp is illustrated by the following examples:

o Large-scale testing programs using integrated tasks, performance items, or portfolio
methods have been developed by the Pittsburgh schools, the states of New York,
Connecticut, California, and Vermont, the National Assessment of Educational
Progress, and the International Association for the Evaluation of Educational
Achievement (IEA).

o The National Assessment of Educational Progresr in mathematics this year included,
as a result of the specifications we developed, a 30% emphasis on problem solving
skills, open-ended item formats, and new sections using calculators.

o In 1992, following objectives and specifications we developed for the National
Assessment Governing Board, the NAEP reading assessment will:

address new, higher-order cognitive abilities in reading,

include longer, authentic reading passages;

report performance in multiple scales corresponding to different kinds of
classroom and real-v4-Id reading situations;

contain 40% of student response time in open-ended Items, asking students
to respond to reading questions in their own terms, and

try new assessment methods: an oral reading fluency measure, a portfolio
approach to reading assessment, measures of students' ability to direct their
Iwn reading skills, and an index of reading activities.
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The assessment will also provide information on how different student groups are
doing, and it will give information on reading instruction methods and resources, so
states can begin to determine what may be causing their reading problems or
successes.

ReamosibitAsismusnunslAsztuntabilitt

The American educational system must have accountability information. To head
off its misuses, we must base conclusions on better tests. But, we must invest in the
development of better tests and in better use of tests by educators, to avoid a continuing
overreliance on flawed and outdated methods of assessment and misuses of tests by school
systems.

We might also work to coordinate and knit together our vat ious assessmentprograms
at the school, local, state, national, and international levels. This way, the best technology
can be shared, and with the least amount of intrusion on student time we can gain the most
useful information about their performance for each level. We are working this summer for
the National Assessment Governing Board on recommendations on this area.

We appreciate the opporttmity to comment on these Important issues, and I will he
happy to respond to your questions or comments

3
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Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you very much. The Chair would
like to open up with several questions.

Mr. Selden, you have indicated the manner in which you think
state-by-state testing would be used. If we begin with a test that
doesn't really indicate the potential of an individual to perform,
whether it's on the job or in education, and then try through state-
by-state comparisons to ascertain inst where we are, aren't we
building in a false system of actually assessing just where educa-
tion is today? Wouldn't it be rather useioss )o talk about achieving
goals when they're based on such methods ef assessing just where
students are and whether or not they are going to be first in math
and science by the year 2000, or whether or not they are going to
be ready for school?

They may, by all of the formal test results indicate that they are
ready, and yet not actually be ready and aren't we somehow kid-
ding ourselves?

Mr. SELDEN. No. You're absolutely right. We cannot base state-
by-state comparisons on tests that do not tap students' full poten-
tial to develop themselves intellectually. The setting of V_ !se objec-
tives for these state-by-state testing programs in the National as-
sossmentthe one conducted this year in mathematics Find the ex-
pansion in 1992consciously set the content of the test slightly
ahead of where we know instruction is so we can tap our level of
performance in terms of where we want to go not where we are
now.

I think the inclusion of relatively a substantial amount of prob-
lem-solving exercises in this 1990 math assessment is a good exam-
ple. That's beyond the attention given those skills in instruction
right now, but we believe that's the direction that instruction
should go so we have to take the ceiling off. We also have to send a
messabe to stuimts and teachers that these skills are important
and the tests are a very important vehicle for sending that mes-
sage.

I might add, though, that we can't change instruction only by
having tests that serve as a carrot out in front of the icragon. We
also have to give teachers and school systems support to show them
how to expand instruction and move it forward toward more ambi-
tious objectives too. The teachers have to be shown how move
toward these objectives.

Chairman HAwKINs. Well, let's say you are administering a test
in reading. You may have individuals who are just not good read-
ers, but they may be good performers on the job or may otherwise
be good in their classesbut they just happen not to be good read-
ers. So they flunk that test ar they are very low Then ;ou begin to
track them into some other lower grade educational experience as
a result thereof, and the simple fact is they're just not good read-
ers.

Mr. SELDEN. Well, I think that it's important to--
Chairman HAwKINs. They may have linguistic problems, for ex-

ample, or cultural problems about reading.
Mr. SELDEN. I think it's important to recognize what Dr. Haney

said about using tests to make individual decisions about students.
I agree completely with him that no single test should be used to
ma' c! an important decision about a student that affects their
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future or foeir fate but that much more information should be
brought into that decision.

Chairman HAWKINS. But aren't we doing it though? Aren't we
nevertheless relying very heavily on tests despite the faq that we
don't want to even challenge them and educational progress is
being measured that way year after year?

Mr. SELnEN. Well, again, I think there's a distinction between
tests that lap an overall level of performance so we can see how
the system i:., doing. We want to know how well kids are learning
to read in the elementary and secondary education sy tem and we
neee. 'ests that can tell us that. But at the same time, Dr. Haney is
right. We should not be using any single reading test to track stu-
dents or to set their fate for a number of years in school process.
That's a practice that reLlly has to be curtailed.

Chairman HAWKINS. I guess the important thing is how are we
going to curtail it , nd prepare individuals for the future? We know
good and well that 85 percent of those entering the labor market
between now and the year 2000 will be minorities, immigrants and
others who have gia ,-.. cultural and linguistic and many other dif-
ferences than the majo:ity of the students.

Yet they're going tc be tested out of current programs because
they're failingthey aren't going to get into college. They may get
a high school certificate if they get that farthey may be discour-
aged by the tests prior to that time and drop out. Yet these are the
ones that we're concerned about in terms of developing their tal-
ents. They may make a good technician in industry but they aren't
going to get there because of our testing sys'em discriminating
against them.

Mr. SELDEN. I agree with you completely. Let me point out again
that the tests that are being administered state by state for the Na-
tional Assessment of Educational Progress in reading in 1992 will
not be reported out on an individual basis. They will not be used to
report individual scores.

Most of the tests used in state and local school systems originally
were selected to determine the performance of the system as a
whole. They were intended to be program evaluation devices. I
think what's happened is that in school practice, principals, teach-
ers and other administrators have begun using performance on
those tests to make individual student instructional decisions.

Decisions are based on readiness tests administered at the kin-
dergarten or first grade level and then decisions are made as soon
as results become available for students on individual achievement
tests. I would agree that that is an improper use of test to the
extent that kids are classified based on one score. We know those
tests are not up to that job.

One other point here is that we have been frustrated that the
profession of reading education has really absented itself from the
discussion of how we ought to develop assessment techniques in
education in reading. I think that the problem that you're talking
about really calls for reading education professionals to develop a
set of recommendations, recommended practices on the kinds of
tests that should be used for student diagnosis and the ways in
which they should be used because this is a big problem, a big void
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that hasn't been filled, and we really ought to be able to look to
that profession to do it.

Chairman HAWKINS. Well, my understanding is taat the Nation-
al Assessment of Educational Progress is coming out in the fall of
the year with a new system or with a refined system. They are
going to classify achievement into three classesbasic, proficient,
and advanced.

Well, I can tell you now who's going to be in the advanced class-
es. i can tell you now who's going to be in the lowest classification.
It's going to be 35 or 40 percent of the students of this country. Yet
they are going to be classified into the lowest class and they are
going to have difficulties overcoming the stigma attached to that
low classification.

Now, I think this is a problem for the Nation. I'm not trying to
zero in on the Chief State School Officers. It's a problem for the
Nation because here you have an organization, although it may be
doing a reasonably good job, it depends for its existence on the De-
partment of Education. If the Department of Education desires a
certain particular outcome, that organization is going to continue
to be funded.

If it differs with its creator in this instance, it isn't going to get
the funding. Yet it relies heavily not on other alternative measures
but primarily on a standardized testing system. And next they are
going to come out, presumably, with national standards.

Mr. SELDEN. Well, I take issue with the professional dependence
of the Council on the Department of Education. We receive funding
from dues from our member states. We receive funding from sever-
al private foundations. My center is heavily funded by the National
Science Foundation. So the Education Department is only one of
several spomars to the Council. We could live and survive and
would continue to operate without their support.

In replanning the National Assessment of Education Progress,
we absolutely insisted that we would be able to come up with rec-
ommendations for the best way to do that without any pressure or
constraints from the Department as to the kinds of recommenda-
tions that we would come up with.

Chairman HAWKINS. Well, the state departments depend on the
Department of Education also for funding.

Mr. SELDEN. Excuse me.
Chairman HAWKINS. I said state departments of education

depend on the Federal Department of Education also.
Mr. SELDEN. Well, I think that's true, but that's a whole other

matter. I want---
Chairman HAWKINS. I haven't seen one yet that wasn't trying to

get as much of the Federal money as they possibly ran
Mr. SELDEN. I think that that's a topic for another hearing. i do

want to--
Chairman HAWKINS. May I simply say that I'm not accusing you

of any wrongdoing and I'm not in anyway saying that there's some-
thing evil or s tnister in the operation. It's just human nature. It
just seems to me that if everyone profits in a broad sense from a
system that protects those who are in the system now and doesn't
challenge the system, that you are not going to get what we want
in terms of achieving the National goals. The teacher and the class-
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room are going to be judged by the extent to which results are ob-
tained according to accepted national standards.

I suppose it gets down to how can we get the independent profes-
sional testing system that will be independent of these deficiencies
that are built in. Who is going to do it in a professional way and
not be dependent on its source of income from some political ideolo-
gy? I suppose that's the real problem. I don't have the answer. I
don't know what we're going to do about it?

Mr. SELDEN. I'll make the recommendations that we made from
the 1992 reading assessment available to your staff, and they can
review those for their political independence from the Department.

I think we have developed a concept of reading here which is in-
tensely challenging to the U.S. education system, puts it on the
line to see how it's performing and is not necessarily in the best
interest of states or the Federal Government in terms of trying to
make the current system look good.

I think in terms of the results that you anticipate coming out of
this 1992 assessment, you're right. There are a lot of kids who don't
achieve well in the school system right now and unless a miracle
occurs in the next two years, they're not going to be achieving
much better by then.

But let me remind you that this assessment is going to be taken
on a sample of 2,000 kids in each state in the fourth grade level.
That's about ten kids in each of 200 schools or 20 kids in each of
100 schools, depending on how it's done.

None of those kids will be given an individual score. None of
those kids will be stigmatized by taking the National assessment in
reading. No school will be stigmatized because the schools are part
of a state level sample, the kids in the school are not representa-
tive of the school itself. So the school won't even be reported out
and stigmatized so the teachers in that particular can't be stigma-
tized. Instead, we're going to get information on the relative per-
formance, the representative performance of each state. That's
going to put pressure on the system as a whole to deal with the
weak spots in the educational program.

And yes, disadvantaged and minority kids are probably going to
do poor on this test, and it's my sincere hope and intention that
the comparative testing will stimulate and result in curriculum
specialists at the state and local level, in teachers, in legislators, in
policymakers looking at their practices and trying to identify effec-
tive ways of doing a more effective of teaching reading to kids who
do not do well now.

Chairman HAWKINS. Well, I hope you're right. But I predict that
in five rars, everybody's going to say we're doing wonderful mid
that we ye progressed and that the students are learning and every
state is going to maintain that it's doing much better than the av-
erage et cetera.

Then we will find out eventually that in comparison, students in
other countries aren't doing as well as we think we are doing be-
cause we've been mislead by false results in assessing the progress
of students. That's what I fear. I hope it doesn't happen, but that's
what I see.

I was encouraged by many of the statements in the Report of the
National Commission on Testing and Public Policy. I think it's in-
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dicated by the fact that I marked up my book so much that there
isn't very much left to mark up.

But I think they've pointed out the very dangerous situation that
we have now that we built into the system, and that the tests are
actually going to have a very negative impact on instruction and
that we are still going to rate a certain percentage of kids as fail-
ing. Yet, a lot of those kids with a little helpif the test didn't mis-
lead uswith a little help, could be very good. That's very, very
true, I think, in the inner cities particularly where we have a lot of
immigrants and a lot of kids dropoing out of school because they
become discouraged.

So I hope that my pessimistic outlook is going to be improved be-
cause we have experts like you who are here with us today suggest-
ing some alternatives and being able to use those alternatives as
soon as possible.

Mr. SELDEN. Well, let me pick up on something that Mr. Haney
said, and that is that we can't used tests that are biased in the ef-
fects on students by virtue of their characteristicstheir social,
their cultural, their economic characteristics.

One of the problems with old style tests is that they reliance on
the multiple choice methodology and other kinds of test ques-
tionsthese are things that the studies on bias in testing indicate
that middle class and upper middle class kids are much more com-
fortable with. Whether they get coached in how to do these things
or whether they have more experience with them, that's one of the
explanations for group differences on standardized tests.

One of the reasons that we're recommending that 40 percent of
this NAEP reading assessment be open-ended is so that we can tap
a kid's understanding in their own terms. So that regardk 's of how
the kid expresses himself or herself, when we ask them what does
this story mean, we can use their words to make a judgment of
what they have learned and what they have understood.

That is, I think, a critical breakthrough in getting around the
kind of bias built into unsatisfactory test formats in the past. I
think it will be especially important for cultural, economic and lin-
guistic minority kids who have been showing the worst difficulties
in traditional test performance.

Chairman HAWKINS. Well, thank you. Mr. Good ling.
Mr. GOODLING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have a lot of the

same concerns that the Chairman has. I guess in our drive to insist
on excellence, and that's what we are trying to do here in the Con-
gressinstead of just passing pieces of legislation, we're trying to
determine how well they're doing and V-ying to emphasize excel-
lencemy concern is that as we do that we may not have the
proper tools to determine whether there is excellence or not as a
result of our program.

I always, as an educator, insisted that the teachers use tepfs pri-
marily for one purpose and that was to determine wheie the
youngsters were doing poorly and then do something about it. I
would hope that we would continue to emphasize that part of test-
ing.

My secretary of education in the state from which I come had
the great idea that he used tests to rank schools. His purpose for
using tests certainly was not fine because he then published a list
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of how the schools were ranked throughout the state which, of
course, was utterly ridiculous.

He had the great idea that Upper St. Clair was number one in
the state. Upper St. Clair should have been one. All the parents
are Ph.D.s. They have more money to spend than Carter has liver
pills on education. Now, if you take test scores from that area and
compare them with those oi a school district with a very small
taxing base, that is totally unfair.

So my hope is that whatever you design in the future, it will first
of all be used strictly to help students improve whatever their
weaknesses are and not to rank and rate because I think that's a
misuse of tests.

I don't really have any questions for any of you, just a hope that
you will continue doing whatever you can to make sure that tests
are worthwhile, effective, and measure whatever it is we're trying
to measure.

Dr. FALDET. Mr. Chairman?
Mr. SAWYER. Yes.
Dr. Fawgr. If I may, I would like to make a comment or two rel-

ative to some of the testimony that was given in response to Mr.
Hawkins' question. May I be permitted to do that?

Mr. SAWYER. Surely.
Mr. FALDET. One of the statement was made that the fate of a

student who scores low on a standardized testand I'm not speak-
ing of the National assessment type of test, but rather those that
are given in most schools at least once a yearthe fate of that stu-
dent is somehow to doom him or her to perpetual educational no
man's land.

That is not the appropriate fate for that student. What is the ap-
propriate fate is that based on information from a multiple choice,
non-reeerenced test used diagnostically is to take that student and
do something with him or her, or the groups, that is different than
has been done in the past.

Indeedif I may relate just one success story among all the fail-
ures we hear aboutIn 1971, that's a long time ago, a norming was
done on one of the major standardized tests and those norms were
used for the next seven years. Indeed, in schools using that test,
the average of each school began to improve. Now, you could say
it's because they familiar with the test or they were teaching to the
test.

In 1978, a test was re-normed. We went out and got new students
who had never seen that test before. And indeed, in grades kinder-
garten, one, two and three, performance had increased. Now this
was good news, except that when you apply that new standard now
to the schools that have been using the test, the percentile dropped.

What brought about this change as we interpreted it? Well, one
critical factor was the Chapter One funding that had been going on
because this happened in those very areas where efforts had been
made to assist those students who indeed where low-scoring stu-
dents.

So I wld argue that means exist today within the schools and
whhin current testing policy and practice to make a difference
based on those scores. I think that when the scores, however,
become so embroiled in the political arena, it does indeed take
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away from the teacher the motivation to do the right thing rather
than to teach to the test.

Thank you.
Mr. SAWYER. Mr. Hayes.
Mr. HAYES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Let me first apologize for

my getting here a little late. As you know, it's common practice
around here to do two things at the same time. Therefore, some-
thing has to suffer.

I have one question, I guess, directed towards Dr. Haney. You
are here representing the National Commission on Testing--

Dr. HANEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. HAYES. [continuing] and Public Policy. After three years of

study, the National Commission is now criticizing the use of stand-
ardized testing. I believe, too, that standardized testing has been
used to weed out people of opportunities. The Commission con-
cludes that under no circumstances should individuals be denied a
job or college admission exclusively based on test scores.

Now, my question is, could you elaborate on what other factors
can be taken into consideration beside test scores for, let's say, en-
trance into an institution of higher education?

Dr. HANEY. Yes, sir. A prime example in that case would be a
student's previous academic record concerning, for example, both
the kind of courses they have taken and the grades that they have
received in them.

There are certainly problems with grading practices in our sec-
ondary schools across the Nation. But ouite consistently over a
period of 50 years research has shown that students' high school
record actually predicts their subsequent performance in college
better than standardized college admissions tests. Moreover, evi-
dence clearly shows that if you did rely more heavily on students'
academic record in high school for college admissions than on
standardized college admissions tests, that would result in less ad-
verse impact on groups of individuals who tend to be particularly
adversely affected by decisions based solely on standardized ,:.e.s- re-
sults, such as, individuals from African-American backgrounds, in-
dividuals from Hispanic backgrounds, individuals from poor socio-
economic status homes.

That's a very practical example with regard to the question you
raised, sir.

Mr. HAYES. Can you maybe speak just briefly to the needs of the
year 2000 labor market? How the current use of standardizel test-
ing may negatively impact on our readiness for competition which
we have so often alluded to?

Dr. HANEY. Yes, sir. I can give you some concrete examples that
were brought to the attention of the Commission and then try to
speak to you briefly about what the Commission recommended to
try and to remedy those kinds of problems.

One example. When the U.S. Employment Service was trying to
development a new referral system that wouldn't be as expensive,
they started experimenting with a referral system for people whc
go to the Employment Service looking tor jobs which would be
based exclusivOy on a test called the General Aptitude Test Bat-
tery. It had been used for employment referrals based on some
theories that I won't try to recap here.
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But what they found was that in some communities when they
started placing exclusive evidence on this standardize test for the
purpose of employment referrals, some groups of individualsdis-
advantaged individuals, unemployedsimply stopped using the
Employment Servic* because they felt they couldn't get a fair
shake on this test.

So the use of the test was clearly undermining a prime objective
of the Employment Service to try help placc people who are unem-
ployed in job. That's just one example of how over-reliance on
standardized employment tests can undermine vital employment
policies.

That kind of issue is going to be increasingly important because,
as I believe Chairman Hawkins alluded to, we're going to be
having vastly increasing proportions of the entry-level work force
in the next ten years composed of minorities and women than has
been true in the last 90 years.

Now, that suggests to the Commission that what we've got to do
is to try to avoid, not just an education, but in employment selec-
tion practices, ovei-reliance on just one form of evidence. There's
been considerable research, particularly on employment assess-
ment, that relying on alternative kinds of assessments than stand-
ardized tests reveals not only equal validity with standardized test
results but also smaller adverse impact on the sorts of groups that
have historically been disadvantaged in our employment system in
the past.

Our full report does point you to some of the examples of those
kinds of alternative assessments and the evidence concerning their
validity and lesser adverse impact.

Mr. HAYES. Thank you. Does anyone of the other members of the
panel want to comment on that question looking ahead to the year
2000our readiness, so far as the labor market is concerned? Are
you satisfied with the response that I received from Dr. Haney?

Mr. SELDEN. Well, I would add that apart from the employment
identification or screening practices which Dr. Haney's addressed,
having a competitive work force in the year 2000 also depends on
having an effective school system. Having an effective school
system in my mind hinges in part on having valid, useful informa-
tion on how kids are learning.

That's going to require better tests and better use of tests be-
tween now and 2000 and monitoring the system to make sure we're
getting enough students who can do what our labor force needs and
to make sure that all students have an equal opportunity to pros-
per in the education system and to join that labor market.

Mr. HAYES. I know I've exhausted my time, Mr. Chairman, so go
ahead. Thank you very much.

Mr. SAWYER. Thank you. Mr. Petri.
Mr. PETRI. Thank you. Thank you. gentlemen, for ccming here

today.
When you talk about tests, are you talking about testing for

knowledge or ability? I mean, what is it that these tests are de-
signed for? There's a difference.

Dr. FALDET. May I respond to that.
Mr. PETRI. Yes, because there's a difference between testing what

people know and their ability, and it would seem to me that one of
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the objects would be to see if there is a difference between a per-
son's level of knowledge and his level of ability. This is a separate
question from the fact that when people take any test there's a
continuum and some people do well and others do badly. That's in
the nature of things. If everyone does 100, forget it. But if there's a
big gap between ability and performance, for example, then the
test can maybe show that, and you have a person who has a poten-
tial that has not been realized and we ought to do something about
it.

If the pert n's ability and performance ere both lousy, well,
okay. Or if th, 're both great, okay. But wheu there's a difference
between the two levels, then the test has revealed something that
shows that we're not helping people. And that seems to me the
value of tests, reallynot to disguise differences between people or
point them out or anything else.

Dr. FAumr. I would like to respond to that just a bit because I
would like to remind the committee that we're talking about sever-
al different kinds and levels of tests here today. There are those
tests for college admissions, the SAT, the ACI', the National As-
sessment sampling type of testing in terms of the people that are
contributing to the data. And we're talking about employment test-
ing.

But I think one of the key problems that all of us recognize is
that testing which goes on in elementaryparticularly elementa-
ryand secondary classrooms. It's that testing that is not a pass/
fail kind of situation. It is indeed on a continuum. But within that
time spent in testing, which may be a day and a half of time, you
get potentially a tremendous amount of information. And that tan
be both with respect to some measurable abilities as well as some
measurable current levels of skill.

It's that kind of information which needs to be acted on, You
want to make sure that you use test information in instruction. I
think we get very fuzzy when we are afraid to use test information
about an individual to say I need to do something differently with
you, or with you two or three students because you do not yet have
the basic skills that will permit you to do reading problem-solving
at some later point.

We very recently have had a great deal of concern about back to
the basics, and have we forgotten that? Are we no longer concerned
about those things which are commonly measured in standardized
tests? I would invite the committee to look at any elementary test
battery and ask yourself what is it that is being measured here
that I really not concerned about students knowing or having
been acquainted with.

If indeed we are abominably failing in teaching these things, as
shown by standardized tests, or even if we are teaching to them, I
think the problem needs to be addressed in additim to those prob-
lems where misuse of test results for political reasons, pass/fail,
employment decisions, are also an issue. But it is a different kind
of issue, and I would not like to see them mixed.

There's a lot of talk about how we are going to be prepared as a
country economically. But it seems to me as a government, we
have another big concern and that is that we have a literate com-
munity of people prepared to exercise the responsibilities of citizen-
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ship in a free society. This was always one of the great rationales
for having public support of universal education, so that everyone
would have an opportunity at least to learn how to read and write,
read the newspaper and follow events, and contribute to a demo-
cratic society. That's the basic rationale for public education in my
mind anyway.

Businesses and other people will be able to figure out ways at the
end of the day to impart skills so people can be productive, but
they don't necessarily have an interest in preparing individuals for
the responsibilities of civic participation.

In that connection, we each think of our own background, I sup-
pose. I remember a teacher I had who would make us get a score of
90 or above when we were seniors in high school on the parts of
the English language such as adverbs, nouns, verbs and so on. If
you got below 90, as far as she was concerned, you came after
school for an hour. The purpose of the test was to raise everyone in
the class to a certain basic level. She didn't feel you should gradu-
ate from high school if you did not understand the basics of the
English language and how to put a sentence together and all that
sort of thing.

So people were just given extra instruction and they kept on
coming in until they all got above 90, even if it took a week or a
month or two months on a particular part of the examand there
must have been about 50 different exams that we had to take in
the course of the year.

So it seems to me that rather than one snapshot of someone's
performance, the test can be used as a guide for helping people to
reach at least a basic level of competence which we want to encour-
age and expect all people to have if they're to be participating citi-
zens. Is that at all a valid approach, or is that a waste of our time?

Dr. FALDET. No. I think that is what testing in the schools is all
about. It is a first step in early identification hopefully of studenth
that are having some difficulties in some areas that are agreed by
the school and generally, I think, nationally are important things.
Things that are basic to subsequent learning.

They are not the end of what should happen because there
should be confirmation. I think there are students that have bad
das on a standardized test or a custodian is mowing the law right
outside the window. Yes, that can happen, obviously. But you first
of all confirm and say, yes, this is consistent with what behaviors
I've observed and now I have some evidence to enables me to con-
firm my thoughts and we're going to do something about this.

That s were you develop then, as a part of a total assessment
evaluation plan, what your next steps are. I think that is key to
any, if you will, guidelineF that you would put out in terms of use
of test information. It's got to be in the context of it being a con-
tinuing thing and that actions are taken as a result of it.

Mr. SAWYER. Let me interject, if you don't mind. We've been
talking about a couple of different fundamental differences in the
use of testing. One of these is the notion of the gatekeeper, the
portal through which everyone must passa right of passage ap-
proach to testing. The one that is far more complex and useful in
the longer run is testing early and often for diagnosis and then tar-
geted remediation.
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The frustration that I have is that as we talk about gateway pro-
cedures, we speak to the inadequacy of current testing procedures
to be used and the consequence of stigmatizing whole population
segments, schools and school systems, and individuals, is a matter
o7 deep concern for all of us. If these instruments are inadequate
for that broader less precise purpose how do we move them as tools
into the realm of early diagnosis and targeted remediation which
I'm sure we can agree is a preferable approach?

Dr. HANEY. Could I suggest a very quick answer to that by
coming back to Mr. Petri and asking a quPstion about your teach-
eryour high school teacher who did this testing with regard to
grammar. Did sheafter you took the test what happened? Did she
give it back to you?

Mr. PETRI. The ones that we got wrong we were told about, and
then we had to take another test the next day.

Dr. HANEY. Right now because--
Mr. PETRI. She'd give it back to us. Sure.
Dr. HANEY. She gave it back to you.
Mr. PETRI. Yes.
Dr. HANEY. Right now because of the nature of most testing tech-

nology, including the commercially published standardized tests
that Dr. Faldet was talking about and the National Assessment in-
struments, which I think on many counts are quite good, that does
not happen because you cannot give students immediate and de-
tailed feedback on what they learned without invalidating those
items tor future reuse.

Thus, when the schools have been under a lot of pressure to im-
prove test scores, you find exactly the kind of Lake Woebegone
effect that our third witness talked about today. I am sorry, it's
Doctoror Mister?

Mr. FAITHORN. Faithorn.
Dr. HANEY. Mr. Faithorn spoke about with regard ti, his col-

league's Dr. Cannell's useful work.
So that I think we have to be careful, number one, to distinguish

between different kinds of testing for the purposes of ali.Jcating op-
portunities at major transition points in peoples education and em-
ployment careers. They are really instructionally aimed. For in-
structional purposes, you want them related to what's being
taught, you want to be able to provide feedback and so you are
talking about fundamentally different kind of testing right now.

Mr. SAWYER. Well, not necessarily. We're talking about test in-
struments that test kids in fourth, eighth, twelfth grade. To get to
the twelfth grade, or maybe even eighth, they become rights of pas-
sage. But even if you wait until the fourth grade, it's too late to do
the kinds of things you're talking about.

Dr. HANEY. It's tO0 late.
Mr. SAWYER. And that real diagnostic instruments need to come

early and often and became the kind of tools that will help teach-
ers target their efforts and approaches. Perhaps that strikes people
as a little brick schoolhouse approach, but it worked for a long
time.

Dr. HANEY. Well, I think that some new testing technology is
going to make that more possible so that you can give people de-
tailed results without invalidating the test for future use.
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Mr. SAWYER. Let me move to my second question then because in
doing this we've talked a great deal about changing the structure
of testing. As we move to particularly more open-ended answers,
and answers that require subjective analysis of a response, how do
we go about standardizing the quahty of evaluation? Has there
been much thoug'.,t given to that sort thing, gentlemen?

Mr. SELDEN. Can I respond? I think that we are demonstrating in
tests that are used on a wide scale basis that open-ended responses
can be scored validly, accurately and reliably.

It think the best example is in writing, we used to have multiple
choice writing tests in education and now a number of states and a
Int of local school districts and I think there are several commer-
cial--

Mr. FALDET. And publishers---
Mr. SAWYER. Well, my friends who take the bar grumble about

that all the time. I don't know, I've 1.z.wer done it.
Mr. SELDEN. It's a matter of setting criteria. Given how a person

responds, you have to preset criteria for what yo a are going to
deem an acceptable or unacceptable response and then people can
be trained to score the responses and judge whether they're correct
or acceptable or high in quality and low in quality. And that's
done.

The state of New York has a fourth grade science test where kids
come up to a table and they actually conduct an experiment in
order tc find out what shape an electronic circuit is. They are
watched while they are doing this and the teacher judges whether
or not they successfully designed an experiment and carried it out
to do it. But it's an integrated task, it takes a certain amount of
time for the kid to do. Many kids may do that in different ways.
But it was administered to every fourth grader in the state of New
York.

Dr. FAIDET. Mr. Chairman, indeed, you are right. There are cer-
tainly avt ilable now some writing sample kinds of test together
with keys for scoring. I think that you also find some portfolio con-
cepts available commercially

I think the important 0-,ing is to recognize that whatever change
there is, you are going to have to convince and involve those bcal
educators without whose commitment, understanding and support,
whatever is legislated or developed is not going to get implemented
appropriately, and I would suggest we're seeing that now.

I think we were in a period when standardized where used far
more appropriately than they are today. I don't think they were
any less representative of the curriculum that we wanted. But
there have been pressures that have created now high stake situa-
tions revolving around that and I would urge you to make use of
the expertise of those who deal daily, weekly and annually with
schools in assistance in designing how this is going to be done and
how you introduce it anu implement it.

MT. SAWYER. Thank you. MT. Smith.
Mr. Swim. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FAITHORN. Mr. Chairman?
Mr. SMITH. Let me, if you could because I am going to have to go

in about 10 or 15 minutes and maybe your question will fit with
my request, if that's all right sir.
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We are on the verge, I think, of making the same mistake we
make every time we talk about how to make schools better. It is an
a point, with all due respect, of convincing or just involving teach-
ers and school boards to use existing or new technology. It is a
question of asking them what it is they as professionals would do.
If we want to make diagnosis the basis of how we determine how
much value we are adding to children's lives cognitively and in
terms in skills and behaviors and attitudes, then, in fact, it must
start with the school, not end with the school.

Paulo Friere would not be welcome, in my mind, in any of our
schools. Yet he still hasespecially for children who do not share
the so-called dominant culture of our countryhe still has for my
money the single best philosophical instructional approach to
teaching reading, which is to take the words of power in the cul-
ture from which you come and use them to pull the child to learn
how to interact verbally and in reading and writing with a culture
that he or she is going into.

Somehow, if we want education, which is derived from the words
ex ducareto lead fromto lead beyond, if that's really what
we're serious about, we need to figure out a way to blend the social
imperative of schools, which is a common socializing experience
which binc..; our culture together on it's good days, and then the
notion of excellence, which is that we maximize the capacity of
every student.

From my point of view, that means that every time we use a test
simply to judge, it is an external operation determined by some-
body else and it in fact by definition has to be destructive to the
educational process which would be based on diagnosis and evalua-
tion which would involved not every three years but hopefully
twice a year or more cogent comments about how well a student is
doing and what that indivieual knows or can do differently than he
or she could do six months before so that parents can underst.^nd it
and the communA.y can understand it in relationship to what their
goals are for the student.

I think it speaks strongly for the idea of flexibility in our schools
so that we could teachersI happen to have a bill which does
that--

[Laugkterl
Mr. Shunt [continuing] so that we can ask teachers and boards

how it is they would like to organize an educational program so the
capacity of every child is maximized and can be described in real
terms.

Two questions. One, and these mayI think there's an economic
plot here too. I wondered to the extent any of you have investigat-
ed or have opinions about the connection between the textbook in-
dustry in this country and the testers because the last time I
looked there's big money on the table and they go down in Texas
and Californiawith all due respect to some members of this com-
mitteeinvolves a whole lot with how it goes down in the other 48
states because there's a lot of kids and books. I think there's an
unholy relationship, and if we don't understand the economic
impact, I think consequences of reforming testing, we're never
going to get at it.
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Secondly, the question of whether a little diversity and how we
evaluate and describe learningnot saying there's any one way,
but letting states and schools go at it differently for a while until
we find out what the good practice is and let it bubble up.

How do you feel about diversity and how do you feel about the
testing and text alliance in this country?

Mr. SAWYER. Ton each have 30 seconds.
[Laughter.]
Dr. HAinv. Very briefly--
M. SAWYER. I was kidding abcut that.
Dr. HANEY. Okay. I could very briefly, in 30 seconds indeed, say

that I think your concern about the changing nature of the test
and textbook publishing industry is right on target because there
has been a tremendous number of acopisitions in both the textbook
publishing and the test publishing industry over the last 10 years. I
can't cite them off the top of my head, but I can provide you with
some documentation of that.

Mr. Shum. Please do.
Dr. HANEY. Not only, though, must we worry about test publica-

tion and textbook publications, but also there now is questionable
practice in people who publish tests, publishing test preparation
manuals for those tests which appear to have been adopted fairly
widely in some schoola at substantial cost. So I'd say that is a con-
cern that is salient right now in light of mergers that have hap-
pened over the last five to ten years.

With regard to diversity, I Clink you're absolutely right. There is
considerable evidence on the basis of assessments that have been
made in the past and studied through research that when you start
using different methods of assessment, you start beginning to see
talent in different people and in different groups in different ways.

There is a tension, as you alluded to, between trying to educate
people and trying to make judgments about them. To the extent
that we want to form educational decisions based about people and
studentsparticularly young studentsin context, we have to rely,
I think, more on the nonstandardized evaluation systems that grow
out of the local context because there has been research that shows
that things as seemingly innocuous as to whether or not students
have had breakfast in the morning, can significantly affect their
standardize test results.

There's not way that the companies that Dr. Faldet represents
would have any way of knowing that when they score the test re-
sults. You'd have to rely on the teachers who know the students in
context.

Mr. Faithorn. Mr. Chairman?
Mr. SAWYER. Mr. Faithorn.
Mr. FAITHORN. I'd like to respond to Mr. Smith's question and

touch on Mr. Petri's comments also.
Mr. Petri was talking a teacher on one end of a board and a stu-

dent on the otherthe ideal learning situation, if it's a good teach-
er. The testing that we're upset about and Friends for Education
doesn't provide any feedbackand with respect to Mr. Smith's
questionit involves really serious money. What Mike Royko in
Chicago would call really serious moneythe cost of these stand-
ardized tests and the textbook that goes with them and the prepa-
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ration books that go with them and the relationship between the
publishers of these tests and the school boards. It's big business.

With respect to Mr. Hayes' question earlierMr. Hayes earlier
asked a question about going into the year 2000, what ideas did we
have with respee, to that. I would like to respond to that kind of
indirectly by saying that I went around to the Department of Edu-
cation and met with officials in their Undersecretary for Research
Office to better prepare myself for this first time I've every been
before a congressiohal committee.

They confirmed the fact that they had checked out our study
about the phoniness of standardized test results and felt we were
right. But they said that they had not checked on any of the impli-
cations about cheating, our allegations about wholesale cheating
that's going on in the schools to make the student look better and
the school look better in passing these standardized tests.

They said the reason they hadn't done that because this was an-
ecdotal and therefore it didn't lend itself to any real verification,
and furthermore the Congress and the school districts didn't want
the Department of Education messing around iii their affairs to the
point where the Department was examining into procedures in
schools, where comparing state to state, or school board to school
board. That this was a nightmare to all these people and that the
Department of Education should damn well stay out of it.

I come to my point in answer to your question. I was apphlied by
this and I think the Department of Education ought tc damn well
be getting into questions like that if we are goirg to do something
between now and the year 2000 in closing the gap between our kids
and the other Western democracies and industrial states of the
worll Thank you.

Mr. SAWYER. Mr. Poshard.
Mr. POSHARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'm sorry I got here

late, I had some other committee meetings this morning also and
so I didn't get to hear the original testimonies. My question to Mr.
Faithorn is why would we even need to cheat if the test are devel-
oped as you have explained in your testimony, and I'm assuming
you have some evidence through the study in which you engage
and so on, to show that they are.

It seems to me that if the norm group is just a group that is
tested cold and then that's compared against students who have
studied material to take this test for a whole year and the differ-
ences are compared, why would you need to cheat. Why wouldn't
we come out above average on everything?

Mr. FAITIJORN. Well, you're quite right and Dr., this gentlemen
on my right, explained just why the performance improves every
year when it's compared against an old norm. There isn't really
need for cheating but it goes on wholesale anyway. I don't know if
you saw CBS's 60 Minutes---

Mr. POSHARD. Yeah, I understand that, but that's not the ques-
tion. I understand that there is some cheating, but I'm more inter-
ested in the other facet here. Mr. Faldet would you elaborate just a
little bit about Mr. Faithorn's statement of the way the norm
group is established? I'm sorry if this has been asked already.

Dr. FALDET. No. I don't think it has. Certainly. The goal of set-
ting a standard for a period of time is too make sure that it's repre-
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sentative geographically by ethnic groups, socioeconomic groups
and so forth, large districts, medium/small districtsso some
rather elaborate strategies and techniques are used to seek the co-
operation of randomly selected districts throughout the United
States in taking a test for which they will not receive any scores
because there really isn't anything to report back to them at that
time, and that can influence the level of motivation on the test.

But from those studies a variety of things come. Certainly, as-
signing the percentileswhat represents the 99th percentile, what
represents the medianthe 50th percentile by grade and semester.
In addition, that's where you get the reliability and the beginning
of validity studies that have to accompany each standardize test,
but then you begin to give it to people who have not seen it before,
but who have chosen this test hopefully because the objectives
measured are as consistent as possible with the objectives that
their district is emphasizing. I think that's key. Then they begin
taking it and then indeed the scores may begin to rise.

Now I don't know how much of that is because teachers are
teaching to the test or teachers are indeed to continuing to empha-
size the objectives that the test is measuring. In the latter case, I
think it would be good. In the former, it's abominable.

Mr. POSHARD. I'ITI assuming there's both pre-study test and post-
study test. Right? You're not talking about giving this test one
time to a group of students and establishing a norm group. Right?
You're talking about giving the test before school, having a full
year of school for the norm group and then testing after the year of
school. Isn't that the way you establish the norm group?

Dr. FALDET. Yes, sir. It's given generally in the fall and it's given
again, probably alternative form to get some variety there, in the
spring so that you have some pretty good data on what growth has
gone on.

Mr. POSHARD. Okay. Then my question is to Mr. Faithorn. In
your testimony you described this group of students upon wh Ai
the norm is established as taking the test cold. What do you mean
by that if the students take it before study and after study, how are
they taking it cold? I'm trying to collaborate data here so I under-
stand this. Why would you say they're taking it cold if in fact they
have spent a whole year studying the material?

Mr. FAITHORN. Well, first of all, let me apologize for the kind of
casual and sloppy language that I used. I thought that this would
convey the idea of what I understand goes on which is that a new
test is developed by McGraw Hill, let's say. They give it to a group
of students arid they get the results and then those results are used
for tl a next several years against which to measure subsequent
groups of students taking the same test.

Mr. POSHARD. But you couldn't establish a norm if you didn't
have subsequent study after the pre-test and then a follow-up test
to see how much the student learned. Otherwise you don't have
any group to test it against. I mean the two groups that are tested
have to have the same experience or else there's no validity or reli-
ability to the test.

Mr. FAITHORN. Well, may I defer to my new friend here on my
right to answer that question because it's his business.
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Mr. POSHARD. Well, no, but I'm trying to find out what is actual-
ly happening. You're saying they're taking it cold. When I read
your statement, I thought they're giving this test one time to stu-
dent and that's it and then they're going out and letting other stu-
dents study a whole year for the material and take the test.
There's no reliability or validity to that sort of procedure if that's
what's occurring.

Dr.'HANEY. Could I interjct--
Mr. POSHARD. My question is does your norm group that you're

establishing take a pre-test, study like every other student that's
going to receive the eventual grades on this for a full year and
then take a post-test and you compare the results for the local dis-
trict against that norm-referenced group? That's all I want to
know.

Dr. HANEY. Yes. I think I can help illuminate this in that I've
talked with Dr. Cannell, Mr. Faithorn's quick friend about this sev-
eral times. The distinction is that when most publishers norm
tests, they seek to develop empirical norms both in the Fall and in
the Spring.

They choose school systems so as to try, as Dr. Faldet explained,
to try to have a nationally representative sample of school systems
all across the Nation.

Mr. POSHARD. I understand that.
Dr. HANEY. And they develop the norms from lose testings from

both the Spring and the Fall. However, when they go to sell those
tests, school district studies have shown typically select between
the big test series on many grounds, but primarily on the basis of
whether or not the test seems to match the local curriculum.

So when the results are subsequently reported you are in effect
getting results based on a self-selected group of school systems who
may have picked that test because there's a better match between
that test and their curriculum. But the norm group was not select-
ed because of any such overlap between test and curriculum so in
that sense you are talking about two quite different groups.

Mr. POSHARD. Yes. Okay. Then I understand that fallacy--
Dr. HANEY. One other sort of research finding that may interest

you and that I think that your question was an excellent one be-
cause while there's been a great deal of publicity to issues of cheat-
ing as a result of some of Dr. Cannell's and the 60 Minutes pro-
gram, a very interesting research report that came out just a few
months e.go a national survey of teachers and school administra-
tors asking them about test practices.

The results were treated anonymously so the respondents had no
reason to cheat, but the rcsults indicated that these peopleboth
teachers and admithstratorsperceived there to be on the order of
10 percent or less of their colleagues who might have engaged in
improper test preparation or what might be called cheating.

But in fact the results indicated that more than 70 percent from
the systems from which people responded had engaged in what has
come to be called test curriculum alignment so that they had
aligned their curricula to better address either the objectives cov-
ered by the test or the actual items represented on the test.

The problems is that they were not normed originally on schools
whose curricula were so aligned and there is some research on the

4.
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ramifications of test instructional overlap on the results. Basically,
to try to summarize a fair amount of literature very quickly, it
shows that differences in test instructional or curriculum overlap
could easily account for the magnitude of Lake Woebegone effect.
that Dr. Cannell found.

Mr. PDS:HARD. I'm sorry, Mr. Chairman. One quick questionso
then we can be assured that the publishing companies are in effect
carrying out correct procedures in terms of norm-referencinf their
test in regard to validity and reliability. In other words, we re not
measuring against a preJsst, and a post-test. Right?

Dr. FALDET. No, sir.
Mr. Postutar. Okay. That's good and I accept your explanation of

the schools actually trying to align themselves in terms of the par-
ticular test that they give to the students. Thank you.

Dr. FALDET. But if I may, Mr. Chairman, if they didn't do that, I
would be disappointed. If they found after the first administration
of a new standardized test, that their students were woefully weak
in some language arts skills, and they didn't align their curriculum
to correct that situation and thus increase the scores hopefully the
next year, I would be disappointed. They wouldn't be the doing the
instructional job that the tests are helping them to do.

Mr. SAWYER. Mr. Payne.
Mr. PAYNE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will paus since I came in

late and allow my colleagues toif there are any other questions. I
just might make a statement that my opinion of standardized tests
in general that we do find that in urban areas this new way of test-
ing has been introduced only more recently in urban areas than
what we're able to ascertain that for many years standardized tests
were taught as far as pre-K right on up how to take the tests and
therefore the natural results are that those who have been tt ained
to take those types of tests invariably would do much better by
virtue of their preparation to do that.

question vihere education begins and proficient test taking
leaves off and there is, it seems to me, you know, in the environ-
ment of teaching, where you develop concepts and so forth by just
practicing standardized testing. It just appears to me that there's
an absence of education.

Of course, there has to be a way to test what has been taught,
but I've Seen somewhat concerned through the years of testing
since much of it, as we all know, tends to be culturally biased. I
just wonder how you might truly be able to test a really intelli-
gence quotient of a person who has not been exposed to the bias
that these test take by virtue of the manner in which they are
written or prepared.

So I certainly do not put too much stock in the testing of intelli-
gence, ability to learn in the results of standardized tests. I've seen
these types of tests exclude minorities through the years whether it
was for employmentat one point in a very large company, I hired
a person who through a summer program as a teenager who took
the employment test and failed the test for normal entrance into
employment with this extremely large form therefore the individ-
ual would have been unable to work in that company.

But we, through a back door method, I guess, I was able to con-
tinue this person on from a summer program and it was not only
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that this person became proficientnow this is a person who would
have been excluded from a very simply and basic test at that time.

This person not only did well but went on to become the supervi-
sor, went on to open a department at a new regional home office
eight or nine years later. The interesting thing that this individual
who is still currently maybe in her middle thirties, early forties
perhaps, is still moving up the ladder.

That company to this day doesn't know that she's the one that
failed the test. I might even at one point see if I can find her again
and maybe discuss some of these situations with her as it relates to
the fact that she would have been unable to work for that corpora-
tion based on that test.

Therefore, that test had no relevance or ability to perform and
achieve. So I, as I indicated, I missed the testimony, therefore I will
not ask any specific questions. I just thought I might share those
feelings with them.

Mr. SAWYER. Mr. Chairman, you had a question.
Chairman HAWKINS. May I ask Mr. Faldet a question because I

was reading his prepared statement. On the bottom of page 6 and
the top of page 7, in effect I was trying to see how the actual test is
constructed. It is my understanding that what happens on the
standardized norm-referenced test is that it's designed in such a
way that the National bell curve will result in 50 percent in effect
of those taking the test will pass and 50 percent will fail.

Dr. FALDET. No. No, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAWKINS. Would you then correct my understanding.
Dr. FALDET. Let me correct that impression if it is thtze.
Chairman HAWKINS. Well it's also in the National Association of

Secondary School Principals book that I see on testing. They say
that also.

Dr. FALDET. The only thing I would want to correct is the pass/
fail. All of us, no matter on what traits we might be measures,
someone is going to be the one that scores the highest and someone
is going to score the lowest. That does not imply that even that
person scoring the lowest has failed. It just describes. That is the
measurement concept. The concept of passing or failing or good or
bad comes only after someone puts a value on a particular score.

For example, all of us would like to see every student in the
United States scoring above the 50th percentile on every test. Un-
fortunately, by definition, that will never happen. As the track gets
faster, the percentiles change and we say alright there is a new av-
erage. There is a new median. It's not a pass/fail. That's an evalua-
tion.

Chairman HAWKINS. Well, let's not use that. Let's say 50 percent
will score above and 50 percent will score below. Well first of all,
you conduct field tests as I understand it. Then you use the test
scores and you eliminate those that everyone got correct and every-
one got incorrect. You select out of that number of questions those
that are not all together one extreme or the other and then accord-
ing to the bell curve, 50 percent then are expected or graded as
above that norm and 50 percent of them are below the norm.

Now there's no assurance that any further interpretation is
going to be put on that test. That is you indicated and indicated
correctly that a lot depends on how the test is interpreted and cer-
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tainly that's true. But is it not true also that, in effect, we already
know approximately who's going to be above and who's going to be
below that average. We can pretty well predict that below the aver-
age, there will be those students who because of language difficul-

ties or cultural differences or varying adverse economic conditions
are going to be in that below the average number.

We also know that the children from the more affluent families
with parents where they learn answers although they haven't
taken the test but they learn the answers from their parents, from
their home environment. We know that. We know pretty well
that's how the standardized test is going to come out.

You say there should be in-service training for the purpose of
correct interpretations and that's right. But we also know that in-
service training doPsn't take place ordinarily, that those kids who
are termed, in effect, low achievers are going to be stigmatized ob-

viously unless it's accompanied by some other measurement, they
are going to be classified and rated and forever be subject to that
low achievement expectation.

That's a normal situation. It's not your fault. I'm not accusing
you of anything, but isn't that in reality precisely what takes place.

Dr. FALDET. That is potentially th.. fate of someone who scores at
the tenthfifteenth percentilethe lower scoring student. If you
were going to predict where that student will be the next year on
the appropriate test the following year, you would predict that
that's where they would be then if there is no intervention, and all
I'm suggesting and what our interpretative materials suggest is
that if you have this information and don't do something about it,
then you might as well not have the information because indeed
you could predict that score as well from the area the student
comes from, the socioeconomic class and so forth.

The information is provided not to confirm that indeed low scor-
ing students probably come from more deprived neighborhoods, et
cetera, but to identify and confirm those areas in which that stu-
dents needs some special instructional assistance to, in effect, beat
the prediction. That's why we do screening tests in medicine.

It's not to confirm that yes, you have high blood pressure. So
long Charlie, you're dead. But to take actions appropriate to reme-
diate, to confirm certainly further diagnostic tests, but to make a
difference. That's where I think efforts that might be suggested
through guidelines say look we want to know what test you're
going to give but we also want your strategy and your ideas and
your commitment to do something about it when the scores come
back whether it's a local test or a nationally prepared one that
indeed has some other potent ,1 values.

Chairman HAWKINS. I'm not accusing test developers and I'm not
accusing the state. It may sound that way, but isn't the current
education policy driven by test scores and not by intervention and
not in-service training and not by teacher development. Fo7 an ex-
ample, when the Secretary of Education calls the schools terrible,
as he recently did, in effect he's ignoring what can be done to cor-
rect the very situation that the test scores seem to generate not be-

cause they're wrong but because we don't follow up.
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I think that's what we're trying to do is see how we can best use
test scores in the proper way and not as we do now. But we never
get around to finding the money for intervention for example.

And so well, I think we agree on at least the implications even
though we are very slow in getting the solutions. Thank you.

Mr. SAWYER. Mr. Chairman, you told me when you asked me to
take the Chair that I had to get you guys out of here by noon.

Chairman HAWKINS. Oh, I'm sorry.
Mr. SAWYER. I just want to take the prerogative that you've

given me and the Chair to say thank you for an extraordinary
hearingone of remarkable importance and one who's topic I hope
we can visit again.

Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you for a very remarkable group of
witnesses. Thank you.

Mr. SAWYERS. If there is no more business to come before us, we
stand adjourned.

[Whereupon, the subcommittee was adjourned.]
[Additional material submitted for the record follows.]
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Friends for Education, Inc.
600 Girard Boulevard N E

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106

(50) 260-1745

Working For Accountability John Jacob Cannon

In Pubhc Education

The Honorable Augustus Hawkins
Chairman
Committee on Education and Labor
U.S. House of Representatives
B-346C Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, Dc 20515

Dear Chairman Hawkins:

Prosidont

June 16. 1990

Thank you for asking se to testify before the Subcommittee on
Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education. I regret that I was
unable to come to Washington to personally testify, but I believe our
Washington representative, Hr. Walter Faithorn, ably presented our
organization's views to the Subcommittee. As per your request. I hereby
submit the following written testimony.

Hy views on testing in American public schools are expressed in
detail in The "Lake Wbebesone" Remort: How Public Educators Cheat op
§tandardizmp Achievement Tests. e copy of which I enclose. In addition,
I enclose copies of a few of the many newspaper articles about the "Lake
Woebegone" cheating scandal, as well as a videotape of recent NBC and
CBS coverage of the scandal.

Pcmaillraraimsa
Hy views of curient testing practices in American schools are

colored by three personal experiences. The first is y experience
treating adolescents pacients over the years, mostly for self-esteem
problems. As a general physician, I saw child after child, from
upstanding and caring families, damaged by our school systems. Time and
time again. I saw functionally illiterate children moved through the
public schools like so many cattle. These school's lack of standards
stood in sharp contrast to the high "standardized" achievement test
scores the school administrators routinely released to parents and the
press.

As I became increasingly suspicious of the public school's testing
programs, I started sending any of y patients for outside achievement
testing by independent testing experts. I found many of these children
tested well below grade level on independent achievement testing but
both they and their parents were being told they were achieving "above
the national average" by school officials. Needless to say, ost of
these children came fro. disadvantaged backgrounds.

I
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The second event Which colored y view of testing occurred when I
queried the U.S. Department of Education about the commonly used
standardized achievewent tests. I mistakenly assumed, like many

Ame
verify %I)

take in public school. After all, they are the product of commercial,
for-profit corporations that sell and transport goods and services
across state lines. I was shocked to learn that the U.S Department of

Education makes no ettort to verify the accuracy of these tests. Unlike

testing in any other country in the world, the achievement tests given
to American children and reported to American parents are not regulated.
verified, or overseen by any agency, private or public. Instead the

policy of the U.S. Department of Education seems to be: "Let the

children beware."

N! 1

A final incident convinced me that a substantial number of
American public schools are releasing falsified achievement data to
parents, taxpayers. and the press. After becoming increasinaly

troubled. I decided to telephone a major test publisher and present
yself ss superintendent of schools from small southern Virginia
school district who was interested in buying one of their tests. I

called and explained that our board of education was considering
changing tests, and the members we,e very interested in improving the
district's test scores.

Almost immediately. I was talking to a saleswoman who implied that
our district's scores would be "above average" if we bought one of their

tests! She further intimated that our scores would go up every year, at

least until we changed test questions.

Bow could she know that our district would be above the national

average? The district whose name I used is a poor rural southern

Virginia district. How could she be sure our scores would go up every

year? She couldn't know if our district's schools were improving or

not.

I had been aware of rumors about cheating in ',cools. Many

teachers privately ulld me that school Personnel students'

answer sheets after the test, gave students mc .an the allotted time,

used the exact test questions to review for thc ,est, or made copies of

the test to give to their students. Many teachers complained that
administrators forced them to teach items known to be on the test,

claiming they could not get a promotion without producing high test

OCOMS.

It became clear why the saleswoman could guarantee scores uould go
up every year as long as we didn't change test questions. The schools

and the publishers they had under contract were jointly claiming that

scores uere tali:moving because schools were improving. The schools, in

cooperation with their contract publishers, were teaching the students

4 O
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the answers betore the test was administered, and then the districts
reused the same tet questions year atter year.

No legitimate standardized test, such as NAEP or the College
Board, allows school personnel to see the test Question. in

Initiestc tcst die some exact test year atter year. In addition,

legitimate standardized tests only allow SP percent ot the students to

test "above average." Publishers and local school authorities claimed

the scores on "Lake Woeberme" tests were improving because the schools

were improving. However, _ne actual process under way was increasingly
efficient revelation to tudents, before their test, of the questions

that would be on their test.

I decided to survey all SO states to see if any states were

testing below the publisher's "national norm." Friends for Education

had not yet obtained any outside fundins so I, my nurse, lab technician,
and X-ray technician celled and wrote letters to state education
departments requesting test information. After obtaining results from
more than 3500 school districts, we concluded that 9S% of American

school districts, and all SO States were claiming that their local
schools were above the national average on commercial athievement tests.
Our study showed that some of the poorest, ost desperate school
districts in the nation are able to pacify the press. parents, and
elected otticials by testing 'above the national average" on one ot

these sham commercial achievement tests.

The Effects on American Schools

It is important to note that the tests that give us the "Nation at
Risk" message--tbe National Assessment of Educational Progress, the
College Entrance Examinations, the International comparisons of student
achievementare not the tests American school officials use to assess

local school achievement. Instead, within the last twenty years,
American school board members have become dependent on one of five
commercial achievement tests to measure local school progress: the

California Achievemeit Test, the Stanford Achievement Test, the
Metropolitan Achievement Test, the Conprehensive Test of Basic Skz/ls,

and the Toms Test of BASIC Skills. In the last IS years, these five

tests have became the principal local yazdsticks, the local internal

report cards ot American public education.

Just as the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP),
the College Board, and the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery
are used by federal ofticials to measure America's educational progress,
commercial achievement tests are used by local officials, parents, and

the press to measure local school's progress. However, commercial

achievement test publishers have not taken any of the simple security
precautions with their product that NAEP, the College Board, or the

Armed Services routinely takes with their tests.

-)
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Commercial test pwblishers even sell test preperation materials
which contain review questious taken directly from currently used
commercial tests. For example, the CTII/McGraw-Hill's CAT Learning
Materials unethically preps students on California Achievement Test
question by telling students how to change a thermometer reading by 10
degrees. One of the questious on the most recent edition of the
California Achievement Test ask* students to indicate a thermometer
reading that is 10 degrees higher than the one pictured.

Current testing practices victimizes school teachers as well as
children. Teachers arouad the country have complained bitterly to
about the extent of unethical testing practices in our schools. Many
teachers were concerned that if they didn't cheat, they would look bed
compared to the teacher* Who did. All the teachers cosplained that
cheating is encouraged by their school administrators in order to make
the sdhool's achievement scores look good.

Tmenty years ago commercial achievement tests were mainly used for
instructional purposes. Teachers used them to determine which students
were behind and if the class needed more work in one subject than
another. Class scores, school scores, district, and state soores were
either not compiled or not made public. The teats were used to help
Children, not to evaluate educators.

However, that changed when state legislatures started insisting on
accountability. Almost overniglit, the tests mere asked to serve an
accountability purpose instead of just an instructional one. They have
since become the principal local yardsticks of American educational
progress. It seems anlikely that commercied achievement tests will ever
again be solely instructional aids. Therefore, publishers need to
modify the teats to serve their present function.

The glomdng press releases, glossy student sdhievement brochures,
"good news" parent report forms, and optimistic official
"accountability" reports put out by American school officials are
testimony to the fact that public educators themselves now me
commercial achievement tests to measure school quality. Amd, tor the
last IS years, American educators have found it easier to improve test
scores than to improve public schools.

State legislatures Ind school boards need accurate measurement* of
local achievement. Local officials can not operate blindly, they need
to know what children know and when they know it. How can local
officials. reform American schools when their principle yardsticks tell
them they already have?

locsmodsLioncla_thiulikcsasittaii

I endorse the recommendations of the Motional Commission on
Testing and Public Policy and suggest you establish a "Truth in Testing"
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agency to oversee the development, Deming, marketing, administrstion,
end reporting of standardized achievement tests. However, I believe
udh en agency should limit itself to simply protecting the American
congener against fraudulent testing, such ss testing that allows all
schools to be "above the national average," or tests that are
administered without basic security procedures. I do not think that
"Truth in Testing" Agency should attempt to dictate testing policy to
state decision makars. That is, the decision to test, when to test, and
What to do with the resulting scores should continue to be the state's
decision. The agency should only be charged with making sure that such
testily is honest.

Second, I wisest that you direct the Federal Trade Commission to
investigate commerc!al test publishers. Our attorney feels commercial
test publishers are presently violating current FTC regulations. I

include copy of our attorney's opinion oa the matter.

Third, I suggest thst yol require The Hulked States Department of
Oducation to immediately rawest thst commercial 2ub1ishers of
standardized adhlevement testa voluntarily comply with the following set

of guidelines. These guidelines are designed to assure that the
selection. use, and reporting of commercial adhievement tests by
America's public schools will not isrepresent achievement gains, leave
false impressions of relative achievement, or otherwise deceive the
American public.

1. Publishers of any group administered achievement test shall take
steps to ensure that only one-half of tudents can test above the
"national norm" on their tests. Specifically, publishers should
only sell current annual norms derived from a nationally
representative sample of students that use their test. This kvuld
require that publishers accept responsibility for their norm's

accuracy by compiling current annual norm from nationally
representative sample of students that use their test, and that they
do this annually.

2. Publishers should discourase educators from becoming familiar
with test questions. Some of the publisher's test procedure
recommendations encourage teachers to become familiar with test
content in manner that invalidates the inferences consumers
naturally make about the overa_i dOmain of achievement.

3. Test publishers should instruct users and consumers on the ueed
for adequate test security, and should clearly atate those security

precautions in their test administration manuals. Specifically,

commercial test publishers should sell tests with seals on them, and
with instructions printed on the test that clearly forbid teat:hers
from reading the test in advance of administration. Publishers
should also recommend that educators deliver tests to the school
shortly before testing, that tests should be given to teachers on
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the day of testing, and that outside test proctors be used whenever
possible.

4. Publishers should only sell norms tables that accurately reflect
inmt percentage of special education and bilingual students that are
currently tested by the public schools.

5. Publishers should beep test content secure, and not allow the
questions on currently usmd commercial tests to be used as *review"
questions in test preparation materials.

Thank you for boldiog this hearing, and for requesting by
testimony. If the committee is interested in investigacing the extent
of amities by Americas school officials, or the effect that fraudelent
teatime programs have an teacher's morale, I would attempt to supply
your staff with names of teachers willing to testify.

u
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Honorable Augustus F. HawRins
House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Hawkins:

I rt:oently received a copy of -mitten testimony from mr. Walter
E. Faitnorn, Jr. prepared for , ur hearing on testing, assessment
and evaluation held June 7, 1990.

The testimony references a meeting that was held at the U.S.
Department of Eoucation at the request of Mr. Faithoin on
June .5, 1990. I believe that a portion of this statement before
your Committee does not accurately reflect what was said by staff
of my office at the meeting. For that reason I want to correct
the record pending before your Committee.

The issuo involves "allegations of cheating, fraud, and deceit"
in administratissi of standardized tests. According to the
testimony, Mr. Faithorn reported that Department staff told hi,:

"that not the Congress, nor the States, nor the local
school boardr...want the U.S. Department of Education
messing around in matter, of this sorttelling them
what they are doing wrong, how this State compares to
that State, or this rchool district compares to that,
etc."

In fact, this vier was not expressed at the smelting. Instead, my
staff described the process by which a Federal agency would
acquire regulatory role in a matter such as administration of
standardized tests and pointed out that the Department of
Education had nu such function. They also painted out, in
agreement with Mr. Faithorn, that issues of norming and test
security aro very important to the Federal government. This is
why we rerlicated Dr. Cannell's first study and have asked
members of the committee in charge of tha Code gl pair Testing
practice in EdUCAti2I1 to consider issues of test security in the
future. In addition, Department staff advised Mr. Faithorn that
the U.S. Department of Educ-Ition was also actively working on
other, and 'possibly larger, issues in testing ano assessment:
strengthening the state-of-the-art in testing; arliculating the
relationship between testing, instruction and curriculum; making
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Page 2--Honorable Augustus F. Hawkins

tests more "authentic" measures of what students a-- capable of
performing; and improving dissemination of information about
ffective practices in testing.

Another point made by Mr. Faithorn was his concern "about a
possible reductinn in the rigor with which test security will be
practiced" in tI- National A t of Educational Progress
(NAEP). This .ster was not discussd at Mr. Faithorn's meeting
with my staff and I am not aware of the reason this statement was
made. However, it is incorrect and would be contrary to policies
and practices under which the Department carries out the National

t. We have made a special ffort to incorporate
procedures into NAEP thet maintain test security. We have a
strict item release policy, we maintain the confidentiality of
all students and schools that participate in the assessment, and
we monitor half of the schools in the Trial State Assessment and
no school knows it will b. monitored until the day of the

t. W. have given some cons.deration to th,..
of monitoring fewer sites, although of course still unannounced.
But any decision along these lines would follow a careful
evaluation of actual experience in 1990. At present we are
inclined not to make such a reduction.

Another procedure to assure rigor and test security is that all
test booklets are wrapped in plast.c and are not opened until the
day of the t and all materials are quickly collected and
r':urned to the NAEP contractor immediately after the testing is
completed. In sum, the Department would not take any action that
would reduce test security or reduce confidence in the validity
of NAEP results. In fact, we are continually working on ways to
improve them.

You have also invited me to prepare a statement for the hearing
re-ord and I will do that separately within a few days.

Christoph . Cross
Assistant ecretary

cc: Walter E. Faithorn, Jr.
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U DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
OfFrCE Of EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND NPROVELENT

Honoraple Augustus F. Hawkins
Chairman
Committee on Education and Labor
Hous of Represntatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

NATickAL CENTER FOR F DUCA T STATISnCS

Jut. I 2 i9E0

I appreciate your invitation of June 6 to provid a statement for
the Committee record on th subject of your hearing dealing with
testing, , and valuation. These areas of education
measurement are of central importance to the National Center for
Educatior Statistics (NCES) because of the growing interest in

ing student performance and because NCES uses tests for a
number of its data collection activities. While we do not face
the challenges or needs of schools and districts in relating
institutional goals, curricula, and Instructional materials and
methods to testing, we do draw on the available xpertise and are
influenced by the same debates about testing in which schools,
districts, Etates, researchers, policymakers, and the public are
Currently engaged.

Let me respond to your questions in turn:

1.
gligs11?

There is dingle test or test format that is appropriate
for measufing ell learning in our schools. Th measure of
progress toward learning of a specific curriculum requires a
criterion-referenced test (a test that measures how much has
been learnd from a well-aelined domain of content skiils).
This type of test is used in ost State and local testing
programs. Measuring progress toward broadly defined
objectives and making comparisons among groups require a
norm-referenced test ta tst that compares a student's
skills to those of other tudents), such as the tests
provided by commercial testing programs and the college
entrance examinations.

Currently available critrion-referenced and norm-referenced
tests are not appropriate as exclusive indicators of the
comparative progress of different ducational ystems. For
example, the reports by John Cannell that were described to

WASH.NGTON D C 2020s-
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your Committee clearly indicate that norm-referenced tests
can give misleading results when used for this purpose,
because administrative practices are not uniform. The
National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) is the
only currently available sssssss ent that is specifically
designed to measure trends in the progress of education
systems and make comparisons among States.

2 How can testing and a sssssss nt programs at the Federal
State and local levels be integrated and interrelated?

It is important to continue eeparate testing programs at the
national, State, and local levels because each type of
program is specifically designed to erve a different
function, as noted above. Local testing programs should
evaluate student learning of the specific local curriculum,
and the- ere used to diagnose individual student strengths
and weSknrsses, and to assist classroom teachers with
instruction. Local testing programs ca not be aggregated to
evaluate p Jgress across States or the .stion because they
cover different content in different grades, at different
times and under varying procedures. NAEP, on the other
hand, can be used to evaluate progress of the States and the
Nation against a standard set by consensus, but is not
appropriate for evaluation of school districts, schools, or
students because its content is not specifically aligned
with curricula studied in ach district and classrocm.

However, various ssssssss nt programs can be articulated or
connected through different "linking" mechanisms. In the
NAEP trial State Assessment, NCES is encouraging and
providing technical assistance that will make it possible
for States to link their State testing programs to NAEP.
Once this is done, a State can provide a "NAEP equivalent.
score to all of its students who were tested in the same
subject in the same grade (e.g., for all math students in
the eighth grade) in the State. In this way, a student's,
school's, or district's score would be more valuable because
it could be compared with the benchmark national scale
available in NAEP.

How can we minimize the possible adverse effects of testi g'

The issue of adverse impact is Lost relevant to local and
State testing programs that ere used to make decisions (such
as promotion, graduation, and program placement) about
individual students, and to such testing programs as the
Fcholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) . Such tests, if they are
biased or otherwise unfair, may deny students educational
and employment opportunities. The assessments administered
by NCES are not used to make decisions about individdal
students, but instead are used to inform policymakers and
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educators about the progress of education in the Nation,
regions of the country, States, or various groups of
students such as minority populations. To maximize the
reliability of assessments used to understand the relative
achievement levels of these groups, NCES undertakes vigorous
examinations for bias and other forms unreliability, prior
to test administration, for every item in assessments NCES
conducts.

The best long term approach to minimize the potential for
adverse impact is to encourage the testing profession to
continue developing professional Standards. The two major
documents that deal with this issue are the Joint Technical
5tandards and the Code of Fair TeStina PractiCe in Education
(both sponsored by the American Psychological Association,
the American Educational Research Association, the National
Council of Measurement in Education, and other national
groups). These documents have been widely endorsed by
testing programs throughout the country, and represent the
standards to which the profession has agreed to make itself
accountable. This approach to building and maintaining
standards should be refined and continued. The Center
requires its contractors to follow the guidelines in these
documents for tests conducted for NCEE.

4. Ku_sALL comprehensive assessmentsvste
national. State. and lOcal levels that will focus upon
Stud

As I mentioned above in reference to the point about
integration and interrelation of Federal, State, and local
testing and assessment programs, assessment has a unique
role to play at each level. The National Assessment program
is currently a method for obtaining information on how
children in American schools at grades four, eight, and
twelve perform in selected subject areas. It is intended to
serve as an indicator of what Americ,.n students as a whole
know and can do. The new Trial State Assessment collects
consistent and uniform information about student performance
across all States. This program will provide a way to
understand the relative standing of States in terve of
student achievement in given subjects, such as math and
reading, and the relative strengths and weaknesses within
these broad subject areas, such as the relative performance
in algebra and reasoning skills. It will not provide
information at the district, school, or student level, nor
provide information about what changes ought to be made.

State ssssss ment programs, in contrast, focus specifically
on State level curricula and allow States to evaluate how
well their districts and schools are doing in achieving the
goals of those curricula. District, school, and individual
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student testing programs, in conjunction with State
, allow local superintendents, curriculum

specialists, principals and tachers to valuate the
performanc of individual students and to diagnose their
specific strengths and weakn sssss at a detailed lvel. For
xample, such testing programs may provide information on
which subtopics within th local curriculum ach tudnt has
larned (e.g., in reeding comprehension, whethr a student
can identify specific information, identify the main idea,
or apply that information to a new problem).

These sparate components form a whole ystem,
when ach is implemented at its appropriate level--national,
State, or local. Such a system would provid the
information for educators and parents to know about and gain
insight into student progress and school improvement for all
children. Each lvl of provids specific and
unique types of information to achieve this objective.

5. What is the aoorooriate federal role for improvina testing
And t at the national. Stat, and local levele

In his separat rply to your June 6 lette:, Assistant
Secretary Christopher T. Cross addr aaaaa the overall issue
of the Fderal rol in testing and ssssssss nt. My comments
dal with the specific activities of the National Centr for
Education Statistics.

The Center, as I noted above, administers many tsts in
connection with its mandate from Congress to gather and
report data on the condition and progress of ducation. In
addition to the National s tests are used in our
longitudinal studies, international achi eeeee nt comparisons,
and adult literacy Other areas, such as schoi
readiness and college levl achievement, could be added in
future date collections.

SCES makes use of the strongst and post divers advice it
can find in developing thse tests, but we are now planning
to search more aggressively for approaches to testing that
will make our data mor reliable nd valid in the future.
we are xploring the possibility of supporting research am'
developmental work neded to improve the stat of the art
for large scale national and international
Some of the areas include: incorporating recept findings
in cognitive poychology into ducational
instruments, using computer technology to he
larning strategies of students, improving psychometric
procedurs for "authentic" prformanc tst items, and
improving mthods of measuring "opportunity to learn" in
international

)
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Even though our purpose in these activities is to make it
possible for SCES to report more reliable, valid, and
complete statistics on education, this new knowledge would
be of direct use to States and other sponsors of large
testing programs as well. Thus, NCES would be able to
provide technical assistance to other education data
collectors. In addition, NOS will be supplementing the
activities of the National Cooperative Educatiom Statistics
Systes. '0 that States and local districts can increase and

their efforts to monitor prmgress toward the
ent's and the Nation's Governors' national education

goals. This activity will lead to improved data and
indicators that would be tailored to local conditions and
needs.

Thank you for providing this opportunity to comment on these
important testing, assessment, and evaluation issues you have
addressed in your Committee. If I or members of the NCES staff
can provide further assistance, please let us know.

Sincerely,

51
Emerson J. Elliott
Acting Commissioner
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PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY
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GREGORY R ANRM
PRESIDENT July 19, 1990

The Honorable Augustus F. Hawkins
Chairman
Committee on Education and Labor
U. S. House of Representatives
11-346C Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Representative Hawkins:

I want to take this upoortunity to tell you how much I admire the
outstanding leadership you hao provided in the House of Representatives
over the past 28 years to further the cause of equal employment
opportunity and quality education. It has been a pleasure working with
you and your staff on ', important educational issues during this
period of time.

I understand that the record is still open from the June 7th
hearing on educational testing and assessment. I would like to respond
to your request for comments on several important issues which, not
surprisingly, are priority concerns for us at ETS.

The issue of appropriate measures to assess learning is of central
concern to us as it is to you. There are many different approaches to
assessing important aspects of student learning. Multiple choice tests
are most widely used for assessment of learning in situations in which
large-scale and low-cost assessment is needed. However, even projects
the scale of the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP)
include non-multiple-choice portions, with 30% of its recent assessments
calling for performance responses by students.

Today there is a great concern for so-called authentic assessment
or performance testing. Such asses,ment may be as important for the
impact it has on the educational system as for the types of learning it
assesses. At ETS, we have made some exciting advances ia large-scale
performance assessment ranging from the National Assessment to scoring
hundreds of thousands of student Issays each year for the College
Board's Advanced Placement Program to performance testing in licensing
programs of several types. Such assessment is more expensive than
multiple choice testing as well as requiring more student time and
judgmental scoring, but it is practically feasible.

In addition, we are very excited about the role assessment can play
in improving learning at the classroom level. We have several projects
in which assessment is designed specifically for the purpose of
improving student learning. In an experimental middle school science
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program, the teacher uses complex integrative tasks as both instruction
and assessment. In Arts PROPEL, a project in collaboration with the
pittsburgh Public Schools and Project Zero at Harvard, teachers and
students use the assessment of student portfolios of art and writing as
part of the learning and instruction process. In these and other
activities, we are putting assessment to use directly for student
learning. The resulting assessment is quite different in nature than
assessment designed for judgments of student learning independent of the
classroom learning context.

These differences in assessment we are seeing at different levels
and for different purposes relate directly to the issue you raised of
how to integrate assessment programs at var ous levels. Clearly, there
needs to be more connection between what is good for the classroom and
what is used for large-scale evaluation and accountability. We suspect
that the route of NAEP with a combination of economical and efficient
measures supplemented by a substantial portion of performance-type
measures is a useful approach for accountability testing at the Federal
and state levels. In the lung term, however, as we learn more about the
complex forms of assessment that now seem feasible only at the classroom
level, it may be possible to accomplish a more thorough integration.

In a recent article, I described two other important zssessment
concerns, excessive testing in this country and efforts to insure
fairness. I am enclosing that article as well as NAEP background
information for your reference.

I understand that the Committee may hold future hearings on the
subject of educational testing. I would like to offer whatever
information or assistance ETS can provide to help you in your
examination and deliberations on tne important issues you are
addressing. Thank you for this opportunity to contribute to the record
,F the recent hearing.

I wish you good health ano much happiness in your retirement. We

will miss you behind the center seat at hearings and remain grateful for
your tireless efforts on behalf of equal employment and educational
opportunity in America.

Sincereill

(
Gregory R nr g

Attachments:

The NAEP Guide
Brochure on Innovations in NAEP
Standardized Testing - Now and in the Future, by Gregory R. Anrig

Article from the Alumni Review of the Harvard Graduate School of
Education, Spring 1990

First twc ,nclosures have ID,Ln maintairied

jr Subcommitte, fLlus.
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STANDARDIZED TESTING - NOW AND IN THE FUTURE

Gregory R. Anrig
President

Educational Testing Service
January 1990

What an extraordinary time for standardized testing in American
education. In September, VI President of the United States and the nation's
governors meet in a landmark 'education summit and jointly call for national
performance goals for education and a means to measure progress towards these
goals. In the same month, the Annual Gallup Poll on Public Attitudes Toward
the Public Schools is released. Of those polled, 70 percent favor national
achievement standards and goals, and 77 percent favor ths use of standardized
national testing programs to measure the academic achievement of students.

But this is just the tip of an iceberg! The 1980s have seen an
explosion of standardized testing in education. Forty-four states now require
some form of inimum competency tests, 35 of them requiring the use
of state-developed or state-selected tests with state-prescribed perforsance
standards. Twenty-one states have testing requirements for high school
graduation. Where only a handful of states had testing requirements for the
initial certification of teachers in 1980, this year 45 states have such
testing requirements. And the National Board for Professional Teaching
Standards is in the process of developing new assessments to rec.gnize
advanced teaching ability a experienced teachers.

Some Personal Perspectives on Standardized Tests

I was a consumer of tests before coming to ET! in 1981
skepticism of standardized tests as a teacher, principal, su
state education commissioner. It may surprise you that, aft
ETS President, I still have a healthy skepticism of standard
an educator, first and foremost, and I judge tests and other
the basis of how much they help learning and the improvement

I had a healthy
e-intendent, and
eight years as

.Jed tests. I am
information on
of education.

Standardized tests do provide educationally useful information -- when
properly used, properly interpreted, and used in conjunction with other
information before making decisions. Thy provide a useful 'check and
balance on other information precisely because they ARE standardized in
content and administration. For those who fault this standardization,
consider the alternatives! I remember well the fatigue, stress, and
uncertainty that accompanied the homeeade tests I developed and graded at
night as a te.1:1,er of junior high school socii.1 studies.

It currently is de rigutur to criticize standardized tests in general
and the poor old multiple choice question in particular (a format, by the way,
that reliably measures much more than its critics say and at a lower cost to
the taxpayer or parent). Thanks to C-SPAN, I observed the testimony of
educators before the National Governors' Association Task Force on Education.
One after another decried the use of standardizeJ tests to judge the results
of education.

Prepared for the Spring 1990 edition of the Harvard Graduate Sch6-61 of
Education Alumni Bulletin.
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I strongly believe this is an ill-advised position for educators. The

public and their elected officials want to know uhat students know and are
able to do. They have a right to know this and educators had better find a way
to be responsive. We need to remind ourselves that the education reform
movement of the 1980s got started because of public concern that children were
not learning enough in schools or ven as well as they used to. This concern

was justified then, and it still is.

I believe that some standardize and econceically feasible way of
assessing what is learned by students will be required of educators as an
outcome of the historic new commitment to national performance goals. Once
this is accepted, then we can focus realistically on the cost, time and
content trade-off issues related to such standardized assessments.

Three Key Issues of Stamdardized Testing

Although I applaud the new commitment to goals, I am concerned that it

may lead to an unnecessary proliferation of testing in American education. I

spend much of my time outside of ETS telling people that too much time and
money are being spent now on accountability testing. V. test too little too

much. It is like pulling up a carrot to see if it is growing. Can they read?

Can they read? Can they read? We can get a good answer to that question
without testing every child several times every year.

The National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) has demonstrated
methodologies that can avoid the overuse of accountability testing by states.
NAEP assesses samples of knowledge and samples of studen,s accurately and
reliably. ETS has been proud to administer NAEP since 1983 and I believe it
is becoming a creditable 'report care' for America's schools. One sign of

that credibility is the fact that 37 siltes have signed up for the new state
assessments authorized by Congress in 108. My hope is that this new resource
will help states to reduce the time and u ney already being devoted to state
accountability testing.

In addition to urging people not to Us so much, I try to counsel them

about the importance of keeping tests in persp. 'i:e and using them properly
only for the purposes for which they ar design. The SAT, for instance, is a

college admissions test and never was designed to h. 'sure the overall quality

of American schools. Yet Secretaries of Education an: the media continue to

use it improperly for this purpose. The National Collioiate Athletic
Association decided to use SAT and ACT scores -- impToperly, in my judgment --
as eligibility criteria for freshman athletic:. Arkansas and Texas sought to

use scores from the NTE to determine whether in-service teachers could
continue to teach. In each of these cases, ETS has publicly opposed such
improper test use (even refusing NTE services to Arkansas and Texas) and has
offered pro bono assistance to develop proper alternatives.
In addition to these efforts to promote proper test use, ETS last year joined
with five other majcr test publishers and publicly adopted a Code of Fair

Testing Practices in Education. I believe that testing organizations like ETS

have a public responsibility not only to develop the best tests possible but
also to be strong advocates for the proper use of these tests.
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For me, the most troubling issue regarding standardized testing in
American education is test bias. Tests are made by human beings a:4 therefore

certainly can be biased. Organizations that develop tests have a fu-damental
responsibility to guard against test bias. I em proud to say that probably no
organization works harder to assure fairness in testing LI*: --t ETS. Every

question on very form of very test that ETS develops must go through a
mandatory sensitivity review. Specially trained staff search for any
indication of bias, using structured guidelines and procedures. Committees of
xternal experts in each discipline scrutinize test items and performance

statistics. Internal and xternal audit teams annually review adherence of
e ach testing program to ETS's $tandards for Duality and Fairness. ETS and its

clients regularly conduct research on test bias and publish the findings and
data for scrutiny by independent researchers. Those who use US-developed
tests are given guidelines and training on their proper use and
interpretation. In addition, a new statistical procedure was introduced in
1987 and now is applied to every ETS-developed test. Called Differential Item
Functioning (DIF), it provides a means to analyze the performance of students
of like ability on each test question, based on the student's race, sex, and
e thnicity: before the question is used for scoring. A major step ahead in
guarding against test bias, other testing organizations are following ETS's

lead and are using DIF for their tests as well.

It is essential that there be continuing scrutiny, debate, research and
critical analysis regarding test bias. Those who develop and use tests or are

affected by them should be part of this ongoing process. And what is learned

should be used to change test development practices. I am troubled, however,

by the trend of some critics of testing and some of the media to define 'bias'
simply as meaning any difference in test results by race, sex, or ethnicity.

Unequal educational opportunity regrettably is still a reality in

American education. It is essential that the public spotlight continue to
focus on these unequal opportunities until they are corrected. Tests are an
invaluable resource for demonstrating the profound effects of such

inequalities. In recent years, a number of nationally standardized tests have
begun to report improved academic performance of minorities and women as their

educational opportunities have improved. It is shortsighted advocacy to call

for moratoriums on the best vehicle for promoting public action against

educational inequality.

There is a moral and educational imperative to guard against bias in

standardized tests. ETS and I fully respect and accept our responsibility for

this imperative. But there also is a moral and educational imperative to
determine fairly and report clearly any differences in academic achievement
that exist among students, regardless of race, sex, or ethnicity. To cali

this bias is a serious mistake.

't
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The Future: New Kinds of Standardized Tests for Mew Kinds of Purposes

I came to ETS becluse I believed it had a unique capacity to help public

education shape clearer and higher expectations for learning and to create a

new generation of standardized assessments to usefully measure this learning.

In 1987, the ETS Board of Trustees approved a five-year plan to achieve these

aspirations and committed a major share of ETS's financial resources to fund

the ffort. We are midway in this undertaking ei1.1 already are seeing what

this new generation of educational assessments can be.

Some of these assessments will be performance based. ETS and Harvard

Professor Howard Gardner are working with teachers in the Pittsburgh Public

Schools on portfolio assessment of student work in art, music, and creative

writing. Here teachers are being trained to assess student work products at

the draft stage in order to guide students to the next level of

accomplishment. In another field, ETS researchers are developing a computer-

based science program for middle school students. Students will solve

problems and conduct experiments, receiving continuous feedback on how they

are progressing. A successor to the NTE is under development that will

involve three stages for teacher licensure. The third stage will be services

to promote state policies for systematic assessment of actual teaching

performance in the classroom as one part of initial licensing requirements for

beginning teachers.

A second characteristic of thee: new assessmeits will be that they

increasingly will be instructionally-based. Most .urrent standardized tests

are not very useful for the classroom 'Lacher. Some of the new assessments

will be designed specifically for the teacher. A new publication called

ALGEBRIDGE will be released in 1990-91. It is aimed at introducing middle

school students to algebra. Field tested with teachers and students in six

urban school districts, it provides assessment information to students and

teachers as they tackle basic concepts essential to an understanding of

algebra. The purpose of ALGEBRIDGE is to encouraeo more urban students to

elect algebra in ninth grade as part of a concerted effort to promote their

szcess to college. To improve critical thinking skills, a computer-based

program is beins developed in several New Jersey and Massachusetts sliools as

a part of middle school language arts rrograms. Again, assessment will be

aimed at giving immediate feedback to students and teachers.

A third characteristic of some of these new assessments will be the use

of technology and new forms of adaptive measurement. In a project for the

National Council of Architectural Registration Boards, computer-based

certification examinations will involve actually doing design projects and

calling upon the standard references found in an architect's office. The GRE

Board has just launched a research and development project to computerize the

Graduate Record Examinati.ns. The computer will simulate actual tasks that

graduate students regularly are called upon to do, such as reference searches,

and will automatically move students to tasks at higher or lower levels of

difficulty depending on their performance. ETS also I_ developing new adult

literacy assessments that are designed to aid employers and job tra'ning

centers in raising literac, skills employees need for the changing workplace.
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These are very different kinds of assessments from the current
standardized tests available to kmarican education. As can be seen, their
purpose is not accountability. Their primary purpose will be to draw upon
advances in technology, cognitive science, and measurement sciences to provide
information that is useful to learners and teachers.

We are at the threshold of dramatic changes in standardized educational
testing. These changes are not limited to ETS's efforts. They are going on
lsewhere as well. At ETS, the focus will be on new assessments that primate
the improvement of learning and of educational opportunities. These changes
are not dreams. They are initiatives already begun that will Yield
significant results in the 1990s. This is indeed an extraordinary time for
standardized testing in American education.
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Augustus F. Hawkins
Chairman
Committee on Education and Labor
U S House of Representatives
B-346C Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Chairman Hawkins and Members of the Committee:

The National Center for Fair & Open Testing (FairTest) is pleased to respond to the
Committee's invitation to offer testimony in writing on the subject of educational testing and
assessment

Before entering my discussion, let me summarize FairTest's two broad
recommendations:

- The federal government must stop mandating educationally harmful forms of testing
and assessment

- The federal government has a potentially valuable role to play in supporting district,
state and federal government development of educationally helpful methods of
assessment

FairTest is the nation's only organization solely dedicated to making testing and
assessment fair, open and educationally relevant. FauTest has found, however, that because
of lack of accountability by the testing industry, conceptual flaws in the design of mosttests,
and the misuse arid overuse of tests, much of the testing that is done today is educationally
destructive I

Testing exerts its harmful effects in three basic ways.

First, the most prominent role of testing has been to exclude racial and ethnic
minorities, women and the poor. Indeed, the ability of tests to sort people by these categories
was a major reason for the popularity of early standardized tests. While there have been
instances where testing has opened opportunities, since its early days testitg has served
primarily as a gatekeeper.

Second, as standardized, criterion- and norm-referenced multiple-choice tests emerged
as the most important part of school accountability programs in the 1980's, they came to
exert a powerful, often controlling influence on curriculum and instruction in the schools As

342 Broadway, Cambridge, Mass. 02139 (617) 864-4810 FAX (617) 497-2224
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many studies have indicated, they exert the most influence on programs and classrooms
populated by students who score low on tests, because it is those programs which ny hardest
to increase test scores. These programs are disproportionately filled wah low-income and
minonty-group children As a result of the focus on testing, these students read less, write
less, do fewer projects, do not use their higher order thmlung abilities in school, ultimately do
not become proficient students, and frequently drop out. Testing encourages, reinforces and
justifies all these harmful trends

Third, the very nature of multiple-choice testing presents incorrect ideas of how people
learn While cognitive and developmental psychology have conclusively shown that humans
leant through active engagement with the world, multiple-choice testing is rooted in outmoded
behaviorist psychology that views learning as the passive accumulation of isolated bits of
information. Even in learning "basic skills," students use higher order thinking processes, but
the tests artificially and incorrectly separate basic from higher order.2 As the tests have
come to control curriculum, they have encouraged a completely incorrect approach to
instruction in the effort to raise test scores in the thort run.

Taken together, these three points paint a sad picture: too many students are tracked
using tests and placed in "dummied-down" programs where they are not challenged or
stimulated and fail to make adequate educational progress. These students are
disproportionately low income and children of color The evidence leads to one essential
conclusion: our nation's efforts to construct schools worthy of our children will fail so
long as standardized, multiple-choice testing remains the coin of the educational realm.

However, in our criticism of testing we must not forget two important objectives that
testing promised - but failed - to meet: to provide assessment and evaluation information that
teachers and administrators could use to Improve instruction, and to provide information on
student and program performance for accountability purposes. Both these goals must be met,
but they must be met in a manner that does not end up sabotaging the fundamental goal of
improving public education, as the tests have done.

What then can be done and what is the federal role? Fair Test makes the following
factual observations and from them offers recommendations.

In state after state across our country, depamnents of education are working to develop
perionnance-based assessments. This type of assessment asks students to work on real tasks,
thereby directly demonstrating knowledge and capabthties, rather than fill in bubbles on
multiple-choice questions. This process not only provides valuable information about
achievement, it also fosters instruction that encourages thinking, exploration, reflection,
cooperative learning, and, through them, the acquisition of and ability to use various skills
and factual information.

Plans by states to develop and use performance-based assessments are expanding
rapidly. At the lune 1990 Education Commission of the States (ECS) Conference on

2

.
1.1 3
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Assessment, a number of states that have mandates to develop and use the new assessments
agreed to form a consortium The states will share resources in developing and analyzing
portfolios, open-ended test items and other forms of performance-based evaluation. This
emerging consortium, to be co-ordinated by ECS, is only one of several being developed

Additionally, many states are actively engaged in transforming their state assessment
systems Among these states are California, Connecncut, Vermont, Arizona and Kentucky,
many more are investigating how to begin this process. Also, many districts are actively
engaged in efforts to transfoim their assessment systems as part of changing to school-based
management and adopting new models of curriculum and instruction.

Performance-based assessment is still emerging, so much remains to be learned and
many problems must be solved. Research and expenmentanon, however, indicate in outline
form what a performance-based system can look like.

At the classroom level, the essential tool is the ponfoho. Portfolios are not simply a
place to dump all a student's papers. Rather, they are tools for reflection and evaluation
They enable teachers and students, as well as parents and administrators, to see progress
students make toward agreed-upon educational objectives. They facilitate diagnosis of
strengths and weaknesses, indicate the student's individual work that should be done, and
demonstrate the achievement. They also presume that something worthwhile is happening in
the classroom; to fill a portfolio with ditto sheets and answers to multiple-choice questions
taken from basal readers is simply a waste of nme

At the state level, there are two essential assessment tools. One is evaluation of
portfolio work. Vermont, for example, will took at a sample of portfolios in every school in
the state in grades four and eight. This will enable the state to repon on student achievement,
note progress and problems, and make recommendations to both schools and individual
teachers Because teachers will be trained as portfolio evaluators, a great deal of staff
development in new forms of instruction and evaluation can take place. It is important to
note that portfolios can be assessed in ways that provide aggregatabie, quantitative data

The second essential tool for states, and even districts, is the performance-based test
Such tests are easiest to conceptualize in the arts. one assesses a student's ability to play an
instrument by listening to a recital. Both artistic and athletic competition, such as gymnastics,
have a long history of rating perfoimances with high levels of reliability among the raters

Performance-based tests can take a variety of forms. On the one end, they can be
"best pieces" from portfolios. That is, an important student project, such as a piece of
scientific research or histoncal investigation, can be assessed as a test. These are tests that
not only are not secret, but that must be open and serve instructional as well as evaluative
purposes At the other end are tests in the more traditional sense, only with items that force
students to solve ill-structured and open-ended problems in which they first have to decide
what the problem is, then offer a solution which they can explain and justify. As with

3
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portfolios, performunce-based tests provide a basis for staff development and changing
curriculum. They, too, can be used in ways that provide aggregatable, quantitative data

We must point out here that federally-mandated testing programs, particularly Chapter
1, are perceived as a major obstacle to assessment reform by educational leaders at the state
and district levels. So long as the multiple-choice measures are the essential tools to evaluate
student and program progress, they will control curriculum and instruction and prevent
districts and states from changing assessment and instruction to meet the needs of the
students.

These observations lead to three recommendations

The federal government should support research and development at both the district
and state levels in constructing, intrcducing and evaluating a variety of performance-
based assessments, and support staff development to take advantage of needed
curricular, administrative and assessment reforms.

- The federal government can help develop methods of evaluating, quantifying and
aggregating educanonal information from performance-based assessments.

- The federal government must stop requiring forms of assessment that are
educationally harmful. In particular, Giapter I wining requirements must change not
later than in the 1992 re-authorization, and the National Assessment of Educational
Progress testing must not be allowed to control national education with multiple-choice
testing.

Experience over the past decade has shown that over-emphasis on one form of
assessment, the multiple-choice test (both norm- and criterion-referenced), has harmed our
nanon's ability to make needed changes in curriculum and instruction. While teaching to
even a modestly adequate performance-based item would be superior in many ways to
teaching to any mulnple-choice test, the danger of educational and evaluative corruption
remains

For example, in woodworking a performance-based curriculum and assessment could
have a student construct a chest of drawers. Properly used, teaching to this task would ha ,e
students explore many altemanves in consaliction, choose one and defend the choice, then
actually make it. Incorrectly used, the teacher would insist on a narrow range of construcnon
possibilities (for example, only one kind of joint), teach only that narrow range (indeed,
repetitiously drill on the one joint), in order for the students to do well on just the one
project. The result may be high scores on the chest of drawers, but the students would not
have learned enorgh to solve any other problems. i.e. make other types of cabinets requiring
other types of joints. Thus, both curriculum and instruction and assessment would be
corrupted: the students would not learn broadly, and to the extent the work sample was

4
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supposed to represent a Winder domain of learmng cabinetry, the results would be misleading
and invalid.

The problem is that when heavy pressure comes down on administrators and teachers
to ensure that students perform well on narrowly-defmed tasks, evta if they are performance-
based, they will tend teach to the test in a narrow way and to the exclusion of other, needed
areas. The tendency is also to over-emphasize what the teacher wants (regurgitation) to the
exclusion of student exploration (guidsd, active Kerning). Both instruction and assessment
am thereby damaged, and both students and sometv suffer. The question is, how can the
federal government, the states or the districts use testing for accountability purposes without
sabotaging the instructional process and narrowing the curriculum?

At this point, Faiffest believes there re several parts to an answer.

First, the primary goal of assessmew must be enhancing the quality of instruction
Making portfolios the basis of assessment, with various types of tests established as
complements, well serves this purpose. Portfolios can then be evaluated terms of goals too
broad and complex to allow teaching in a narrow manner. The Advanced Placement art
portfolio assessments conducted by Educational Testing Service are an example of this: A
vast array of artwork, including a portfolio of best pieces and slides of a range of work from
each student, are evaluated by teams. Many kinds of art are judged as having artistic mem,
what is essential is the student's display of implementing her or his vision, of having an
artistic voice he or she can put into effect using artistic techmques. There is thus neither
need nor ability to teach narrowly to a narrow test. At the end however, it is possible to
assign a number, or set of numbers, to each portfolio, on the basis of agreed-upon criteria,
and these numbers can be the basis for quantifiable, aggregatable data.

Second, where testing external to the classroom exists, it should be done on a
sampling basis and there must be sufficient items so that it becomes impossible to teach to
any one or few items. This will require developing a large number of good items and
training evaluators to evaluate such a wide range of items. It also requires developing the
capacity to equate many complex items so quantification becomes possible

In short, variety, complexity and richness of forms of evaluation, guided by the
understanding that without good activities in the classroom real learning will not take place,
are the only means of dealing with the problem of corruption

Faiffest recommends that the federal government help fund a variety of assessment
activities, giving primacy to those that encourage staff development through teacher
involvement and that are most useful in instruction. These may be developed by
districts, the states or even the federal government, but must be focused on improving
instruction first and provk ng aggregatable data second

5
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In designing and implementing new forms of assessment, many complex questions
must be resolved. Three more are important enough to require consideration here.

First, removing or reducing the use of multiple-choice tests that are biased and
Introducing new forms of assessment that eacourage thinking does nsi mean that the new
forms will not be biased. As new assessments are introduced, it is essential that several
things be done to reduce and eliminate bits. One, all students must be enabled to understand
the meaning and processes of the new assessments. Two, the evaluation process constructed
around portfolios must incorporate methods to detect and address teacher bias. Not only are
portfolios a valuable means of helping teachers become better instructors in the subject areas,
they can be valuable methods of helping teachers overcome the ignorance that underlies much
biased behavior. Evaluation through portfolios, coupled with interviews and classroom
observations, can provide a baus for educating most teachers and removing those who refuse
to change and grow

Second, true performance-based assessments are not likely to have much in common
with multiple-choice tests because they air not likely to measure the same things.' As a
result, complex problems may dew 'ip for longitudinal, continuity data. Fau Test strongly
urges that the desire of federal or state agencies to limit performance-hued testing in order to
preserve continuity data be subordinated to the far more critical need to introduce well-
developed performance-based assessments in order to assist fundamental school reform
Controlling the new to meet needs rooted in the old that has failed is only a means to
guarantee continued failure. Research on how to bridge data from the two means of
assessment to continue making use of old data could be useful, but funning for such research
also should be subordinate to developing and implementing performance-based assessment.

Third, issues of reliability and validity ci ;.,eiformance-based assessments need
continued investigation so as to enhance their tivalny. Federal funding to help such studies of
new assessment programs as they are designed and introduced would be a valuable use of the
federal dollar

In summary, the federal government has a valuable role to play in changing
assessment in our nation Through well-directed funding and changing certain laws, the
federal government can open up the possibility of using appropriate assessments and aasten
Cie implementation of high-quality performance-based assessments

To do the law, fur Is must be calefully targeted. It is clear to Fair Test that the most
exciting and puwerful developments are now happening at the state level, both within
panicular states and among states acting in cunsorna. While many districts and even
'ndividual schools and piograms are actively engaged in needed assessment reform, it is at the
state level that change which is both extensive and profound can best be developed That

6
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said, it is also clear that only when schools, teachers, administrators and parents are actively
involved in the change process can reform really take hold in a comprehensive way.

Therefore, both the states and the districts ille essential to the change process, but they
have different roles. The role of the state is to develop and disseminate possibilities for
performance-based assessment, beginning with their own assessments, and including extensive
teacher education in portfolio and other assessments, as Vennont plans to do. The role of the
districts is to implemPr.: forms of portfolio-based assessment as the core of instructional
evaluation and to create processes of renewal that unleash the creativity and capabilities of all
people working in and for schools.

The federal government can and should act to facilitate this process. In funding, it
should fund at both the state and district levels, and funding at one level should require
interaction with the other level. States not working with districts are apt to develop unused
procedures or re-visit the failures of top-down dictates. Districts not working with states are
apt to change in isolation and fail to help wider change, or to run afoul of state regulations
that undermine local change.

Faiffest thus urges the federal bove-iment to proceed in the direction of encouraging,
through funding and changes in law and regulation, the development and implementation of
performance-based assessment that builds from the classroom up and that supports an
instructional process that encourages thought, reflection, activity, engagement and creativity as
ends in themselves and as the best means of developing basic ant: more advanced academic
skills.

The federal govenunent's steps in this direction should come soon, but must not be
taken too hastily. We urge the federal govenunent to use the principles and guidelines
discussed above, or similar ones emerging now from many sources including state
departments of education and academic researchers. The government should carefully but
expeditiously develop plans to assist fundamental change in assessment in our nation's
educational systems, and thereby enable thc needed changes in curriculum and instruction.

Thank you again for the opportumty to testify

Monty NeW, Ed.D.
Associate Director

Attachments:
Endnotes
Fallow From the Testing Explosion
"Standardized Testing Harmful to Educational Health
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NOTES

1. Medina, Noe and Neill, D. Monty. I allow From the Testing Explosion: How 100 Milhon
Standardized Exams Undermine Equity and Excellence in America's Public Schools
(Cambridge: FairTest, Third Edition, 1990). This report summarizes, with extensive evidence
and notes, the many problems associated with the tests; it includes an annotated bibliography.
A copy is appended. Pardons of the report appeared in revised form in Neill, D. Monty and
Medina, Noe J. "Standardized Testing: Harmful to Educational Health," Phi Delta Kappan
(May 1989) pp. 688-697; a copy is appended.

2. Resnick, Lauren B. and Resnick, Dame/ P. "Assessing the Thinking Curriculum: New
Tools for Educational Reform," in B. R. Giffold and M.C. O'Connor, eds., Future
Assessments: Changing Views of Aptitude, Achievement, and Instruction (Boston: Kluwer
Academic Publishers, 1969).

3. Newmann, Fred and Archbald, Doug. Beyond Standardized Testing: Assessing Authentsc
Academic Achievement in the Secondary School (Reston, VA: National Association of
Secondary School Principals, 1988), see esp. pp. 56-59; Fredencksen, Norman. "The Real
Test Bias: Influences of Testing on Teaching and Learning," American Psychologist (March
1984) pp. 193-202.
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Advancing psychology as a science a profession and as a means of promaing human welfare

June 19, 1990

Committee on Education and Labor
U.S. Nouse of Representatives
B-346C Rayburn Nouse Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

In responso to recent concerns over the use of standardized tests in
education, the American Psychological Association (APA) Is submitting this
statement to the Nouse Education and Labor Committee, following itv June 7
1990 hearing on Testing in Education.

APA hAS hiettricaliy supported scientific and policy initiatives that
have improved the development and use of sment practices and
Instruments. APA and its divisions have developed professional standards in
these &&&&& whlen have been widely accepted in isgai and legislative arenas
(e.g.. Standards for Educational and Psychologica. Tests, Code of Fair
Testing Practices In Education). In addition, APA has Several standing and
ad h0c committees which ars charged with addressing critical issues In

4nt (e.g., Task Force on the Prediction of Dishonsety and Theft In
Employment SettInps, Joint Committee on Tasting Practices).

There are I aaaaa of concern regarding the use of standardized
tests In education, many of which are outlined In the report Eassatautair_
to Gateway produced by the National Commission on Testing and Public
Policy. These concerns include the amount of testing that takes place In
our schools, some inappropriate 'MSS Of Wilt SCOra Mits, and the
overreliance on test scores Alone In making decisions about individuals.
APA believes that much of the problems associated mIth standardized tests
(in education and elsewhere) are not inherent In the tests themselves but
rather ere founded In their inappropriate use.

If standardized tests are properly Wined and validated, the/ can offer
information about an Individual that cannot be obtained from other sources.
It has always peen deemed inappropriate to use test score data on an
individual to the exclusion of otner information. Test scores taken In
conjunction with Other information (6.0 grades, teacher reviews, etc.) can
enhance our ability to maks Dotter and more informed decisions about an
indlvidual's educational needs and past achievement.

1200 Sewn Werth Steel N W
DC 20036rra360
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It Is also, deemed inappropriate to use test mcore data In a manner
other than that for which the test wall developed. Educational achievement
tests which are designed as diagnostic tools to aid teachers In meeting en
Individual student's educatIOnal needs should not be used ss measures of a
school's educational progress. The Opposite is true as well, that measures
of educational effectiveness such as the National sment of Educational
Progress (ae currently designed), should not be used for Individual

went. With this kind of proper use of standardized tests, practices
such MS 'teaching to the test" may be curtailed.

APA's approach to such Issues with testing has been one of education
and training. We believe that, when properly developed and validated,
standardized tests can enhance our ability to make Important decisions about
individuals, If they are used as the) are Intended.

At present, there meem to be many proposals for advancing Methods of
alternative 00000 ement APA supports ongoing scientific Inquiry into tfle
alternative 00000 mint approaches and performance-based testing and
evaluatiOn In education. APA's concern Is that alternative measures be
reliable and valid. Many proposed altornatIves - teacher observations,
srhIbitIOna, portfolios of student work, checiCists, and open-ended
Questions - have not been demonstrated to nave adequate reliability or
validity. Historically, standardized meavres were developed to correct
this problem.

Additionally, proponents of alternative measures SOO th011l as correcting
the problem of cultural bias in testing in fact, many such alternatives
have been demonstrated to be more susceptible to Idiosyncratic beliefs or
Subject:V. Judgement than traditional standardized measures. where actual
di 00000 nCes between groups Wilt. the introduction of alternative approaches
may mask but will not eliminate these di 00000 nceu. By masking these
di 00000 nces coMpensatory strategies designed to enhance opporturiltes for
disadvantaged groups may be lost

As a developer of professional standards on educational and
psychological testing, the American Psychological Association remains
extremely Interested In the quality of 00000 *merit instruments and measures
that aril Used end devol0,4d. APA supports the scientific 000000 ch into
alternative 00000 Went approaches to assure that any ssssss ment methods used
tO make decisions about individuals be reliable and valid We look forward
to the Office Of TechnOlogy Assessment's study In thls areli and hope there
la a strong emmhasis on examining the reliability and validity of new

sment approaches

1 u
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Sincerely,

4

Lewis P. Liositt, Ph.D.
Executive Director for Science
American Psycholcgical Association

Way Camara, Ph.D.
Dir4étdf for Scientific Affairs
American Psychological Association

mm: Cormittes for Psychological Tests and Assessment
Raymond D. Fowler, Ph.D., Chief Executive Ofilmer.
American Psychological Aseoelatlon

Dianne C. Brown, Testing and Aasessment Officer,
American Psychological Association
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GAInCil for Basic Education
A. GRAMM DOWN
EINCJINV Director

Congressman Augustas P. Hawkins
Chair, Committee on Education and Labor
B-346C Rayburn House Office Building
Washington DC 20515

20 June 1990

Dear Congressman Hawkins,

Thank you for your letter dated 6 June 1990 asking for views and
advice on educational testing and nt. This letter willsummarize a ballooning literature on the subject. Supporting
materials are available if you or your staff need them.

My own perspective is the effect of testing and assent oncurriculum and instruction--what children learn. The urgency forchanging from multiple-choice, machine-scorable tests to
performance a nnnnnnnnnn is fueled by the fact that the multiple-
chocie tests trivialise the curriculum, reducing it to a series
of unrelated facts which require children only to recognise them,not to use them. American society

needs tnoughtful adults who can
solve problems, adapt to change, and use intelligently the
resources of technological world.

Chapter 1 students urgently need curriculum and instructioL whichis not driven by multiple-choice tests. It is a national tragedy
that the Chapter 1 legislation mandates (and Department of
Education regulations reinforce) a nationnlly normed and
aggregatable test which at the moment must be multiple-choice.
Mary states are seeking alternatives, among them your own state
of California. The California A nt Program is proposing to
use "grantback" money to assign performance nnnnnn ments /or
Chapter 1 which will both report accurately on the program and
remove the obstacles to a thinking curriculum for Chapter Ichildren. These effcrts need encouragement from your committee.

Brief answers to the questions at the bottom of page 1 of yourletter,

Learning is best ssssss ed by asking students to do what we
want them to do--write, solve problems, display
understanding. The means include, direct writing assignmentsscored by holistic scoring groups; portfolios; open-ended
questions in mathematics and science; experiments and
manipulations of equipment and materials; simulations,debates, and mock trials; problem-solving

contest, (the

-2S INA nth sirett \ Liqungton I,( 2000S
%aininal adrin ales of the liberal arts fbr all elementars and seconiken students
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Odyssey of the Mind, e.g.).

Assessment programa at the Federal, state, and local levels
could be integrated by a series of interlocking group
grading sessions. Let me explain by building an the xample
of the California Assessment Program's highly uccessful
grade 8 and grade 12 wziting ssssss ments. each year,
groups of teachers from across the state s,-.)re the essays,
which can be written on up to eight differeht topics,

ing ability to write in lifferent real-life genres.

Now imagine that other states in the Western Region have a
similar writing nt. Ten percent of the papers from
each statz are scored again (anonymously of course) by
group drawn from the states represented. The same process
would go on in other regions of the country--Southeast,
Atlantic States, Central, etc.

Finally at the national level, 10 percent of the regional
papers would be scored by a national committee.

Why dr this instead of expanding IMP? For these reasonse

T-is is not an additional nt- it uses existing
state (and/or local ssssss ments);
It involves teachers, adminiz:::===, parents in
scoring groups, thus informinc them directly about what
students can do and should be able to do;
It is a bottom-up, not top-down, process, giving the
people closest to the classroom ownership of a
professional responsibility;
Because of the large number of people involved,
information about standards is widely disseminated. How
many people can cite the results of NAEP nts
now?

The process is sometimes called 'group moderation. It was
proposed as a featurc af the new English national

but was not adopted or funded by the English
governrent. The U.S. Congress has an opportunity to
demonstrate educational leadership here.

The adverse ffects of testing can be minimized by phasing
out multiple-choice, machine-scorable tests designed by test
publishers.

There are minimal adverse effects of performance
sssss aments, since many nts are no different from
and in some cnses better than ordinary classroom activities.
The Now York State Grade 4 students who took the science
manipulative skills test in Nay 1989 and May 1990 wrote
"Thank-yog- on their papers and asked could they do the test
Loin tomorrow.
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Comprehensive systems of nt can be developed by
expanding the pool of performance ssssss ments and using
psychometric expertise to develop sound scoring methods.
Assessments should concentrate on program and school

nt, which means that matrix sampling can be used
widely--not every student needs to be ed. (However,
some performance ssssss ments 3ike the New York State science
tests are so intriguing that no-one wants to be left outl)

Student ssssss ment should na be used for selection and
sorting. It should be developed as a profile of the
student's strengths and weakn , with multiple
indicators, never a single scar,.

The Federal role in improving testing and nt should
be leadership, not regulatio, or imposition of top-down

nts like HASP. TM Federal government should specify
educational outcomes and then assist states and localities
to meet them.

The Department of Education should be a resource,
developing, researching, refining performance assessments.
It should ncourage experimentation at all lovels and offer
expert assistance to state and local education authorities
seeking to make curriculum and nt complementary.
It has an obvious role in coordinating natioml 'group
moderation, as described above.

The issue of cheating on %Ants (the focus of Cannell's books) is
not relevant when tests are changed and become performance

aments. It is a red herring which distracts from the real
issue. Cheating on tests has little to do with what children
learn; it seems to be focused on exposing an irrelevant crime.
The issues are teaching and learning, and ensuring that
reasonable demands for accountability do not intrude on them or
distort them.

I am available for further information and discussion of this and
other educational issues.

Sincerely

) 1(;,0
Ruth Mitchell
Associate Director

liu
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June 21, 1990

Honorable Augustus F. Hawkins
Chairman
Coemittee on Education and Labor
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Thank you for your letter of June 6, 1990, requesting x:
views on the subject of educational testing and
I would have been pleased to appear at a hearing on this
subject because I agree with you that testing and ssssss ment
must be addressed if we are to improve our nation's educa-
tional performance. I hope you schedule additional hearings
on this subject in the near future so that I can have the
opportunity to explore this complex and important issue with
you in greater depth than a written statement ellows.

I am gratified that the Congress is taking an interest in
the role and effects of traditional standaruized testing on
the quality of teaching and student learning in our nation's
schools. Testing is a major enterprise in our education
system, driving federal, state and local education dollars as
well as instructional decisions. The nature and quality of
the tests we use, and how we use them, are therefore of vital
significance.

Ts 750,000-memner AFT has long supported testing,
chiefly for these reasons: We have no other comparably
reliable means for determining if and how well the nation's
youth is being educated and the extent to which our schools
are discharging their public responsibility. In particular,
we have no other means for measuring progress toward over-
coming our past legacy of denying equal educational oppor-
tunity to poor and minority youngsters and for sssss sing the
inequiti ,s that continue to exist. Moreover, the public
deserves -- indeed, has a right -- to know what we are
getting for our education dollars.

But while the AFT suppoits testing, we are critical of
the quality of the tests most commonly used in our school
system and the ways in which they are employed. Briefly
summarized, the AFT, along with a growing number of testing
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Honorable Augustus F. Hawkins
Page Two
June 21, 1990

and ducation experts, has become convinced that these tests
tend to narrow teaching and learning -- indeed, may have
contributed to the "dumbing down" of America. Additionally,
existing tests severely constrain promising education reform
initiatives.

These problems associated with standardized testing
deserve serious national attention and a commitment tu
developing reliable, publicly useful ts that help
promote ducational achieveAent. Unfortunately, encouraging
local districts to deselop ts is not the best
means to achieve that end. In fact, we fear tnat this well-
intended measure would Agul another layer of testing and
ssssss ment to already overburdened students and teachers. We
also do not believe that new, district-developed tests --
each of which would be different -- can yield trend data or
comparable information, thereby exacerbating the existing
problems in education reporting. Moreover, since the
capacity of local school districts in alternati
is very thin, this measure is likely to add to the already
plentiful supply of educatIon hucksters that districts are
prey to while reducing the impact of responsible groups,
including some states, presently working on new sssss sments.
Quality control in developing new assessments is, in short,
essehtial.

Congress should also be aware that the U.S. Department of
Education's Office of Educational Research and Improvement is
in thc midst of competing many of the federal research and
development centers, a center on testing among them. Any new
legislation affecting Assessment ought to proceed in light of
the results of that competition. It also would be appro-
priate for Congress to consider any assessment initiative in
light of the national education goals adopted by the
President and the novernors.

Tha AFT has offered responsible criticisms of the present
testing system. We are eager to cooperate with legislative
and other means to develop assessment systems that not only
overcome the problems of the present systems but also help to
stimulate needed improvements in educational achievement.

Nevertheless the AFT urges caution when it comes to a
local, district-based strategy for developing nmx assess-
ments, especially without getting a handle on existing
testing. We need to address the issue of standardized
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testing as a nation with such at stake in the issue. Pro-
posod solutions that diffuse authority and responsibility for
developing a valid assossment system could have tragic
consequences for our educational systole.

I look forward to further dialogue with you on this
critical issue.

AS/dr
opeiu2aflcio

Sinc ely,

/94(6-bL''ZAlbert Sh4or
President

1 1 3
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Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, this morning I am

honored to present testimony. My name is Daniele Rodamar. I am

an Assistant Professor of French literature and language at

American University in Washington, D.C. The following testimony

reflects my experience as a university level foreign language

instuctor for over a decade and as a faculty member with

responsiblility for foreign langauage curriculum development,

program coordination, and assessment for elementary and

Intermediate French language courses. I am speaking as an

individual, and my testimony does not necessarily represent the

views of America University.

DEMAND FOR FOREIGN LANQUAGE SKILLS IS GROWING

Today's kindergarteners will graduate to a world that will

provide many opportunities to put foreign language skills to

work. Language education is a fundamental element of curricula in

our nation's schools. As Sill Honig, California s Superintendent

of Public Insuction said in launching a campaign to strengthen

California's K-12 language education: "Learning a foreign

language opens many doors for students. It allows them to

compete in an international job market where proficiency in

another language is no longer a luxery but a necessity. They

also better understand our own diverse society and develop

communication skills necessary to expand their perspectives of

the world." The trends in trade, foreign investment,

international tourism, the increasingly glJbal organization of

business and other factors are increasing the need for foreign

language skills.

INFORMATION ON ACHIEVEMENT IS MISSING

How are we doing in strengthening America s foreigr language
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education? While there is some data on "process" variables, such

as enrollments, "seat time", the number of foreign language

teachers and so on, we know little at the national level about

the proficiency of the students who graduate from these language

programs. Anecdotes (such as the efforts to sell the "no go"

NOVA Chevy in Latin America, the Pepsi "Come Alive" ad campaign

thut failed in Thai'lnd when it was translated as, "It brings

your ancestors back from the dead", and President Carter's speech

that told of his "lust" for the Polish people) suggest that all

is not well. Two thirds of the translating jobs at the U.S.

Department of State are filled by foreign-born individuals

because properly trained Ame,-.can-born candidates are not

available. The pattern in tue private sector does not appear much

better. The snapshots of language proficiency provided by

various studies reinforce these concerns about the foreign

language proficiency of America s students.

Assessment of educational progress is a fundamental element

in strengthening educational achievement. This has been

recognized by the Coalition for the Advancement of Foreign

Languages and International Studies (CAFLIS) which represents

165 menber organizations from all levels of education, the

business community, state and lccal governments, language and

exchange groups, and others. CAFLIS has called for assessments

of progress in foreign languages and international studies as

pait of a plan of action for upgrading foreign language and

international studies education. Assessments of foreign language

achievement should be a mandated element of the National

Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP). If done in a

responsible and methodologically sound manner, a national

assessment of educational progress in foreign languages will

encourage improvements in language education not only by

providing information on how we are doing but also by

spotlighting the importance of foreign language education to the
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nation and sending a clear signal that foreign language needs tc

be a core element in the curricula of our nation's schools in the

elementary and secondary level as well as in our nation's

colleges and universities.

A NATIONAL OBJECTIVE: A LANGUAGE COMPETENT AMERICA:

There has been growing awareness of the need to strengthen

foreign language education in the United States. In November

1979 the President's Commission on Foreign Language and

International Stuides pointed with alarm to our citizens lack of

international knowledge. As the Chairman of the Commission notea

in transmitting the study to President Carter, "the hard and

brutal fact is that our programs and institutions for education

and training for foreign language and international understanding

are both currently inadequate and actually falling further

behind. This growing deficiency must be corrected if we are to

secure our national objectives as we enter the Twenty First

Century." By the mid-1980s reports calling to strengthen foreign

language eduction began to be made by groups with the power to

actually influence events in out schools, such as the Council of

Chief State School Officers, the National Governor's Association

and the Southern Governors Association.

Earlier this year, following th2 Charlottesville "Education

Summit", the President and the nation's governors agreed to six

major goals and twenty six objectives for educational improvement

by the year 2000. Two objectives relate directly to second

language study; others are more indirectly related. The

President and the Governors gave high priority to the development

of (quality assessments to monitor progress toward these

educational goals and objectives.

In brief, the increasing importance of foreign languages for

U.S. security, prosperity, and growth has teen increasingly

recognized by leaders in edu.-ation, busiress and government.
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TRANSLATING OBJECTIVES INTO ACTION:

The increased emphasis on la guage skills has been

accompanied by growing enrollments. Recent surveys conducted by

the Joint National Committee for Languages found that 30 states

have instituted or increased roreign language requirements in the

last ten years. Recent figures indicate a ten percent increase

in foreign language enrollments during that same period.

The impact of these changes is 3ust beginning to be felt.

For example, the state of New York's Action Plan to Improve

Elemenary and Secondary Education Results includes a commitment

to second language education for all studc,ts. Beginning with

the class of 1994, all students will take at least two years of a

second language prior to grade 9 and additional incentives for

continuing language study are made in the form of requirements

for the Regents. Diploma. In California--which has as many

students as the smallest 24 states combined--the Hughes-Hart

Education Reform Act of 1983 mandated one year of foreign

language study as an option to meet high school requirements.

California's public universities have required at least two years

of study of a single foreign language for admission, and the

state's Board of Education has recommended tha all high school

students complete two years of study in a foreign language.

Californi- 1 enrollments in foreign languages grew by a third

between t981 and 1987--but only 14% of the students in

kindergarten through 12th grade were enrolled. In brief,

importa-t changes have been initiated and their full impact will

be felt in coming years. National level information on trends in

achievement in second language proficiency that can be

disaggregated to at least the state level is vital in building

effective foreign language programs.

THE NEED FOR NATIONAL ASSESSMENT IN FOREIGN LANGUAGES

University teachers already have high scho2l tra cripts ,nd

advanced placement tests to know know what language skills

L 3
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students are bringing to campus. In a few states, state

assessments of foreign languagt achievement add information.

While this may be enough to create a wall-chart, this leaves

postsecondary faculty, as well as K-12 faculty without a clear

picture of how the system as a whole is working. In some subject

areas there is not even a yardstick of achievement: the College

Board provides widely used achievement tests in German, French,

Spanish, Italian, Hebrew, and Latin--but not in any of the Asian

languages. This forces each postsecondary institution to provide

its own hit-or-miss assessment and sends out a signal to

students, parents, teachers, and administrators about the

relative importance of languages.

A national assessment of educational progress in foreign

languages is important in getting authorizations and achieving

funding for foreign language education. The monitoring of

achievement by a National Assessment of Educational Progress in

Foreign Languages would spotlight "how we are doing" and would

send a clear signal that results matter.

We face major problems in our efforts to improve language

education. Too often teachers who have very limited proficiency

in the language they are supposed to be teaching operate without

effective training, feedback and support. The need to fill

elementary and secondary classrooms with "a warm body" often pre-

empts questions about the results. This absence of quality

information on how we are doing makes it difficult to drive

Improved program performance and improved articulation across

grade levels. The picture is further clouded when teachers

pressed with the need to keep students, parents, and

administrators happy allow giades to creep upward without

corresponding increases in achievement. The problem is not grade

inflation by individual teachers. It is more serious than that.

We simply do not know how the system is working and this lack of

information moves the emphasis to process rather than results.
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Without information on how the whole system is working, there is

little systematic pressure to upvade the quality of teaching,

and to provide the funding needed for materials, salaries, and

articulation across grade levels.

A national assessment of educational progress in fore,gn

languages, would provide information on how the nation as a whole

is doing--and on how one state or region is doing rela*Ive to

another. Such information can play a key role in driving

dissemination of effective programs, building support for

adequate funding and improving articulation across grade levels.

The requisite consensus building process can help ensurp that

programs reflect the language competency needs in business,

industry, agriculture, the professions and government, as well as

in teaching and research.

Today we have too little language education too late in the

educational program. Information on foreign language acheiveme t

of students at lower grade! would provide a fulcrum for

leveraging improvement and for providing a more realistic time

table for students to learn foreign languages. This is no small

matter. As California's Foreign Language Framework put it, "No

matter how good the pedagogy, students will not become fluent in

a second language by attending a 50 mirute class five times a

week during a single school year. Mastery of foreign language

takes time. (In Europe, Japan, and the Soviet Union, for

example, five to seven years are T.nerally allocated to the study

of English or another foreign language.) For school

administrators interested in building a successful language

program, the requirement for a large block of time has two clear

implications: First, it signals the need to move the beginning of

the selious study of language into the kindergarten thrugh grade

eight years. And second, it highlights the importance of

district wide strategic planning so that continuity of learn,ng

is not Interrupted " A national foreign language assessment

-6-
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would help draw attention to these issues.

For university and college teachers, such as myself, this

information would provide a useful basis to work in academic

alliances to upgrade K-I2 language education. The process of

assessment and interpretat.on would force K-12 and postsecondary

education bureaucracies to face the issue of what they are doing

and what the tesults are. In teacher training it would help

provide vital systematic feedback on how the people we are

turning out 4ith degree7 are doing when they find themselves in

front of a classroom full of typical American kids. This is

system level feedback that teacher certification or other process

variables cannot provide.

In sum, a national assessment of education-.1 progress in

foreign .anguage education provides InFormation on how the system

is doing and serds out a signal that language matters and is a

vital part of the curriculum. Statt by state and other

comparisons properly conducted can aid in identifying and

disseminating models of effective language education. And

information on what other stude,Its are achieving can provide

useful information to students that motivates their language

learning strategies.

THE FOUNDATIONS FOR LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT ARE IN PLACE

A substantial portion of the research and development

necessary to institute a national assessment of educational

progress in foreign languages is already underway. While foreign

language education--like other areas assessed by NAEP--seeks to

build a complex of skills and to achieve a variety of goals,

guidelines for the assessment of foreign language proficiency

have been developed by the American Council of Teachers of

Foreign Languages (ACTFL). Pressed with the need for assessment

of foreign language proficiency, the U.S. government has long

conducted assessments of language competency for use In placement

and as a guide to future training. The state of Connecticut has
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already conducted its own assessment of foreign language

profi:iency in its schools. The Educational Testing Service has

long provided foreign language achievement tests for use in

placement of students entering vstsecondary education.

There is already action to move beyond this. The American

Council on the Teaching of Foreign L.nguages and the Educational

Testing Service, working with the testing descriptions oeveloped

by the U.S. Government Interagency Language Roundtable, have

initiated efforts to forge a consensus among language educators

regarding proficiency standards appropriate to traditional

settings.

NAEP is the appropriate location for an assessment of

foreign language achievement. For over two decades NAEP has

provided valuable information at tne national level on the

quality of educational achivement. The often troubling results of

these assessments--along with cther streams of information such

as ACT and SAT scores, dropout rates, reports from employers, and

sc on--have helped trigger and sust in the school reform

movement. NAEP is the only regular nationa, level assessment of

acnievement in core curriculum areas. Under the Hawkins-Stafford

Act (PL 100-297) NAEP has been expanded to provide a wider

of comparisons across core curricula. Adding foreign languages

to the assessments of WFP would build on an establushed

.nstitution and would send a powerful signal regarding the

centrality and importance achievement in foreign language

education.

CAVEATS:

America has benefited from ha.ing a highly decentralized

s}stem of education which allows for diversit} in goa's and

approaches and encourages flexIblity in meeting local needs.

Man} Americans have viewed national level assessments of

achievement with Pxtrome caution, aware that no assessment can
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measure everythingand that what is left out mal be as important

as what is included. While an assessment may be more or less

"curriculum neutral", all assessment scores have a necessary

correlation with curriculum. In a field as diverse as language

education, this does not reduce the need and 'alue of assessment

but it warns against over interpretation of results. The

diversity is quite real. A 1976 study by the Articulation

Council Liaison Committee on Foreign Languages found that not

even an area perceived to be as central to language instruction

as vocabulary was standardized. Among 28 elementary and

intermediate German texts examined, less than five percent of the

total words listed were common to all texts. Subsequent studies

showed 'hat student and K-12 teacher perceptions of what was

expected in postsecondary programs varied greatly. The dynamics

of consensus about what is important in the rapidly changing

field of language education makes Ic strongly advisable not to

attach too much weight to any single measure.

Th- -pplicability of a national level assessment for )udging

the success or failure of individual state or local level program

reforms is at best questiona5le because assessment scores may

change for reasons having little or nothing to do with the

assessment, including changes in student backgrounds and

curriculum alignment. This is another reason why NAEP complements

other information (such as state assessmetts and SAT scores and

postsecondary education or employment outcomes1 on how we are

doing. If truth is, as one methodologist claimed, the convergence

of independent btreams of data, then it is vital that in

dynamic and diverse system such as our own that this diversity of

approaches and measures be preserved. While it is appropriate

that NAEP inform education debates and programs, the necessary

imperfections of measurement by any single instrument and the

Importance of encouraging constructive debate among researchers,

teachers, parents, and students make it essential that NAEP

continue to complement other data streams rather than preempting
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or defunding them.

NAEP is valuable in providing an assessment that nu one

aligns curriculum to meet. It informs rather than coorces, and

as such fits with th, best traditions of our nation s education

system. It is importart that NAEP continue to be used in ways

that inform education, that strengthens rather than und.rmirve.

education. La luage education is multidimensional and iiursues

mulitiple goals: NAEP must acknowledge this. multiple choice

tests are helpful, but not enough. NAEP must continue to move

toward Improved and authentic assessment. Assessing competency

in a language is not the same as testing achievement. Achievement

tests are constructed to check mastery of some discreae body of

material covered in a course of instr ction. They provide

feedback, but they typically test for specific, often unconnected

elements of language. A competency test on the other hand is a

holistic assessment of what the student can actually do with the

language in a unrehearsed situation. The student s response to a

testing prompt is not simply right or wrong; it is indicative of

a stage of competency and helps define the student s performance

level. A competency test addresses what can be done now. NAEP

has emphasized these issues of competency in other assessment

areas, and should do so in the area of language as well. Process

and context cannot be ignored if we want to know how programs are

working. That is whl information on variables such as access to

language education technology and proficiency of Hispanic

altudents studying Spanish, and teacher proficiency should be

provided.

In brief, while NAEP should be part of a 1-irger system of

research and feedback. It can provide a useful contribution that

will play a critical role in improving language education in our

nataon.

What matters to the nation in language assessment Is the

level of proficieno of students in usIng a second language.

-10-
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Since the ability to use language skills in real world contexts

is the priority, the assessment of foreign language skills should

focus on foreign language proficiency: on the ability to use

language rather than their achievement's in reciting the

vocabulary or syntax of any particular textbook or group of

textbooks. The increasing emphaiis in many classrooms on real

world interactions--through telecommunications, non-textbook

printed materials and so on make this emphasis on 'proficiency',

rather than on 'achievemeut in the narrow sense, particularly

important. This is consistent with the approach used in

assessments, such as the NAEP reading assessment, which

emphasizes assessment of the reading skills needed to function in

today's America.

The variety of languages studied across our nation and the

costs of assessment pose the difficult issue of which languages

to assess. The large majority of American students study Spanish

and French. Other languages, such as Arabic, Chinese, Japanese,

and Russian are studied by relatively few students but may be

deemed of national interest fop strategic, economic, and other

reasons. Here again the consensus building effort that

chardcterizes NAEP are paiticularly appropriate for determining

which languages to assess and with what periodicity.

CONCLUSION:

The establishment of a national assessment of educational

progress in foreign languages would be Important because: 111 it

would provide vital information to students, teachers, and others

about how foreign language education programs are working, 121 it

can help identify foreign language programs that work and

strengthen the ability to disseminate those programs, and 1.-11 it

sends out a clear signal to students, parents, teachers,

administrators, legislators and others that language education at

the K-12 level is an essential part of the curriculum and that
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c_Impetency matters.

National assessments of achievement in foreign languages are

an essential tool in upgrading the quality of foreign language

instruction. I respectfully urge the members of this committee

and of the U.S. Congress to mandate foreign language assessment

as a regular component of NAEP. Thisalong with ongoing input

from the field and regular Congressional oversightcan play a

vital role in upgrading language instruction, in helping to meet

the national goals in education, and in allowing America to

transform the many challenges that face us an this rapidly

evolving worlo economy into opportuntities.

Thank you.

-12-
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Members of the Committee on Education and Labor, I am Fred Dietrich, Vice
President for Guidance, Access, and Assessment Services at the College Board.
I very much appreciate the opportunity to comment upon testing, assessment and
evaluation issues currently being considered by the Committee on Education and
Labor.

Founded in 1900, the College Board is a national nonprofit association of more
than 2700 colleges and universities, secondary schools, sc'1 systems And
education associations and agencies. The Board assists students who are
maAing the transition from high school to college through services that
include guidance, admissions, placement, credit by examination and financial
aid. In addition, the Board also sponsors research, provides forums to
discuss common problems of education and addresses questions of educational
standards.

The College Board firmly believes that quality assessment of student skills
and achievement is ultimately crucial to the long-term social, economic, and
political well-being of the United States. Nothing is more important to our
future economic growth and social progress than education of the highest
quality. Used sensitively, instruments of assessment can help achieve that
end.

Over the last decade, the issue of standards and expectations of students has
been a particular focus of the College Board's Educational EQuality (EQ)
Project. EQ's efforts in the first part of the 1980s resulted in a set of
publications describing "what students should know and be able to do" on
graduating from high school. Academic Preparat;on for College, known as the
Green Book, describes learning outcomes for high school curricula in six basic
academic subjects--English, the arts, mathematics, science, social studies,
and foreign language. It also identifies basic academic competencies--
reading, writing, speaking and listening, mathematics, reasoning, and
studying--which depend on, and Are further developed by, work in thrse
subjects. The "rainbow" serics goes further in providing specific curriculum
and instructional suggestions about how to achieve the results outlined in the
Green Book.

EQ's work has involved consensus building among teachers. Hundreds of
educators from both schools and colleges helped to compile the Academic
Preparation series. This series does not address specific grade levels but
rather the learning outcomes which should result from a student's exposure to
a full educational experience through twelve grades.

The consensus of educators involved with EL) is that much of the Green Book,
and in particular the basic academic competencies, are appropriate for both
college- and work-bound students. We believe it is important to promote high
academic standards for all students, rather than setting minimum competencies
for most and tougher expectations for some. The goal should be to give all
high school students access to the knowledge and skills necessary for entering
and completing higher education. Some may not go to college right away, but
we should try to keep their options open. Moreover, employers have told us
that the EQ basic competencies are what they need in new hires. In terms of
basic skills, there may be little difference between what is needed by the
college-bound and those headed for employment.

Avd
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Also particularly relevant to your deliberation are two iTochures--The
Educational Equality Proiect and College Board Examinatilm and Imorovinq
Academic Preparation for College: The Role of AssesSmen.--which address the
"congruence" between our tests and the EQ-defined competencies and skills. We

will be pleased to provide all these items to the Commi.tee.

Several College Board instruments could be helpful to your present dilcussion:

o Descriptive Tests of Language and Mathematics Skills--designed to
assess the battery of skills (writing, thinking, reading, analysis, and
mathematics) that students must have to perform well at the college
level, closely aligned with the goals described in Academic Preparation
for College.

o The Advanced Placement (AP) Examinations--a program of college-level
courses and examinations for secondary school students in 16
disciplines. About 37 percent of American secondary schools currently
participate in the program, serving approximately 17 percent of their

college-bound students. Those of you who have seen the movie "Stand
and Deliver" will know how important and valuable this program can be

for minority atudents.

o The Achievement Tests--a series of 15 tests in 14 subject areas taken
by some 300,000 college-bound students each year and designed to
measure knowledge, and the ability to apply that knowledge, in specific
subject areas.

o The Schclastic Aptitude Test (SAT)--a nationally administered test that
measures developed verbal and mathematical reasoning abilities related
to successful performance in college, taken by some 1.8 million

students each year.

o The Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Test/National Merit Scholarship
Qualifying Test (PSAT/NMSQT)--a school-based test that measures verbal
and aathematical reasoning abilities important for succe.s in college,
taken by more than 1.5 million high school sophomores and juniors each

year.

You may also be interested to know that the College Boara through its office
in Puerto Rico sponsors the Prueba de Aptitud Academica (PAA), sometimes
refel 'ed to as the "Spanish SAT." The PAA is taken by over 100,000 students
throughout Puerto Rico, Latin America, and the mainland United States. Not a

translation of the SAT, the PAA is composed of items developed directly in
Spanish; like the SAT, the PAA measures twe essential types of reasoning:
verbal and mathematical. Along with the P, A, we also administer a battery of
subject-matter achievement exams in Spanish.

-2-
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These and other standardized tests can be very useful in evaluating what

students have learned. When properly developed, using the knowledge of

teachers and other curriculum experts as well as surveys of appropriate
curriculum and course content, standardized tests can measure many of the
important learning objectives that schools have for themselves and for their

students, and do so validly, efficiently, and inexpensively.

Finally, I should note modes of testing other than traditional
paper-and-pencil multiple-choice tests. Clearly not all knowledge can be

measured by these traditional tests. You may be interested to know that we

are currently exploring a number of moditications to the SAT that include till

addition of open-response items in which students solve a problem and record
their answers directly (that is, not via multiple-choice items), as well as a
writing component (and score) that could include an essay or other direct

measure of writing ability. These explorations also include the development

of what we call "proficiency scaling," through which additional information
will be generated about what particular scores on the SAT (in its verbal,
mathematics, and writing components) mean in terms of what students are able

to do.

Perhaps the most promising news of all in efforts to measure what individual
students know and are prepared to do is the development of computer-delivered

tests. The College Board's first application of computerized adaptive testing
has been in a series of tests of skills in college English and mathematics

known as Computerized Placement Tests. The program is being expanded to

include assessment of mathematics at higher skill levels. We are also

investigating other applications of computerized adaptive testing, including a

battery of assessment tools and accompanying guidance materials for use with
students at the middle school level and those with limited English proficiency.

What is so encouraging about this kind of test is that it can utilize student
responses to previous questions to select later questions in order to more

accurately describe individual student's abilities and needs. It's almost a

different test for each student, created by the student's own level of ability

and knowledge. These tests will require much less time to take than paper and
pencil tests, and will provide the option of immediate scoring and feedback to
facilitate counseling, course placement, and other forms of advisement, and

provide more useful diagnostic information.

The College Board is pleased to offer assistance in using existing tests

and/or in developing additional ones. As I have tried to describe in this

statement, the College Board has long experience in measuring higher order
thinking skills, in using tests to inspire advanced levels of learning, and in
setting common educational standards and goals thriugh consensus-building

activities.

Thank you again for the opportunity to present this statement. We look

forward to working myth the Committee on Education and Labor on these

important educational issues.
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